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'On the Road to State

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & T,mes photos

Murray Middle School students (above) cheer on the MHS Tigers
Thursday morning. Coach Rick Fisher (left) gets a hug before,, board.
Ing the bus -to Louisville where the team will attempt to claim the
Class A State Championship title.
.

•

Tournamen
is deja vu
for coaches
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer •
Murray High's entry in Friday's Class A state championship
game is undoubtedly bringing back a flood of memories from the
Tigers' last state title, 1974.
But the fact that it's now been 20 years since that last title isn't
the only reason the two seasons have been drawing comparisons.
Both teams wound up the regular Season 8-2, and just like the
1974 squad, this year's Tiger squad will face Beechwood for the
right to hold the big trophy. Friday's game is scheduled to begin,at
•
11 a.m., CST at Cardinal Stadium in, Louisville.
And for four members of the Tiger coaching staff, the state
championship game holds a. special meauing.
Current. Murray assistants Lindsey Hudspeth, Tony-BOone and

Assistant coaches are: (photos from left): Jimmy
Harrell, Eddie Rollins and Tony Boone, and Lindsey
Hudspeth.

Eddie Rollins were all players on the 1974 state championship
squad, while Jimmy Harrell was an assistant coach 2Q years ago
and still is today.
"A lot of the same people still live in this community, and I
coached some of our current coaching staff," Harrell said. "I got
out of coaching for a while, butt got back in when (current Murray
coach) Rick (Fisher) was hired. We played together in college.
"I'm feeling like we're getting a big lift from the community and
the kids have reached the goal they set, and that was to get to the
state championship," he said. "But it's not enough to just get there,.
we want to win it because opportunities like this don't come along

Rushing hearing
set for Friday
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Calloway County Clerk Teresa
Rushing will appear in Calloway
Circuit Court for a pretrial conference Friday at 10:30 a.m.
Rushing is charged on a grand
jury indictment with felony theft
following an investigation by the
state police and Auorney General's office.
The nine-year clerk is accused
of mishandling more than
$219,000 .of public funds.
Findings derived from RushMg's records. were released by

State Auditor Ben Chandler last
Nbvediber.
She was indicted by a Calloway County grand jury in June.
Since then,'Rusbing has
pleaded innocent to the single
TERESA RUSHING
charge and.. attorneys have been
filing legal documents. I
Buckingham has said he wants
Friday's conference ,will be
tO avoid the appearance of agy
held before Special Judge Wil- local politics.
liam Shadoan, who appointed
Rushing, who has remained in
"himself to the case after Callo- office, has also been avoiding
BuckCircuit
Judge
David
way
local politics.
ingham recuscd himself.
Shadoan is the Circuit Region•See Page 2
al Judge.

very often."
p.
Hudspeth was a sophomore on the 1974 team, playing running
back and defensive back, and he recorded.' an interception in.tthe '
championship game.
"I think (going to the state championship) is a little inbre 'nerN ewracking es a coach," Hudspeth said. "As a sophomore on the '74
team, I really didn't understand things as well as I do now, and I
think if we win it this. year, it will be more joyous.
• "We hardly had to work all year my sophomore year because
IN See Page 2

Scott: Watch for bad checks
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott is warning businesses to
beware of forged checks.
He and two other law enforcement agencies are investigating a
counterfeit check operation.
Apparently, someone designed
a check and used a legitimate
Draffenville business as the
account holder at the Bank of
Benton.
Ncsbitt's Docks and Lifts, Inc.
appears on the checks, which are
light biue in color.
"We want to emphasize that
this is a legitimate business, and
the man doesn't even have an

"If they'd just
take a .couple of
minutes to get
some ID, this miight
not happen.
Stan Scott
(Calloway sheriff)

account at the Bank of Benton,"
Scott said, adding that the ow-ice
has'no involvement in the scam.
He said the checks arc written
to "Joe Harper" and sigtted oy
"Doug Watson."

ar-r^

r

"They have been earmarked or
payroll," Scott said.
Authorities are unsure whyi,the
person or persons reSpprisible
chose the Ncsbitt's buskapis.
But Scott thinks at Itasr two
people are involved in 4lielcam
because there are two :distinct
signatures on the chee4k44
Scott is asking that butilyeSses
beware of accepting two-party or
out-of-town checks. 1
He said clerks should' always
ask for photo identificati4 from
anyone who writes or.atuipts to
cash a check.
"If they'd just take a.e.ppple of
minutes to get sorne, TD, this
might not happen," Sykt said.
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Work continues on food baskets II Rushing...
• By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
•

these expensive items, Gentry
said. Many of the churches in the
area have volunteered- to donate
various items for the baskets.
Gentry also said items arc
needed for the food pantry to fill
the bags for food for those Other
than for the Christmas baskets.
These include instant potatoes,
cereal, oatmeal, crackers and
powdered milk.
Donations for the baskets and
the pantry may be brought to the
Need Line, a United Way agency,
on- dm -bottom—floor Of -Weat's
Community , Center or call the
office, 753-6333, for information.
"These Christmas baskets are
an annual service of Need Line to
help the entire community. Referrals have been rhade through
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Home Care Services, MurrayCalloway Transit, Murray Housing, and other churches, clubs
and. ind.viduals. We hope to
make this a happy holiday for
these who arc unable to purchase
items for a holiday.meal," said
Gentry.

The staff and volunteers at
Need Line continue to work on
the preparation for the Christmas
food baskets to be distributed to
about 300 individuals and families on Dec. 21 and 22.
Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said some items
are still needed for the baskets.
These include frosting, stuffing, canned pineapple, cranberry
sauce, yams, turkeys and baking
b .
The baskets consists of turkeys
or baking hens, cake mixes, frosting, sweet potatoes, instant potatoes, stuffing, canned fruit, cranberry sauce, chicken brother or
chicken Or turkey gravy, 411s,
green beans, corn and green peas.
These items are coordinated to
fill the baskets according to the
size of the family.
The Salvation Army js assisting with the purchase of the turkeys, but more"help is needed for
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Following the indictment, she
handed duties involving the fiscal
court to a deputy clerk in her
office.
Panf of the county clerk's
duties are to record and maintain
the minutes of the fiscal court.
Rushing has not attended a
meeting since late summer.
When attorneys last met in
September, Shadoan said he
doubts a trial can begin until early next year.
Robert 0. Miller, Rushing's
lawyer- has -requested a number
of documents he believes the
state has regarding . the
investigation.

Boone said. "There's just some- biggest thing will be getting them
dence we could get there, but this
year, if you had asked the first thing about these kids. I don't ready to play so early in the day
week or two of the season if we know what they've done, but (11 a.m. CST Friday)."
knew we had state championship
"I think our playoff game
had a chance to get this far, you
there's not as much complaining
material; but this year the kids
probably wouldn't have .found
and players fussing at each other against Russellville (two weeks
have worked harder, and thdt will
anybody who would have thought as there was at the beginning of ago) was a big step for thiS team
make it more rewarding if we
so," Rollins said. "I wouldn't the year."
because you could see their conwin it now," Hudspeth said.
have bet my house on it."
.The Tigers practiced Wednes- fidence level groiming," Boone
Rollins was also a sophomore
Boone added, "I knew we day at Murray State's Roy. Stew- said. ,
On the 1974 squad, playing tight
would be in the' playoffs, but I art Stadium to help themselves
"Oui quarterback (sophomore
end. He too admitted he was
didn't know how far we could get used to playing on the astroAllen Thompsbn) has gotten
probably more nervous now than 1
get. This is a whole different 'turf at Cardinal Stadium..
more confidence since the Rushe was prior to the state champteam now than it was at the
sellville game, and that's a big
Boone, however, isn't conionship game 20 years ago.
beginning of the year."
vinced that the playing surface reason the team has gotten bet"I didn't feel like I had as
Boone said hefias seen several
ter," Boone said. "We got the .
will make that much difference in
much to do with it then, and I
similarities between this season
confidence we needed to _go up
the outcome of the game.
didn't understand- what was going
and the 1974 campaign.
"Both teams have to play on and beat Harrodsburg last week."
on like I do now," he said.
"We were basically a defensive it," he said. "Mentally, it may
Hudspeth said this year's road
"In 1974, we had the confiteam in 1974, just like this team
make the kids think they can run to The title game has seemed
is now," he said. "The defense faster; the first time I played on
more special to him than it did in
carried us then, and it has this
it. I thought 'Man, I'm running his playing days.
team for the most part, but in the faster on this,' but then 1 looked
"All the memories come back,
last few weeks the offense has around and saw that everybody and I guess it's just destiny
come
up."
1001 Whitnell Dr.
else was running faster too."
reaching its toll," he said. "The
Murray, KY 42071
Boone, who has recently come
Harrell said this year's team fact that Jimmy Harrell is still
out of the hospital while battling
has improved more during the .here and all of us players as
DEPARTMENT HEADS
Crohn's disease, said the Tigers' season than the 1974 team had to. coaches now gives it all a good
Publisher
nine-game winning streak and
Walter L Apportion
"We're a pretty hot team right feeling, and it all seems a little
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
continuing playoff success have now," he said. "I've seen us get more special.
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
definitely played a positive role
better each week. Sometimes a
"You see how much the kids
Advertising Mgr. Mary Ann On
in his recovery.
team can peak out too soon, but are enjoying it, and it will be
Circulation Mgr. Dennis Hodges
"That's really helped me," he we're right where we need to be
really special for . me and the
Classifieds Mgr.
Karon Covert
said. "I'm having as much fun right now. We've gotten much other guys to win a state champthis week as I did when I was better since the first of the year." ionship as a player and as a
READER INFORMATION
playing.
"The last four or five weeks, -coach," Hudspeth added.
To reach all departments of the
"Something has come over this this team has really come
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
Murray's only other state
team in the last few weeks," together," Rollins said. "Now the
championship was in 1961.
FROM PAGE 1
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National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky

county clerks.
I._
Wbaley,- a lawyer in the Attorney_ _
-However; when --Auditor -Ben to.' —
Chandler took office, he vowed the case. to audit every clerk's office in
Earlier this year, Commonthe state.
wealth's Attorney -Mike Ward.
Chandler said last November
who was elected to prosecute
that the $219,000 in missing felony cases, also stepped dowe
money is the largest shortfall in from the case.
the state's history.
He said then he wanted to
According to Chandler, Rush- avoid the public perception that
ing allegedly replaced the money any politics might bi:. irivulved in
with personal funds two days the case.
after the audit.
If Rushing's case goes to trial
Rushing previously said there and she is convicted of the indictis no money missing.
ment of theft by failure to make
It took the state 10 months to required disposition over $300, a
complete its investigation -and Class D felony, she could face
meet with the grand jury.
one to five years in jail, fines and
Special prosecutor Barbara removal from office.

III Tournament...

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in advance.
Home delivery 6 days a week:

Wanted - BINGO Players

According to court records, no
otifer votions 'or order's' haVe—
been filed since. the September
meeting.
But Shadoan said in September
that, the attorneys will have an
opportunity to discuss any
evidentiary matters. If a settlement cannot be reached, he said
he will set the case for trial.
There has been no discussion
on whether Miller will ask for a
change of venue.
The investigation involving
Rushing has been ongoing since
the surprise audit was conducted
by irate officials in -August 1991.
Pribr to that audit, Rushing had
used a private auditor, which is a
common practice among many

Lost Your Job
due to layoff?

Stamp prices to increase in January
WASHINGTON -(AP) — Way
back when, a stamp cost 3 cents.
That's how much the price is
going up next year — and critics
say yet another increase is probably only k year or two away.
The independent Postal Rate
Commission on Wednesday
endorsed the increase from 29
cents to 32 cents for a stamp for
a first-class letter. The Postal
Service said it hopes the new rate
can take effect "as early as possible in January."
The increase is estimated to
cost an extra 60 cents to 75 cents
per month for the typical
household.
Millions of unpriced stamps
bearing the letter "G" for Old
Glory — have already been printed and will be shipped to post
offices across the country to be
sold at the new rate.

From the Great Depression' to
William H. Quinn, president of
the Eisenhower era, the cost of the National Postal Mail Handlers
mailing a first-class letter was 3 Union, told the rate commission
cents. The rate has risen steadily
the proposed increase is "wholly
since the post office became a
insufficient to provide the Postal
semi-independent agency in 1970 Service with the revenues that
and Congress eliminated its tax
will be necessary to operate the
subsidy.
Postal Service during the next
The governing board of the
few years."
Postal Service is expected to
•
The commission made some
meet within two weeks to set an
changes
in
the
post office
effective date for the new rates. It
could. reject the commission's request, though, notably, rejectruling and ask for reconsidera- ing the plan to increase the cost
tion, but that is unlikely; since of all types of postage by the _
same percentage..
the decision is close to the rates
requested by the post office and
Instead, the commission
the agency urgently needs
boosted magazine, newspaper,
increased income.
advertising and package rates by
Some critics have contended
more than the Postal Service had
that the proposed increase was
asked. It held the increase for
too small, particularly after four
postcards to a penny — half that
years without a rate rise, and will
requested — and rejected any
mean another increase will be
boost in the rate for additional
needed in one or two years.
- weight in heavy first-class items.

Lumber Buildin
Prices Good thru December 6, 1994
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By CHELSEE THOMPSON
Special to the Ledger
Twas the night before .aate, and all through the hotel not a player
was stirring, not even Jon Bell.
He was having sweet dreams, of a great victory, when he sprang
from his bed, to get up and go sec.
Across the hall he found T.J. and ID., as snug.astwo bogs- in-arug in the snow.
And speaking of "Bug" who was dreaming next door, of running
back 10 Bcechwood passes for a score.
As Havvy and Miller retire to their beds, visions of goalposts
dance through their heads.
Westphal and Garvin hang their stockings with care, in hopes
that a victory soon would be there.
On the other hand Mchr was just thankful he got to miss all his
classes, thanks guys, thanks a lot.
Big man Blalock was having visions of his own, of powerful
quarterback sacks, in the end zone.
Thompson was praying that it wouldn't be rainy, so he could
make clean hand offs to his running back Cheaney.
Up from the basement there arose such a clatter, Drake and -Dennison had found _a .Beechwood player to splatter.
And here comes_stee_454..is missing,a ISKUL-11C musLhave ran
into our receiver Ted Booth.
There came a report that a freight train was loose, up on the third
floor, but it was only Big Moose.
This game will be played during the day, what a sight, it will
give Beechwood players a chance to sec Knight. '
Last but not least our super kid Sid, announced that Beechwood's streak would -soon come to a skid.
--The defense-knows -that it is never alone, cause they've got the
help of good ole Coach T-Bone.
Coach Rick and Susan look forward to a rest, after this victory,
we'll all be impressed.
All of our coaches are the greatest around, look high and low,
and no finer can be found.
On Friday at noon, there will be a giant quiver, cause the Beechwood players all live in a van, down by the river!
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PORTAGE, Wis. (AP) — Jeffrey Dahmer died within minutes
()I receiving two major blows to
the head, a coroner said.
Dahmer -probably was hit a total .of four or five times in the
head, Columbia County Coroner
C. Keith Epps said Wednesday.
The blows that did the most damage were to the right side in the
front of the head and to the left
side in the back, Epps said.
Another inmate who was
attacked with Dahmer Monday as
they cleaned prison bathrooms,
Jesse Anderson, died Wednesday
after being taken off life support.
He suffered injuries similar to
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Dahmer's, Epps said.
Dahmer, 34, had confessed to
killing 17 young men and boys,
mutilating and sometimes cannibalizing or eating his victims. He
had been behind bars since July
1991, when a handcuffed man
escaped from him and led Milwaukee police to an apartment
full of body parts. '

read in a brief statement from the
family ,"No one should have to
die such a brutal death."
Officials at the Columbia Correctional Institution said Christopher Scarver was the sole suspect
in the slayings. The 25-year-old
man is serving a life term for an
execution-style murder during a
robbery.

Anderson, 37, was sentenced to
life in prison for killing his wife,
Barbara. She was stabbed 21
times in August 1992.
"What(we) said when Barbara
died is as true today as it was
then," her brother, Kevin Lynch,

Columbia County Sheriff
James D:Smith, however, said he
hadn't yet narrowed the list of
suspectt. He said eight people
were in the prison's recreation
area during the 45 minutes
around the attacks, including two

NEW YORK (AP) — Five helmeted action heroes have karatekicked.Sega off Santa's list.
The Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers, those evil-battlint figures based on a hit television,
show, are the inost sought-after
toys this Christmas.
"a...is the most unbelievable
phenomenon we've seen in the
toy industry — as soon as we get
them in, within a day ,or two,
they'xe all sold Amt." said
Michael Goldstein, chief executive officer of Toys R Us Inc.
"It's a full year now (that
they've been on the market) and
it's bigger than anything we've
seen since Cabbage Patch Kids,"
Goldstein said.
While Power Rangers, are the
talk of the toy stores, video
games are fading, giving makers
of traditional toys a chance for
bigger sales. Barney, is past his
prime. But Barbie, who appears
to have discovered the fountain
of youth yet again, still is the
best-selling doll.
Goldstein said many shoppers
said. Several who attended said
will be lucky to find Power Ranhe got one of the biggest laughs
gers, simply because demand is
of the day when he told his colso strong. Bandai America, which
leagues, "The future ain't what it
makes the toys, has K. factories
used to be."
But Democrats turned to. turning them out, but there still
may not be enough:,
Gephardt, 53, who unsuccessfully
sought the Democratic presidenSo far, no near-riots have been
tial nomination in 1988, ',then
reported in toy stores among
majority
leader
a
became House
..parents scrambling to get Power
year later,. He served under
Rangers, unlike the Cabbage
SpeakerThomas Foley, D-Wash.,
dolls, which set off several
Patch
who became the emblem for a
highly publicized fights.
Congress that voters grew to
detest and was defeated in his reAnyone selling anything with
election bid on Nov. 8.
the POwer Rangers name, such as
- Known for his strong labor tics
clothes, books and games, will do
and for patiently trying to build
coalitions within his party, well. Tyco Toys expects $1 milGephardt helped lead recent lion in sales of Power Rangers
Viewmaster slides. "We can't
Democratic battles for Clinton's
make enough of them," spokesdeficit-reduction, 'anti-crime and
man Bruce Maguire said.
health-care packages.
In other top races, Whip David
The Power Rangers' success
Bonior, D-Mich., fended off a
challenge by conservative Rep. has spilled over to other products
Charles Stenholm, D-Texas. Rep.
Vic Fazio, D-Calif., who heads
the House Democrats' campaign
committee, was chosen DemocraMAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Don
tic caucus chairman over Rep.
Kweisi Mfume, chairman of the Elder was the first production
Congressional Black Caucus.. worker hired when General Tire
began operating in 1960. He shut
down his machine for the last
The selections angered several
retired.
conservatives, who complained time Wednesday and
Known as Mr. Seniority, he
that they are ignored and isolated.
$1.37-an-hour forklift
"They've basically handed the started as a
ended as a tandem calkeys to the same guys who drove driver and
machine operator, making
us into the ditch," said Rep. dender
than $16 an hour.
Gene Taylor, D-Miss. "It borders more
Elder, 56, was surprised with a
on being suicidal for theparty."
Tuesday afternoon ceremony and
presentation attended by
Taylor said he would remain a plaque
one of his three children, four
Democrat, but a handful of others
grandchildren, his colleagues.:
were considering switching to the
GOP. They included Reps. Mike
Parker, D-Miss., and W.J. Tauzin, D-La., who said, "If our party wants to be...strictly a libeial
party, it needs to tell us tha"

MicroAge

EPSON

bosses, two newspapers and a
television station.
Elder said it was just "luck"
that he wound up being first. In
1960 he wAs selling shoes at a
women's clothing store in Mayfield and knew the secretary to
the man General Tire brought in
to hire workers for the plant.
"She sort of Set me up with
him," Elder recalls.
Elder and his wife, Mary Ruth,
live on a 120-acre farm five miles
west of Mayfield. Until now, all
he has had time to grow are 2V:
acres of tobacco.

QuietPowerTM Dishwasher
with Water Saver Cycle
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ONLY
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Christian Science
Lecture
Health Care and
God's Healing Power
Lecturer:
Geraldine Schiering, C.S.B.
Atlanta, Georgia
Member of the Board of Lectureship
of the Mother Church, The First
Church of Christ Scientist in Boston

Sunday, December 4
2:30 p.m.
Calloway County
Public Library _

Billy P'Pool, M.D.
_ —

He wasn't pronounced dead
until he was taken to a hospital.

appeal. Two Power Rangers are not going to be enough," Lyden
in the action figure lineup, giving
lines like Batman, X-Men, girls. Bandai America, in addition said.
to the regular action figures, sells
That trend can be seen in sales
Samurai Warriors and Biker Mice
dressable dolls with long, flowing of children's versions of adult
from Mars a boost, Goldstein
hair based on those characters. iRTri-S. -titildren want more than
said.
BUT TryTOT
s
o'f Hai- just —STaled-down vrsions 01
Industay analysts agree That the
tional dolls haven't. been hurt. by Mom's kitchen or Dad's workPower Rangers, who mutate into
the Power Rangers.
bench — they want the high-teth
gladiators that save the world, are
Video's declining market share stuff, too.
what's known in the industry as a
means a big opportunity for.comSo electronic organizers, Minimegahit.
panics that make traditional toys computers that store addresses,
"It's consuming the industry
memos and other information, are
like nothing has for years," said; like Mattel, Hasbro and Tyco.
Tyco US President Michael big sellers, including Casio's kl
John Taylor, who tracks the toy
business for L.H. Alton & Co. Lyden said sales of his com- Magic Diary, Tiger Electronics'
pany's radio-controlled cars have Dear -Diary and Sega's IR 7000
Some big stars of past holiday
seasons aren't showing up on improved as dollars that once Comm-Link,
went to video games are .- rediTiger Electronics said its Talkwish lists this year, especially
boy tape recorder,.featured in the
video games. After peaking with • sected elsewhere.
But the toymakcrs find that movie ."-Home ,Alone 2," likely
an estimated 35 percent of the
overall toy market, video's share Super Mario Brothers and Sonic WM sell out for a 'second holiday
is now about 20 percent by some the Hedgehog, having turned season.
- children into sophisticated conOf course, children -also love
estimates.
To some extent, video games sumers, are tough acts to follow. gross and disgusting stuff tOo. So
-"For kids who have now been
another big seller is Tyco's Dochave been displaced by computer
tor Dreadful rninilaboratories to
games, especially those available brought up on video games, the
make edible worms and warts.
in the fast-growing CD-ROM for- same old toys we used. to do are
mat, which are growing in popularity with children as well as
adults.
But video is still a billiondollar business and still has big
hits, including Super Nintendo's
"Getting you ready for the 21st Century!"
Donkey Kong Country-game and
Sega's Sonic and Knuckles..
Dinosatirs, whether they're the
YEAR-END
Jurassic Park variety or plush
SPECIAL
Barney dolls, are also in retreat
===
this year.
486 DLC 40
E
7
" =""
But ,Barbie, a perennial best
7. .7— m 486SX/33
•L•'....%=•=
LEADS144 45041•
seller, "is literally off the
4MB RAM,212 MB HD
4MB RAM,270 MB HD
charts," Goldstein ,said. Manufacturer Mattel has found another
14" SVGA Monitor
14" SVGA Monitor
winning-formula for Barbie, makMultimedia Kit
Multimedia Kit
ing her posable. Even My Size
MS Works for Windows
MS Works for Windows
Barbie, as tall as a little girl and
selling for more than $100, is
LQ 570+
LQ 570+
doing well.
24
Pin
Dot
Matrix
Printer
24 Pin Dot Matrix Printer
Among baby dolls, Taylor
found no single standout,
although he said Tyco's My
Pretty Topsy Tail and All Star
Toys' Tattoodles are particularly
314 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
popular.
earPto
lywetor Raenirgeurnicslleexodfuethp
502-753-7733
800-646-7733
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General Tire's first employee retires

• SmartWash System
with 3-level wash action.
• Sound-dampening
OuietPower'" insulation
package.
ENERGY
SAVER
• 7 cycles/23 options.
DRYING
POTSCRUBBER, Normal
OPTION
Wash, Water Saver, Light
Wash, Crystal/China,
Short Wash, Plate Warmer
and Rinse Only/Hold cycles.
• 20-year full warranty on PermaTut °
tub and door liner (ask for details).
• Unique split silverware basket.

guards, a. recreation director and
other inmates.
"I got two victims and I got
three -inmates and that's.. where
I'm going to leave it," Smith'.
said.
Dahmer was found in a pool of
blood in a staff bathroom; Ander..on in a locker room adjoining a
basketball court.
A bloody broom handle was
found near. Dahmer but investigators have said his head might
have been beaten against a wall
or the. floor.

Power Rangers are hottest gift

House Democrats pick
Gephardt to lead them
WASHINGTON (AP)--Emotionally spent House Democrats
will be led by consensus-builder
Rep. Richard Gephardt next year
as they begin life as a minority
party after four decades on top.
In a nearly seven-hour private
session that participants said
began with_intensity but gradually grew subdued, lawmakers
chose the Missouri Democrat and
current majority leader o,n Wednesday to be their minority
leader.
He and others from this year's
leadership team easily survived
challenges from rivals who said
the Republicans' Election Day
capture of Congress demanded
new chieftains to guide Democrats in 1995. Their ascension
gives Democrats a group of
experienced, moderate-to-liberal
leaders.
Gephardt, facing gall bladder
surgery today, left a bed at
Bethesda Naval Hospital to plead
with his colleagues for the top
job. Victorious, he then told
...reporters that he would build a
'large leadership structure including all wings of the party, and
said he didn't think Democrats'
familiar faces would hurt them
with the public.
"The voters -are interested in
• results, and they'll look to us to
achieve results," he said.
"That's our test."
Gephardt was challenged by
Rep. Charlie Rose, .D-N.C., a
55-year-old moderate who said
the party needed to move toward
the center and away from President .Clinton. Gephardt, the favorite, easily captured the secret
ballot by 150-58.
Rose was at his
lksy,
charming best" when be spoke to
Democrats gathering in•a sealedoff House chamber, a participant
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Coroner's report: two severe
blows killed Dahmer in minutes
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Family Medicine
is now accepting appointments

710 Main St.

Walk-ins Welcome

(in the library meeting room)
For Appointments Call

Sponsored by the
Christian Science Society
of Murray

759-4880
Medical Arts Building

$399

Model GS111 MOT

Suite 205E

Murray Appliance & TV

300 S. 8th St. • Murray

All are invited to attend this
free lecture.

Your GE, Jenn Air & Hot Point Dealer
212 E. Main St,

753-1586
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PlYSIJSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Continuing to take a. stand
Dear Editor:
This is in response to the lends in the Ledger and Times on Nov. 16th
and 22nd which I think were pertaining to me.
I have written several letters in response but when I would re-read
them I knew they could not be printed because of the wording I used. 1
believe the old devil had crept into my mind.
I have considered myself to be a man since I was 18 years old and I still
do. I take a stand for what I think is right and don't plan to change.
But so help me, I have never-taken a coward's way out and written
letters to a paper about anyone with whom I don't agree. Yes, I said
coward's way and that is what I mean.
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss with either writer, in
person, about what I say or do that they don't agree with. I have full
intentions ofcontinuing to take a stand when I have questions about local
concerns. After all, this is still Murray, Kentucky where we have a right
to take a stand and I intend to do that.
Thank God for the Ledger and Timcs. WSJP radio, and especially
Stacey Crook and Gina Hancock for reporting the news as it is in a nonprejudice manner and keeping the citizens of Murray informed.
Stacey and Gina,don't worry about the horses,just load the wagon and
let the good news roll.
Johnny Rickman
Murray Plaza Courts, Murray, Ky. 42071

Blood donors appreciated
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter to publicly thank the hundreds of people who
have saved lives this year. I am speaking of the blood,donors in our
Community.
'
' Each day the need for blood arises. It may be bra mother who has had
a difficult delivery, a grandfather who has broken a hip and requires
surgery or someone who has been involved in an automobile accident.
Regardless of the reason, these people need blood and we must-have an
adequate supply available.
At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we are very unique in the fact
that we have our own Blood Donor Center for individuals and groups to
come in and donate. This year, we have already collected over 1,250
units of blood. This may sound like quite a large number, but each of
these units is only good for 35 days. Thanks to several area churches and
businesses inviting us in to have blood drives,our supply usually meets
our demands. But, this time of the year is very busy and our need for
blood increases while the number of donations decrease.
So, during this hectic time, I would like to encourage everyone to
make their appointment to donate blood. After all, this is the "giving"
time of the year -- so why not give the gift of life?
Ginger Hale
MCCH Blood Donor Recruiter
'Murray Calloway Co. Hospital
803 Poplar Street. Murray, Ky. 42071

MURRAY

Raising eyebrows, questions
The jury is still out on the
county's seven-person advisory
group.
Having met only three times,
the group has already raised some
eyebrows.
The idea behind such a citizens' group was born at a public
hearing the fiscal court held to
enact an insurance tax to fund the
construction of a jail.
Over 150 hopping mad citizens
attended the hearing. After two
hours, loud suggestions were
made to form such a group. Bowing to public pressure, Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams did just
• that.
The wisdom (or foolhardiness)
behind such an idea can be
debated. On one hand, it would
seem to be at the core of the
"democratic process- — involvement of citizens in the decisionmaking process.
At the same time, such a group
cannot ultimately be held
accountable for their actions. The
members were not selected
through the electoral process.
The fiscal court could also find
itself in a catch-22 situation. The
magistrates could find themselves
rejecting a recommendation from
its own advisory group when it
finally makes a decision.
So far, this group has stuck to

Maybe at next Tuesday's meeting the chairman could explain
the group's position.
There is the-potibility that the
group may tour the county's jail,
as well as one of the new facilities at a nearby county.

.ts mission — determining ways Records laws.
o fund the jail project, not debatThose laws, however, provide
ng whether or not the county little gdidance im just how to
should build one.
conduct a meeting. Agendas help
_They have also received The .-outline the tneeti-mfof-the--publie
bite of criticism — first from the and make it clear what the objec:
Ledger for holding its first meet- Lives are.
ing without notifying the public
However, both sides of the
as required by the Open Meetings table owe a duty to the process.
The group in control owes the
Law and then by. a procedural
rule enacted Tuesday.
-public- an open, auccssiblc dialogue among its members and
It doesn't appearAllat the rule
with "experts" brought in to prowas discussed and voted on by
the group, but. an announcement vide .--informa-rion7---A—rimr-s-et
was made at the beginning of aside for questions or just public
Tuesday's meeting that all ques- comment is the staple of most
tions from the audience must be
agendas.
The public has the duty to lissubmitted in writing. •
ten and make, their overall preMax Canady, county GOP
sence unobtrusive to the procdss
chair, called the rule undemocraand ask questions at the appropritic and two people left. -ate time.
Rules controlling public discourse at public meetings are
Strong chairmen can usually
always unsettling. Any committee conduct orderly, active meetings,
formed by a public bod) such as but finding a balance is lough.
the fiscal court is subject to the
Written questions'? I don't
Open Meetings and Open know. •

Both are excellent ideas and I
hope they do this. Such tours
could put the entire situation into
perspective.
The advisory group has two
more meetings — Dec. 6.anct-i3
at 1:30 p.m. at the W'eaks Com-4,
munity Center — before the Dec.
15 deadline set by the fiscal
court.
If they can meet that deadline, thc members will make a funding
recomiii-eifdatiOn to the
magistrates.
What this seven-person group
has undertaken is not easy. Their
role is sirnitar to the site-based
councils established by the Kentucky Education Reform Act to
decide issues for each school.
They are all receiving a crash
course in how government (with
all its maddening bureaucracy)
works.
Welcome to public service.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader
Tobacco farmers got their wish. Now, we'll see if the wish comes tr0C.
• For more than a year, farmers and tobacco companies have been
fighting a tax increase on cigarettes. They have rallied, painted billboards, tossed burley in the Kentucky River (the Frankfort Tobacco
Party) and burned an effigy of poor old Hillary.
Now they've won. The Republican Congress has promised there
will be no new taxes, on tobacco or anything else.
So, tobacco farmers ought to feel better, right? Maybe. But if
they are feeling a bit more frisky, the condition is only temporary.
Their burley economy still has every disease from iron poor blood
to the heartbreak of psoriasis. ...
. Farmers' success wins them only a rather grim status quo. And
now that the possibility of a higher tax is gone, the. strongest link
between tobacco companies and farmers is broken. A month ago,
farmers and tobacco Icompanies were partners fighting the tax
increase. Now, the tax has vaporized — and so has the incentive
for the companies to kap farmers (by far the most persuasive
opponents of the tax increase) happy.
Also gone is the chance to use a higher cigarette tax to reinvest
in new crops and businesses in tobacco counties. A year ago, there
was a possibility that as much as SI billion a year from a higher tax
could have flowed back into tobacco communitits to help build a
new economy. With no tax increase, there will be no new fund.
re for tobacco, therefore, looks much like the recent past
Th
g quotas, slackening demand and increasing competition
— dc
from overseas. It is a far piece from victory and a pale prospect for
hard-working Kentuckians who deserve much better.

.

Just drop us a line ...
s.

Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to t1 editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verifioation is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject arty letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

The big media's temper tantrum
To hear the big media tell it, Nov.
8 was Armageddon, Doomsday and
the end of the civilization as we've
known it., And there has been no
let-up in the three weeks since the
election.
ABC's Peter Jennings slandered
the voters, comparing them to toddlers throwing a fit. "It's deg that
anger controls the child and not the
other way around," said the Canadian-born Jennings in a radio commentary. "The voters had a temper
tantrum...the nation can't be run by
an angry 2-year-old."
Why do liberals such as Jennings
refuse to believe it was their failed
ideas--not voter anger-that did
them in?
The press has been especially
tough on Newt Gingrich,portraying
him as an ideological Tasmanian
Devil, spinning out of control and
damaging anything that gets in his
way. The New York Times dismissed the GOP "Contract with
America" as "brutal" and has called
Gingrich "and his band of ideologies" mean-spirited, intolerant,
even "fascist."
Joe McCarthy probably wishes
his name would be laid to rest. But
his ghost has-been invoked again,
most recently by CBS News' Erich
Engbcrg, who managed to use the
words "barbaric" and "ruthless" in
the same sentence linking Gingrich
to McCarthy.
The Media Research Center's
"Notable Quotables" publication
normally takes up two sides of a

—

single sheet, but its post-election
edition was four pages. Every
network, Time, Newsweek and
selected newspapers from big cities
sang the same tune.
NBC's Bryant Gumbel, whoge
increasingly partisan commentaries
ought to be labeled as editorials,
said this to the newly elected black
congressman J.C. Watts: "You're
aligned to a party which owes many
of its victories to the so-called
religious right an other conservative extremists who are historically
insensitive to minority concerns.
That doesn't bother you?
To Jack Kemp the following day,

Gumbc I said:"The so-called Christian Coalition, as you know, is
claiming a great deal of credit for
GOP victories across the board. Are
you not at all, concerned about
where their brand of, some would
say, extremism or intolerc may
yet try to take your party'!"
Many in the big media said
President Clinton gota "mandate for
change" in the 1992 election
(though he received just 43 percent
of the vote), but the Republican
landslide Nov.8 was not a mandate,
according to U.S. News & World
Report writer Steve Roberts, who
said on CNBCs "Equal Time":
"They are not voting Republican

•

Attention Washingtoni
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Menue, Washington, DC. 20500
, U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
'SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Scriatt-Office Building, Washington D.t. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEAL MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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...They are 'voting against a lot of
unhappiness in their own lives...I
think it's very easy for Republicans
to make the same Mistake that the
Democrats made in thinking that
sOmehow we've been given this
--nompromise...This is not an antigovernment vote."
The hyperbolic rantings of the
big media are amazing to watch.
Weren't these people the selfappointed guardians of civil discourse? As Jack Kemp correctly
noted in a Nov. 15 speech to The
Heritage Foundation,"It is interesting, isn't it, that Franklin Roosevelt
said,'The only thing we have to fear
is fear itself.' Today,the only thing
the Democrats have to offer is fear."
And that seems to go double for
the big media-now licking their
wounds after failing to predict the
Republican victory. NBC's Brian
Williams, one of many reporters
who wdp't be working for the
Psychic Hotline,said on Nov. 5: "In
the House, the GOP needs a gained
40 scats to take control. While that's
not likely, a pitkup 61 30 or so seats
is probable." And on election morning, ABC's Sheila Kast predicted "it
does not look as if the GOP will pick
up (40) new scats."
Perhaps this election was also a
rejection of the big media. If they
and their liberal friends want to
believe otherwise, let them. Continuing to think this way will really
give them something to cry about in
1996.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Four Rivers Music Friends will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday. Dec. 4, from 2 to 5
p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is a non
profit group and free to the public. Anyone who wishes to learn to
play an instrument or just wants to listen is welcome to attend. For
more information call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.
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Laura A. Thomas born

1J

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dwayne 14 ounces. The mother is the .forThomas of Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., are mer Mariam Rood.
the parents of a daughter. Laura
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ann Thomas, born on Monday,
Oct. 17, 199.4, at NIurray---- Lurien-Thomas and Richard Warmack, and a grcatgrandparent is
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds Bertie Decter, all of Paris, Tenn.
_

Your sister loves everythito.
Pctiplt, IVII, I t.,:erytli
\X'h',? 13eizause yi in can never find the right gift. Nly sister
Nina loves evertliing. I can't remember a ;It she didn't
including du: tacLy ashtray I made ker at camp.

Calvary Temple plans bazaar
8 a.m. to
Country Christmas Bazaar will be Saturday, Dec. 3, from
South, about
2 p.m. at Calvary Temple, located on U.S. Highway 641
crafts, wood
l'/2 miles from Murray. Featured will be handmade
Lunch will be
more.
lots
and
quilts
new
sweatshirts,
painted
• items,
,
servecf-at 14 a.m. •
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One By• One to meet Friday

Dec.
fiscal

Churdh will
One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist
Safety" will
meet Friday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. A special program on "Fire
asked to bring
be presented by Murray Fire Department. Each one is
ecumenical outreach
canned goods for Need Line. One by One is an
invited with no
of the First United Methodist Church. All singles are
collected for
fees or dues charge, but once a month canned goods are
or Marilyn,
Need Line. For information call Joann, 753-8196,
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DONNA BRUNSWICK is pictured in front of her Christmas tree and with
her Collie dog at her home at 1556 Canterbury, Murray. Donna and her
husband, Dale, will open their home for the annual tour of homes by
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Sunday, Dec. 11.
Hours will be from 1 to 4 p.m. Tickets are 65 each and may be purchased from any Kappa member or at any one of the homes on the day
of the tour.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Saturday. Dec. 3, at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464, east of
Almo. Supper will be served at 6 p.m. Work in the Master Mason
degree .will be at 7 p.m. All Master Masons are invited to attend,
according to Barton L. Jones, master of the lodge.

South 4iil street • isuirray, Kentireb
II
Special cliristinio Hours mexilay - SaturIn 4:00 Sitlidat 1.10

The Panhandlers from Lakeland Wesley .Village will present a special program at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church on Sunday,
Dec. 4, at 6 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

•

"73Q-2100

rmlav until 8:00

Phillip Powell
Gallery

Praise dinner theatre cancelled
The dinner theatre, "An Evening in December," by Praise! of First
Baptist Church has been cancelled for Thursday, Dec. 1, and Saturday,
Dec. 3, at 6:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church. Steve Littlefield, minister of music, said refunds of tickets already sold may be
picked up in the church office at 203 South Fourth St., Murray. For
more information call the church office, 753-1854.

Live Nativity.' Scene Dec. 2 and 3
The annual Live,Nativity Scene will be Friday and Saturday. Dec.-2
and 3, from 6 to 9 pm. at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church. Live animals and characters to portray the life of Christ will
be featured. Refreshments will be served, and there is no admission
charge. This annual event is sponsored by Temple Hill, Independence,
Coles Camp Ground, Palestine and Kirkscy United Methodist Churches. The public is invited to attend and facilities for the handicapped
are provided.

Special sale on Saturday
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will host a sale of homemade cookies and candies in decorative Christmas tins of assorted
sizes. The sale will be conducted in front of Hilliard Lyons, downtown, before and during the Christmas Parade on Saturday morning,
Dec. 3. A portion of the proceeds will benefit local charities.

I.

Bethel Bazaar on Saturday
Bethel United Methodist Church Women will have a Christmas
Bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 3, at 9 a.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Featured will be a hand sewn double wilding quilt, crafts of
all kinds, baked goods, jams, jellies, relishes and miscellaneous items.

Oaks Couples plan special event
Oaks Country Club Couples Bridge will be Saturday, Dec. 3, at 6
p.m. at the club. A potluck dinner will be served before bridge play
begins. Those not signed up and wishing to attend are asked to call
Terry Shertzer at 436-5400 or Gene Wrather at 753-1051.

rot

Lipscomb ladies selling pecans
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The Associated Ladies for
Lipscomb are selling fresh pecans
for holiday baking and giftgiving. These Georgia pecans
will sell for $6 per pounds.
The ladies also have a hardback cookbook for sale at $16.95.
Several recipes from the Murray
A.L.L. chapter are included in the
publication.
Proceeds from the sale of these
items will go toward a scholarship for a Murray-Calloway
County student who attends Lipscomb University, Nashville,
Tenn.
For information or orders contact Wendy parker at 753-2400,
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Pier 1 Imports is
pleased to have Heather
Hwy, bride-elect of
Eric Hogancamp.join
our bridal registry by
choosing pottery and
deeorative accessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
7534851

Janie Parker at 753-9354 or
Marsha Dale at 7534874. "We
really appreciate the support of
our community," local chapter
members said.

Lesllanne Gilson; 4, will perform at the Winter 1994 recital of students
of Linda Wright and Jennifer Wright on Sunday at Westslde Baptist •
Church. She is pictured with her mother,-Terna Giison-rarrehearsaf.-t,

Recital on Sunday
The Winter 1994 recital for the
music students of Linda Wright
and Jennifer Wright will be Sunday. Dec. 4, at Westside Baptist
Church.
Preprogram music on the guitar
by Kyle Covington, guest performer, will start at 2:15 p.m.
The welcome will be given at
2:30 p.m. by Jessica Norsworthy
who will also begin the program
with a vocal selection, "Step Into
the Sunshine."
Other vocal, piano, saxophone,
keyboard, guitar and clarinet
selections will be presented by
the following students:
Maquel Dunaway, Heather
Wright, Nikki Houston, Brooke
Houston, Heather Collins, Alicia
Covington, David Cavitt, Lori
Jenkins, Amanda Farley, Lori
Fancy, Elizabeth Jetton, Julie
Denham, Julie Rushing, Jamie
Cavitt, Amy Mangla, Judy Warren, Casey Oliver, Hillary Belcher, Leslie Cooper, Elizabeth
Johnson, Jonathan King, Michael
Belcher, Amanda D'Angelo, and
Taylor Cooper.
One novelty vocal selection

We are pleased to
announce that Jennifer
Lee, bride-elect of
Brian Flickinger, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry. ,
Jennifer and Brian
will be married December 29, 1994.

We are pleased
to announce that
Kimberly
Moore,
bride-elect of Joseph
Baust, has made her
domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Kimberly and Joseph
will be married December 31, 1994.
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this year will include a puppet
presentation by Ben Cosscy.
Lesliannc Gilson, four-year-old
vocal student, will sing "The
Shoop Shoop Song" from The
Little Mermaid.
A group picture of the students
will bke made just before 2:30
p.m. and a short awards ceremony will immediately follow
the musical presentations.
Those 4ssisting during the
afternoon will be Ron Wright,
Ben Wright, Ralph Darnell, Sue
Darnell, and various prents and
grandparents.
Mrs. Wright invites the public
to attend the program.

Wildlife and landscape prints
and originals by Kentucky artist
,Phillip Powell

Christmas Shopping Hours
Saturday, December 3 and 10
10 a.m. to Noon
Or By AppointMent
Please Call 436-2684
For Directions.
Located just 15 minutes east of Murray
in beautiful rural
,_se Calloway County.
41I3
1
-41744i%
I
0Y
.
et
.4'

NOW OPEN WEEKNIGHTS
MON.-FRI. 9:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY 9:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
SUNDAY 1:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M.

Pier1imports*
For a brilliant change

this holicki

Free Gift
Wrapping
MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
SUNDAY 1:00 5:00 p.m.

SMUTS
of Murray
Aren'tYou
Glad There's

The Kentucky
Network
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DANCE

Chri

"Clear Not Muth/
Is
we prove it with Gem Scam"
0
111P111,
DOOMIUSIVIS

Lightning Bolt
I T TAmond Cluster

Among the students of Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio performing In the Joe Tremain competition at Atlanta,
Ga., were, from left, Jessica Norsworthy, Candice Cochrum, Jessica Norwood and Heather Landham. Their
teachers are Mrs. Cochran, Sandra Stone and Lisa Hill.

Heart Pan4
Coin Replica King
Regular Sar Not Mine

NEW'"Rhapsody"
arquise Cluster
One Carat*

"Majestic" Cluster
One Carat
45 Diamonds

Kelly will autograph new book

$/9 a Month
1/2 Caratn our Choice
qi a Month $

9

Wide Band
Diamond
Cluster
One Carat*

1/2 Carat°

By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
A new author in Murray and
Calloway County is Joetta Harlow Kelly.
Her newest book is Where's
the Door? and other kid's
questions.
The book is dedicated with the

Dionion
'Splendid" Marquise Rand
(one Caral•

Set rino.ersar‘
I 2 1..11.11•

.,

'999

'199 '399

$28,Month

04.Au,

Super Special!
One Carat*
s599

Ii ,111 I, mai Style
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eloolft699

.4/7a Month

3 a gonth
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'Allure"
Bridal
Set
Special
131 illianl Center Diamond
Channel Set
\h It

'1 899
S-73 a
\'!lonth!

•
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A113
Rings
Only s69

299

1/4 Carat $
$15,Month!
1/3 Carat $399
$15 a Month!
1/2 Carat
$22a Month'
One Carat 82
$70 a Month.'
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g-4 "

-.41ishia"
3/4 Carat° $
522 itonth'

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

799

Chrislinan)tamondefenniscili-aceletXeatiquarters
.•
$15 a Month
One Carat*..$
,
A t,i

$399

tst,RePri sksitn
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$999,ii:„‘A

wo Carat*
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$Cents
99Solid Gol

Nugget with Diamonds

Big 1/5 Carat`
Diamond Stud Earrings

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

seroll

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Murray.native Edmund Fenton Jr. has
joined the faculty at Belmont
University as associate professor
of accounting.
Fenton holds Bachelor of Science and Master of Business
Administration degrees from

BRIDAL REGISTRY
Tammy Bennett & Todd Contn
Heather Dorris & Mark Miller
Holly Fishburne & Mark West
Mistianna Holcomb & Derrick Barnes
Cathryn Walker Miller & Cary Miller
Kelly Redman & Mark Workman
Dana Hopkins & Jason Adams

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dixieland Ctr. • Chestnut St..
753-8808
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)
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Gift Giving

Solid Gold Bracelets
New! Figaro.
Herringbone
Ro
Your Choice
1 1 h (a)1,11.\oah'• Ark or Celestial Bracelet
flirt ii,iir$

Solid Gold Nugget
Ladies Bracelet or Bold Mens Ring
Your Choke

199

p.
C

in
Pi
Si

st

S.

Ul

•

•

•

Murray State University and a
Doctor of Business Administration degree from the University
of Kentucky, Lexington.
Belmont University is a comprehensive liberal arts institution
affiliated with the Tennessee
Baptist Convention.

I

._.
Edmund Fenton Jr.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Nov. 29, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Miss Joetta Tharpe, Rt. 1, Box 254,
Mansfield, Tenn.; Dan Wall, Rt. 6, Box
3, Murray; Kevin S. Lamb, 210 Riveiia
Cts., Murray;
Miss Stella Mae Cavitt, 730 Nash
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Wanda K. Higgins,
1066 Benton Briensburg Rd., Benton;
Mrs. Donna L. Ravellette, Rt. 1, Box
22, Sedalia; Mrs. Delores Marie Hale,
Rt. 1, Box 319A, Almo; Charles M.
Boyd, P.O. Box 703, Cadiz;
Joe R. Young, 2536 Walnut Grove
Rd., Benton; Mrs. Annetta Boyd and
baby boy. P.O. Box 185, Cadiz.
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Solid Gold
Nugget
Cross
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A GROUP OF SELECT

WINTER MERCHANDISE
NOW 50% Off

10K Solid Gold
18" Chains
Your Choice
s
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From Metamorphosis
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Gents 11 Diamond Nugget
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Month'
Gents KY Cluster
One Carat°
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Fenton joins faculty

We are pleased to
announce that Tina
Nelson, bride-elect of
Chris Guthrie, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Tina and Chris will
be married December
17, 1994.

1/2
Carat'
$15 a Month'
One$899
Carat*
$2.5 a Month'
Bold Nugget Design Oval Cluster

Hi
Hi
p.,
sf
MI
m,

SERVICE NOTES

•

7 Diamond
n.h. Itand Closter

$99

alumnus.
Mrs. Kelly is minister of
preschool/children activities at
First Baptist Church and also
teaches art at Murray Christian
Academy.

•
program
Annual Christmas
will be held at club house

Three Carat*

7101(10114 D1111110,1111 -

Ladies Horseshoe
i,ith ihamonds

Joetta Harlow Kelly

MAYFIELD — The Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation will offer a
Screening Clinic on Saturday,
Dec. 10, to help with reading and
attention deficit disorder (ADD)
problems.
Paul L. Thompion, Ed. D.,
NCSP, executive director, said
"students with dyslexia and ADD
are bright children. They often
have perceptual problems which
affect their reading or
comprehension.
"However, this is not their
whole problem. They often have
problems with being organized,
paying attention and
concentrating.
"Spelling and writing skills are
weak. Some have trouble with
reversing letters and numbers.
Some are overactive and distractible. Sometimes they are inconsistent. One minute they are
doing well, and then they have
forgot,"
The Shedd Dyslexia Foundation offers tutoring programs in
different communities. In the
programs, one parent becomes
involved by helping tutor the students. Classes include 1-1 reading, social skills training and a
listening skills class..
The first step is to identify the
problem. A screening clinic has
been set up to help parents in the.
identification of their children's
problems. If a student qualifies.
based on the screening, then he
or she would be eligible for participation in a program in their
area.
To set up an appointment for
screeing or for information e
- ar—
Debbie Taylor, Admissions's
Office, 1-502-247-8007, at Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation, 346 Central
Ave., P.O. Box 493, Mayfield,
KY 42066. Limited scholarship is
available.

ARMY PVT. MICHAEL A.
Murray Woman's Club will hold its annual Christmas program and
STAMPS has completed basic
open house on Sunday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m. at the club house at Vine and
training at Fort Jackson, ColumSouth Seventh Streets, Murray.
bia, S.C.
Featured entertainment will be by the Music Chorus of Music
During the training, Stamps
Department of Murray Woman's Club with Margie Shown as director;
by the Calloway County High School Chamber Singers with Nell Ear. received instructrion in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map readwood as director; and by the Murray High School Chorus with Steve
ing, tactics, military courtesy,
Littlefield as director.
military justice, first aid, and
The club, house has been decorated for the holidays with the
Army history and traditions.
up,itairs 'and front door by the Kappa Department and downstairs and
Stamps is' a 1994 graduate o(
side door -'-by the 'Sigma—Dcp.artmertt.
Refreshments will be served in the downstairs area with members .1..yOn County Higlt School,
Eddyville.
of the Creative Arts Department in charge. They will be assisted by
He is the son of Barbara A.
members of the other nine departments, Alpha, Delta, Garden, Home,
Oliver of 27 Eshler Loop, EddyKappa, Music, Sigma, Theta and Zeta.
ville, and of Willie R. Stamps Sr.
Martha Andrus, president, and Evelyn Wallis, first vice president,
of 92 Shady Oaks, Murray.
invite the public to attend this special program and open house.

WAL-MART

$799
499

owl Designer Set

We...are pleased to
announce that Heather
Hasey, bride-elect of
Eric Hogancamp,,has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Heather and Eric
will he married December 29, 1994.

following nhrase: "With all my
best hugs and kisses to Jim, Benji, Abby, Joseph, Grandma, and
Papa."
Kelly's book features illustrations on each page to coincide
with the reading material.
Joetta has written other books
along with her special talent for
painting. She is especially known
for her paintings of clowns.
She will be at The Gallery in
the University Square shopping
center on North 12th Street, Murray, on Saturday, Dec. 4, from
noon to 5 p.m.
On display will be Kelly's
paintings, illustrations, tapes and
books. She will be available to
atitograph the books and
paintings.
Kelly is married to Jim Kelly
and they reside_ at _their farm
home with their three children,
Benji, Abby and Joseph. Benji is
a senior at Campbellsville College of which Mrs. Kelly is. an

Special clinic
to be Dec. 10

New ils./
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Width!

PLUS
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EVERY ITEM IN OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT
BACKDOOR BUTTERFLY IS NOW AN

$;

WANTED
SHOPPERS
seeking
Oat

SAVE BIG!!STOREWIDE

INCREDIBLE

75% Off

't•
ALL SALES ARE FINAL!

0/
/0
Interest
90 Days
sante as Cash!

O

JEWELERS

+ Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • 753.7095
• Approx. Total Weight "• For Qualified BuYers

'an adventure in fashion'

0%*

204 North 5th - Mayfield
10-5 Mon.-Sat. 247-4543
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ANTIQUES
4th Annual
Dickens Christmas Celebration
December 3rd • 5 p.m. to' 10 p.m.
"Downtown 'Paducah is

really antique-ing"

JOIN US!!
Sponsored by Downtown Paducah Antiques Association
203 Broadway. Paducah. KY 4200) • 15021 443-9797
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CALENDAR

10
. Thursday, Dec. 1
Humanistic Studies Forum on -The
Holocaust and Human Spior/7:30
p.m./Room 208 of Faculty Hall, Murray
State.
-Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
/Sub. Nubia.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
TOPS KY 1469 of Murray/6
p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Hilltop Kash Market at
Canton/1-2:30 p.m.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First
MAW Chimehrt-p-.-ntihornirotChl tilt
Miller,
Compassionate Friends candle lighting service and potluck/7 p.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway CounV
Hospital.
Baptist Young Women of Westside
Baptist Church/6 p.m./home of Kathy
Ligon.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m ./Education Unit of Murray.Calloway County Hospital.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.,
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer75!15'p.M
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include R.C.I.A./7 p.m.; Knights of Columbus meeting/7:30 p.m.
' First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include.
Mothers' Day OuV3 p.m.; Cancelled
Praise! dinner theatre.
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Thursday, Dec. 1 .
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, Or
Richard, 759-9994.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. InfO/Kennith Broach, 753-3580
A& so Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Into/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 pfm./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Jazz Band concert/8 p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat easino, Metropolis, III. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Friday. Dec. 2
Murray High School Football team
plays Beechwood/11 a.m./Cardinal
Stadium, Louisville, for Class A State
Championship. Classes will NOT be
held today.
Live Nativity Scenes'6-9 p.m./Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist
Church. Refreshments. No admission.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.; Bridge Club/1
p.m.
Country.--Daacettiardin..Community
Center/7:30 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Natipnal Guard Armory,'
_
Public invited.
AA' and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Friday, Dec. 2
Bingo Play/7 p m. at Wishing Well.
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m /lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth -St./open 6-11 p.m - Infor
753-TEEN.
One by One Singles Minstry/7
p.m./Youth Center, First United .
Methodist Church.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Night Out/6-9:30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include MSU movies/7 p.m

Friday, Dec. 2
Brass Chamber Music Concert/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University.
A Children's Christmas Carol/8
p.m.Playhouse in th.e Park.
Info/759-1752.
Military Ball by Department of Military
Science/8 p.m./Currie Center.ballroom,
Murray State University. Info/
762-3746.,
Last day to advance schedule for
1995 spring semester at Murray State.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. • Info/1-800-935-7700.

Suburban Club meets
Betty Wilson opened her home. Family Resource Center for the
for the Nov. 14th meeting of
club's participation in the gifts of
Suburban Homemaktrs Club,
hats, gloves, mittens, etc.
Wilma Wilson was ohostess.
Nine members answered the
The major lesson on "Humor"
roll call by telling of a talent for
was presented by Vonnette Smith
which they .were thankful. The
and Sue Adams. Mrs. Smith playclub decided to send a radio as a
ed a tape by Kentucky Humorist
Christmas gift to Western State
Karl Hurley.
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
The leaders said "Humor has
The club will have a Christmas
been .proven to promote •good
dinner at Dutch Essenhaus on
mental healitt as well as to .Thursday, Dec. 15, at .6 p.m.
encourage physical healing."
The next regular meeting will
Rachel Hendon gave the devobe Monday, Jan. 9, at the home
tion. She also read ,a thank-you
of Wilma Wilson.
'
note from Donna Herndon of the

NEW ADDITION
Catfish Filets To Our
Friday & •Saturday Night Sm&gasbard
Special for Friday, Saturday & Sunday

8 oz. Ribeye $695

Holiday Hours
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

ent for
&ITO—
sions's
Shedd
Central
ayfield,
rship is

HELEN BOUGHTON pho!,
FASHION SHOW MODELS at the Benefit fashion show, sponsored by
Alpha Mu #4760 Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority.
were, from left, Cindy Towery, model and narrator, Shelia Nance, Diane
Boyd, Rosanne Radke and Chanon Chancey. The fashions were from
The Edge. Proceeds from the show held at Playhouse in the Park were
for St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital at Memphis, Tenn.

Includes:

10 a.m.-6 p.m.
10 a.m.-8 p.m.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1-4 p.m.

Has
ous
boeref
t- icfr,Sts
etrg

Open 7 Days 1030 cm. - 9 p.m.
(across from Piggly Wiggly)
South 12th • Murray

gourmet 4 sift shoppe

r

759-1864

--...\ 753-5679 • Bel-Air Center • Murray (formerly mo r.nhanal.r)
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Christophe

Peppermill'8
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Soup & Salad Bar, Choice of Potato
& Texas Toast

New At
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CAROLYN CARROLLIS pictured In her home showing many of her antiques and collections at her home at 1607 Cardinal Dr., Murray. Carolyn
and her husband, Franklin, will open their home for the annual tour of
homes by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Sunday, Dec. 11. Hours will be from 1 to 4 p.m. Tickets are $5 each and
may be purchased from any Kappa member or at any one of the homes

chool,

oara A.
Eddynps Sr.
ay.

gRIOITS
of Murray

on the day of the tour.

Mrs. Robinson will be 84
Mrs. Mary Helen Williams
Robinson will celebrate her 84th
birthday on Friday, Dec. 2.
She was born Dec. 2, 1910.
Her husband, Herschel' Lee
Robinson, died about 25 years
ago. Mrs. Robinson still maintains her own home.
Her 12 living children are
Rosetta Gibson and husband.
Harold, of Florida; Wanda Jones
and husband, Ray, and Billy
Robinson, St. Louis, Mo., Mary
Helen Turner, Yukon, Okla.; and
Walter Robinson and wife, Donna, Edwin Robinson and wife,
Edna, Winona Williams, Larry
Robinson and wife, Linda, Lynn
Robinson and wife, Phyllis, Nell
Olmstead, James Robinson and
wife,, Anna, and Dortha Parrish,
all of Murray and Calloway
County.
One daughter, Francis Gibson,
is deceased.
Mrs Robinson has 32 grand-

and a
inistraversity

Cornitution
nessee

illoway
Jesday,
Bed as

lox 254,
I. 6, Box
) Riveria

30 Nash
Higgins,
Benton:
t. 1, Box
ie Hale,
tries M.

children; 34 great-grandchildren;
and six great-great-grandchildren.
The family wishes their mother
a Happy Birthday.

Otternallia""ikTerie,p/////bir ne,vryou./
Long and Short in Bordeaux,Forest Green & Navy
We also carry sleepwear by Miss Elaine,
Loraine, Wondermaid, etc.

Coats
Long and Shrt Leather, Stadium,
Long and Short Wool and Car Coats

1/4 - 1/3 Off
Mary Helen Robinson

Blouses & Shirts

1/4 Off

it Grove
oyd and

Handbags & Jewelry
We are pleased to
announce that Kelly
Redman, bride-elect of
Mark Workman, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Kelly and Mark will
he married February 4,
1995.

We are pleased to
announce that Tammy
Duncan, bride-elect of
Michael Be)-nett, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Tammy and Michael
will he married December 10, 1994.

WAL-1VLART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Shoes & Boots

1/4 Off

20 - 30% Off

Fleece Robes
Knit Sleep Shirts & Pajamas

20% Off
Brief-Hipster-Bikini Panties Buy Three Get One Free
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m. • Court Square, Murray
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Wilson honored on fourth birthday 11

. •
Natalie. Brooke Wilson of
Agin, 111., inerifFEelebrated bet
—
• -• iourth birthday with a party at

Homemakers
hear lesson
Lynn Hawkins directed a
sek)fk ,'iop on "Making Crocheted
Baskets" at the November
meeting of South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held at Calloway County Public Library.
The devotion was given by
Clovis Brown. Linda Workmarr,- president, presided.
Tbe club voted to donate $25
to.Westera State Hospital, Hopkoisville, for Christmas gifts for
the patients.,
An offering was taken for the
Calloway County Family Resource Center.
Donna Jackson, secretary,
call:•cl the roll with 13 members
present.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Dec. 14, at II a.m. at the home
of Lip, N1cDougal: Each person
shiiuld a dish for a potluck meal.

Morgan Alise
Bogard born
Mr. and Mrs. Barry D. Bogard
of 1005 Southwood Dr. #6, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Morgan Alisc Bogard, born on
Thursday, Nov. 17, 1994, at 4:33
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
"Ih.! baby weighed seven
;
11 ounces and measured
.• •
in,he. The mother is the
.1,1d1Ce Johnson. A sister
•
Bogard and a brother
-gard.
•nts are Sharon
Concord, Gary
Johnson, GilbertsvilBogard and Larry
of Murray.
Aparcnts are Mrs.
'uixon, Hugh and
ii, Ms. Betty Morris
\lary Bogard.

,rarper girl
.born here
Mr. and Mrs. S. Shawn Harper
1, Hazel, are the parents of
Megan Laurel Harper,
0711 on Tuesday, Sept. 27, 1994,
ai 1:54 a.m. It Murray-Calloway
Cronty Hospital.
l'he baby weighed eight
pounds five ounces and measured
21'/. inches. The mother is the
former Virginia Perry.
Grandparctns are Dallas and
Nancy Perry, Rt. 1, Louisa, and
Lynndale and. Dotty Harper,
LaVergne, Tcnn:

Pagliai's in Murray.
She iS
and Shonde Wilson of Elgin; the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Haynes of Lynnville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Terry, Wilson, of
Elgin; and the greatgranddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrel Wilson of Hazel and Mrs.
Nettie Ann Jones of Tri City.
"Snow White .and the Seven
Dwarfs" was the theme of the
party.
Those attending were the
following

MORY

Donnie and Cathy Haynes,
grandparentr--Rbottehr-ifagynes; -aunt; Shonda and Russ Wilson,
parents; Travis Wilson, brother;
Chad Short, Jeremy, Justin, Erin
and Linda Gray, Brittany Scay,
Cindy Poyncr, Jason Adams,
Evan Elder, Jane Poyner, Wendi
Bailey, Sarah Short, Gacy, Pain and Tanesha Tabers.
Unable to attend btu sending
gifts were Tracy and Jordon
Lindsay, Nathan and Ruth
Legate, and Jean and Carroll
Maness.
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<T-Y We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

Natalie Brooke Wilson

CORN AUSTN®
:;tas... WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
THE BRANDS...

Tommy Hilfigerz

Chaps' Ralph Lauren

Ruff Hewn®

Huge Group

EMbroidered Sweatshirts
Reg. $49.50

Some Items

Tango®
•

20% Off

Save Up To

25% Off

THE PRICE...

Rugby Tops

Sweatshirts

Scenic Ties

Color Blocics Great

Solids, Mixes & Banded Bottoms

Golf-Tennis-Pucks-Geeselish

$2000

Starting
at

ONE BIG SALE 'TIL CHRISTMAS!

THE OUTDOORSMAN...
Ducks Unlimited
Sportswear

Warm-Up Suits
Great New Colors
Now Solna)
Only
a7 ea.

Ladies

Great Sweaters
& Vests '

Some Items
•

Jeans

20%

Outerwear
Fantastic Selection

Golf, Mounhan Looks, Sharp
Starting $2MOO
at
b.., ea.

Waterproof
Shoes & Boots
Starting 56500
at

All Junior & Missy
Dresses

Off

30%

Oft

xcluding Holiday Dresses)

One Group sportswear

30%

One Group I.B. Diffusion
Skirts, Pants, Stirrups

Off

30%
Esprit 20% to 50%
Off

One Group Sweaters

1/2

Price

OPEN NIGHTLY 'TIL 8:00, SUNDAYS 1-5
Visa, MC, Amex

Downtown • Murray

Bob
Cornelison

•••
•

(VALUED AT BIM

100 N Bin Si • Murray. KY 42071

INVESTMENTS
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Four Rivers Clinical Rasoarch

Logan Grant
Parker born
. Mr. and Mrs. John Parker of
A-23 Fox Meadows, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Logan Grant
Parker, born on Tuesday, Nov.
22, 1994, at 8:49 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital..
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured
21 inchts. The mother is the 'former Lorri Crouse. A sister is
1 ay lor McKenzie.
Grandparents are Ann Parker,
Ed Parker, and Marie Allbritten,
all of Murray, and Roger Crouse
of Alm.
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Sports News

SPURTs

Calloway County's Tyler Bohannon
received Honorable Menton AM -State
recognition at the tight end position in
the all-state football voting announced
today.

•SECTION B
Today's Sports
• BASKETBALL: Calloway girls vs Massac Co
Puilgo Signal Tournament finals Metropolis III

Ill '
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Record-setting night
Racers blast Campbellsville 138-88
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

"
i• -AMA
MARK YOUNG,Ledger & Times photo

Murray State players Stacey Barry (left) and Kenneth Taylor trap Campbellsville's Deneco Irvin in the first
half of Wednesday night's record-setting 138-88 MSU win at Racer Arena.

Pikeville College, by 14. Their 81
second-half points bested the 75
the 1970 team posted against
Murray State walk-on Jarrod
:Federal City, and the 17 -threeMartin had his best night as a
pointers broke Morehead's 16 set
Racer Wednesday night, except against Thomas More.
for a blown dunk in thern closing
• "Trruthfully, I never knew
minutes.
about the scoring record, but this
"I think it's amazing' he can
is a team that cotird get it," said
even get up there," said junior
Hallt...-Murray SI 57. Candwier.'W 36 3-90
,
1
Anch.;son, who chipped in 13
Greg Anderson, the Racers'-,
7-26
(Horenrenr2 2-3, Brown 1-3.''''tay.
'
k!), 0.1
'
11aSt
ngt1 2-3
dunking specialist. "What is he,
points. 'We've got a -lot of scorAnderson 0-1. Rainey 43.,yohnedn 3)6. Hams 3-4,
Moore 3-4. Lewin* 1.11 aouled OW-Berry
5-3?"
ers on this team. A prime examRat0.)1106--Carmbellsvili. 23 1,9114son 7). Murray SI,
49 (Echols 9) Ases.s-Carnpeellalle 31 (Shelton
Actually, Martin tops out at
ple is Marcus Brown scoring 46
6). Murray St 34 (Howard,. Tayior. Mandl. Ramey,
around 5-8, though he's listed at
points the other night."
Waiter 4) Total louis-campoehselie 11 . Murray St
22 6-3,191
5-11.
Sophomore Vincent .Rainey
"I just didn't have the legs
scored 24 to lead the Racers, hittonight," said - Martin, a sopho- full of school amt Ohio
ting 9-of-It from the field andConference . records in a 138-88
more honor student and a favorite
2-of-3 froni three-point range. As
blitzing of Campbellsville Colof Racer fans. "On a good day I
a team, Murray State drilled
can. usually dunk with two lege in the 1994-95 season Open17-of-29 three-pointers- for 59
er in front of a crowd of 3,191.
hands."
percent.
It's amazing that Martin can
"This is just one game and it's
William Moore and Larry
dunk at all at his sub-6-foot .not against a Division I opponent, Johnson each chipped in 17,
heighth, but the fact that he
but I think this team could be
while freshman forward Matt
didn't have his legs at the end of really special," Racer coach Scott
Harris hit 4-of-5 three-point shots
for 12 points o.n the best night of
the game shows hOw amazing the
Edgar said after recording his
Racers were in their season open- 59th career win.
his young Racer career.
er at Racer Arena.
Murray's 138 points eclipsed
the old mark, set in 1993 against • See Page 2B
Murray State (1-0) set a basket
RACERS 138, CAMPBELLSVILLE 88
CAMPBELLSVILL E (3-3)
Sh•don 0-1 0-0 0 Minas 2,2 OA 5. Berry 6,11 4-5
16. hem 0.0 2-2 2. Menn.ng 0-60-0 7 Hanellon 0,3
0-0 0. Wilkens 43 0-2 4. Wdson 13.21 11-15 37
Woe 3.9 0-0 6. Kelly 5-15 0-0 11. Totals 34-71
17-25 88
MURRAY ST. 11-01
' Hovraid 2-3 0-06, Barry 550.0 10: Brown 4-8 0.0
9. Taylor 3-7 0-0 6, Marin 2-4 3,4 Anderson &Id
1-2 13. Siney 9-11 4.5 2411er 24 0.0 4 John•
son 7.10 0-0 17. Harns 4.5'1-1 12, Moore 7-10 0 0
17 Leinne52
62
8111
.
12Dni:0 0 0 0 0 Echols 1-9C C

MURRAY VS. BEECHWOOD

No weaknesses here
---1-Fisher finds-unbeaten Beechwood
is every bit* as good as advertised
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
On Monday, Rick Fisher was ready to file a missing persons report. He was looking for-a young man and couldn't
find him.
After watching videotape for hours and hours, the Murray High football coach gave up his search and decided to
go on without the missing football player.
"When we break down game film on opponents we usually look to see where they're hiding someone," Fisher
said, referring to a team's weak link."But we couldn't find
one this week."
Films show that the 14-0 Beechwood Tigers are as good
as their reputation.
"Coach (Andy) Corbin and I spent hours watching film,
and at 2 p.m. (Tuesday) we finally put in our offense,
because we couldn't find a weakness," Fisher said after a
recent practice. "They've won three (state titles) in a row,
and they do so many things well."
Murray (12-2) will have its. hands full o2_ Friday in
35,000-seat Cardinal Stadium as they bid 'To win the
school's third state football championship, and first since
1974.
Top-ranked Beechwood will be looking to win its fourth
state title in a row, a feat that's never been done in Kentucky high school football.
"We've played a lot Of big games with a lot of meaning,
but this is the biggest game we'll ever play," said junior
linebacker Jon Bell.
Murray High defeated Harrodsburg 38-15 last Friday to
earn the trip to the finals, but Fisher says his Tigers are
facing an entirely different team in Bcechwood.
• "The first thing you notice is that they don't have the
daring physical size as Harrodsburg did," the fifth-year
-ccracti explJnied. "Harrodsburg had The biggest people-1NC
oer seen in high school, and they had speed galore behind
them.

Murray High (12-2) vs. Beechwood (14-0)
• WHEN: Friday, Dec 2, 1994
• KICKOFF: 12 p.m. EST/ 11 am CST
• WHERE: Cardinal Stadium (35,500), Louisville, Ky.

"But the thing that bothered me the most is that even
though (Beechwood) doesn't have the size, they're a better
overall football team."
Beechwod is solid in all phases of the game, but it's on
offense that they take it up a notch.
"The thing that worries me most is their offense," Fisher
said of BeeChwood's multi-faceted-attack. "Our defense is
geared to stopping a running offense. Looking back, we've
stopped every running offense we've faced this year. They
throw the ball well and that worries me."
Beechwood, led by 6-3 senior quarterback Greg Hergot,
has passed for 1,816 yards and 13 touchdowns on the season. Worse, the future Kentucky Wildcat has run for 443
yards and 11 scores.
"They use the run-and-shoot to open up and get a lead,
and then they go to the wishbone to run the clock end control the ball," said Fisher.
Murray's defense, which allows just 9.7 points per
game, will face its most supreme test of the season, especially defensive ends Jeremiah .Rayburn and Ted Booth.
"Ted and I 'both are going to have to turn it loose this
week," said Rayburn, a 6-2 senior. "They run the option
and pass so we've got to have a good game. We're keying
on the quarterback, that's our only concern. We have to
contain him in the run-and-shoot and hit him on the
option."
•See Page 2B
Coach Rick Fisher makes -some final adjustements.

Unknown Tigers loving underdog role
Quarterback. The highprofile, - glamour position on
every football team. Everyone
knows your name, everyone
wants your time.
Allen Thompson, Murray
High's sophomore QB, has
enjoyed his first .year as' the
Tiger quarterback on the
senior-dominated team, even if
it means showing an ID
before heading into the locker
room..
"Chris Cheaney didn't even
know I was on the team last
.yeat',".Thompson said with a
big grit. "We were- talking
about last season, so I asked
him if
'.11)(•

and he had absolutely _no idea
I was on the team.
"He thought I came out for
the team this year."
It's often hard for the little
guys to get attention among
the big boys, and Thompson
will find out he's not alone
when the Tigers meet
Beechwood on Friday in the
Class A state championship
game.
Beechwood. Unbeatable, starstudded, the class: of the
Clais. They beat Covington
Catholic 19-10 on Sept. 2,
and Covingtoh Catholic will
play in the Class AAA finals
Lison c

•

STEVE,* PARKER
Sports Editor

Said one coach after Beechwood beat him in this year's
playoff'game: "If they (Beechwood) don't win it all, there's
not a cow in Texas."
Murray. Great football teams
in the 1960s and '70s. Nice
community, friendly people.
"Ther'
Niiiversity there,

„
right?"
that's fine with us," Bipoili
That's what Murray faces
said. "I'd love_ for them - to.".
tomorrow at "high noon."
Tiger head coach . RiCk
They're the underdog in the
Fisher said that rumors from
year's biggest game. But that's Becchwood indicate that they
nothing new, considering
felt like they played the state
they've played that role the
championship game in
Pikeville last week.
last three weeks.
Grave mistake.
"That really pumped us up
• • • •
•
at Harrodsburg," said senior
Why- is Murray finally in
Ted Booth. "They were from
the finals after a few years of
central Kentucky and supposed
to be real good and that made promise? (And don't say
Cheaney's knee.)
us Mad. We get offended real
For the first time in
easy."
Fisher's tenure, the Tigers are
Booth, and the rest of the
head-andsshoulders better in
12-2 Tigers hope Beechwood
. the playoffs than they were
shows them little respect.
' when the season opened
"If they take us lightly

Prior to this year, the
Tigers started strong, maintained that level, and finished
the year in third gear. Meanwhile, Russellville and Fulton
County took their games up. a
notch. Does the phrase, "Peaking
at the right time," sound
appropriate'?
Murray struggled to beat
Calloway in Week 1, fell to
Trigg in Week 2, but rallied
from then on, gaining confidence and momentum each
week.
"After Trigg, the kids said.
III See Page 2B
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Kentucky narrowly beats Ohio U,79-74 II Sports Briefs
By ,MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Third-ranked Kentucky was barely up to the challenge from No.
14 Ohio University.
"We were not ready to play
this tough an opponent" Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said after
the Wildcats eked out a 79-74
victory Wednesday night in Rupp
Arena.
Kentucky (2-0) had a 14-point
lead whittled to two before Rodrick Rhodes hit a free throw and
short jumper to help the Wildcats
withstand the late rally by .the
Preseason NIT champions.
"This is a great basketball
team," Pitino said of Ohio.
"This is a team that has Final
Four potential. Don't be fooled."
Pitino thought so much of

Ohio's effort that he plans to
make a return visit.
"The Kentucky program is
going to Ohio to play at their.
gym," he said. "That's how
Much respect I have for ,their
program."
•
One reason for Kentucky's
success was being able to contain
Gary Trent, who came in averaging 25.8 points and 14.5
rebounds. He finished with 21
points and 10 rebounds but Made
only six of 17 shots,„
"I can't emphasize - what a
great job we did on Gary Trent,"
Pitino said. "He's a man's man.
An ideal pro player."
Ohio coach Larry Hunter was
impressed by Kentucky's. play
after his team's late run.
"They're a team that knows
how to win," he said.

Ohio OW went on a 14-2 run
to close to 66-64 on Mike

Reese's 3-pointer Irons the right
wing with 3:20 remaining.
MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

IN Unknown Tigers...

7th grade Lakers top South Marshall

adjustments for the eight-houra-day residents on • Doran .
'Hey, we've got Co get things
Road.
going,'" Fisher said. "Then, at
— For the first time since
Russellville we played well
- 1974, Tiger players can look
and had the game won, but •
across the street during pracgave it away. We've been on
tice and see Christmas lights.
a nine-gaibe roll since that — Tiger basketball coach
Cary Miller has one more
loss."
week to hold his breath and
Said senior Kevin Knight:
hope that James Foster doesn't
) told us we had
"(Trigg loss.
blow out a knee.
to play with our hearts. It
— Fisher, rather proudly,
told us we could be beat. We
couldn't just walk on the field,: noted that he had to call and
tell Principal Bill Wells to
and win."
cancel the annual November
• • • •
football banquet. They had
Murray's success in the
football practice that evening.
playoffs has meant several .

FROM PAGE 18

Calloway County's 'Tilt 'grade boys
Natty Marshall in their latest action.
Lakers with 20 points while Michael
Calloway's next game is Friday at
Marshall, beginning at 3:30 p.m.

took a 42-38 win over
Nathan Forctner led the
Williams added 10.
home against South

BASEBALL

Angels sign relief pitcher Williams
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Reliever Mitch Williams,
released by Houston on May 31, agreed to a 1-year contract
with California for $500,000 with $2 million in performance
bonuses.
Williams, 30, was 1-4 with six saves and a 7.65 ERA in
25 games for the Astros last season after recording 43 saves
for Philadelphia in 1993.
PRO FOOTBALL

II Record-setting night...
FROM PAGE 1B
."The two exhibition games
helped me as far as getting into
the flow," said the ,6-7 Obion
(Tenn.),Central product. "I don't
feel real- comfortable inside yet.
It's been it• big adjustment."
Murray State never trailed
Campbellsville (3-3), building a
33-13 lead just 10 minutes into
the game. Though the lead grew
to as much as 23 in the first half,
the Racers began their 3-point
spree in the second half.
Harris' 3-pointer from deep in
the left corner made it 80-48. The
lead, would balloon to 112-69
before Edgar began clearing the
bench with 7:11 left in the game.
"When we see it (point spread)
go above 20 we start looking
around, and saying, Get ready for
the Green team," said Martin,
noting that walk-ons often wear

green practice jerseys. :Even
though we want,to play, we want
to see y those, guys (scholarship
players) get their work in."
Martin actually tied Brown in
the scoring column, tossing in
nine points in just seven minutes.
Brown, who averaged 30 points
in two exhibition games, scored
his nine in 16 minutes.," .
Every Racer ,but 6-8 forward
Dwayne Davis scored in the
50-point win. Davis played only
six minutes after being hobbled
by a slight ankle injury.
"This game was over when We
went up by .20," Edgar said.
"Campbellsville played their
hearts out at Georgetown last.
night. As big as playing a Division I opponent is, (Georgetown)
was a key-game for them and
they lost it 111-107.
"They got behind early and it

Golf

Salleal-0
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

9 Holes
18 Holes

$3.00
$5.00

Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
18 Holes

$4.00
$7.00

Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
• Golf Lessons Available •
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Practice Range
$1.75 Batting Range
Miniature Golf
50ft
N. 16th St., Murray
753-1152

American Made - American Owned

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Peete may start for Dallas Sunday
started to wear on them."
Ray Wilson; who.came in averaging.26 goints per game, scored
a game-high 37 in the Joss. Former Calloway County standout
Benji Kelly finished with 11
points after scoring 19 in last
year's 89-71 loss to the Racers.
"You're 'gonna have a night
like this, but you don't want to
have it here of all places," said
Kelly, who missed most of last
season with an injury.-"They're a
strong, physical team and we did
the best we could after the game
last night."

Quennon Echbls, the Racers'
6-11 center, pulled down a gamehigh nine rebounds and Chipped
in six points.
- Murray State- out-rebounded
Campbellsville 49-23 and finished ,with a team total of 34
assists.
Next, the Racers travel to Wilmington, N.C. for the East Coast
Classic where they will face Troy
State ,.in the opener on Friday.
• "Everybbdy ought to leave
here tonight and get on that plane
tomorrow feeling good about the
way we playei," said Edgar.

IRVING, Texas ,(AP) — Rodney Peete, his sprained thumb
sufficiently healed, may. be -the Dallas Cowboys' starting
quarterback- in Pfaladelphia- on Sunday.
Peete, the primary backup to Troy Aikman, watched from
the sidelines last Thursday as third-stringer Jason Garrett led
the Cowboys to a 42-31 victory over Green Bay. Aikman
didn't play because of a sprained left knee and is expected
to be the designated third -quarterback against the Eagles.

Bono likely to start for Kansas City
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Kansas City backup Steve
Bono took virtually all the snaps in practice and said he's
"assuming" he'll be the starter against Denver on Sunday.
Montana, who sprained his left foot in Sunday's 10-9 loss
at Seattle, is officially listed as questionable.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

IN Fisher...
FROM PAGE 1B
that Murrayrs
It's no
fortunes have 'rested with its
defense this season, particularly
during the incredible playoff run.
Murray's offense will have an
important role as well.
"We've got- to take care of our
business, we can't hurt ourselves
and make ourselves overcome
mistakes," Fisher said of the
Tiger offense, which is averaging
27 points per game...q.ast week
'we fumbled: hut it was irrjhe-ir
end • and we made HaIrodsburg
drive 80 yards to score."
Murray High Must have a big
game out of tailback Chris Cheaney. The 6-3 senior has rushed
for 1,045 yards and 13 touchdowns on the season.
"Chris Cheaney has to have a
big game and prove that he's one
of the best running backs in th,e
state of Kentucky," Fisher said of
Cheaney, who suffered a seasonending knee injury last year during the ,playoffs.
-•
Sophomore quarterback Allen
Thompson will also be under the
gun. While Beechwood's Hergot

a

AMERICA'S#1 BRAND AT GREAT PRICES!

Frazier may split time in Orange Bowl
has a 38-4 career record es a starter, Thompson has started just 13
games for the Tigers.
"It's the biggest game of my
life, and I'm really looking' forward to it," said Thompson, who
was thrown five TD passes and
just two interceptions.
"I try to be real loose," he
added. "I've just got to execute,
keep my cool and play under
contrOl. We have so many big
play people, right now I don't
have to do too .much in the
offOnse. We 115vrgreat player§ at
running back and wide receiver,
so f don't have to make all the
plays."
After looking at videotape,
newspaper articles and state rankings, it- would seem that Murray
is nothing more than a speed
bump for Beechwood on the way
to an unprecedented fourth straight state title.
Not so fast.
"Each team has onp thing over
the other and one thing we have
over them is team speed and team
quickness," said Fisher. "We
have the talent to make big plays.
"The biggest thing we have to
do is prove to people that we can
play with them, and keep the
game close early," Fisher continued. "I really think in the last
three games that we've worn people down, so we have to play
well early."
Booth agrees with Fisher's
assessment.
"We're going to come out and
jump on them quick and let them
know that we're there to play."

C0REBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

NBA GLANCE

Orlando
New York
Boston
New Jersey
Washington
Philadeiphia
Miam
Cleveland
Indiana
Charlotte
Chicago
Detroit
Miwauk.
Atlanta

All Tinos CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
10 2
7 4
6
7 96
4

5
7

Central Divisio3n 9
8
7 5
5
.
7
77

6
66

5
4

5
7

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Sidwesi Division
,7
3W 431.
Houston
Utah
Dallas
Denver San Antonio
Minnesota

9

5

6

6
7

1

13

Patitic Division
.4. 714
1
5 643
5 615
6 571
Pct. GB
Po,tland
LA
6 500
Sacramento
6 500
833
LA Cippers
13 000
636 —
2Y.
Wedneeday's G
.600538 5
31
Boston 118, Detroit 115
Orlando 114, Sacramento 10
3
36
34
3 6
5.4
Charlotte 105, Mani 87
Cleveland 117. LA. Laker' 9
•
Chicago 118, Phoenix 105
269
7
Seattle 109, San Antonio 100
6
58 .7;4
.
Thursday's Gimes
Cleveland at Mlwaukee, 710 pm
..
538
•
Denver at Dallas. 710 p.m.
5m
38
5 I
hannesota al Utah. 8 p.m.
Indiana
at
L.A.
Glam.'s,
910
p.m
.
3
405
17 4
2./.
Houston at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.
Friday's Genies
Fnoenix at Boston, 610 p.m. Sacramento at Philadelphia, 6,30 p.m.
67
P36c65t. _GB
Detnat at Washington, 610 p.m.
643 In.
New Jersey at Mans. 630 p.m.
New York at Orlando. 7 p.m.
,
4
500
2 4
3y,' Atlanta at Chicago. 7,30 p.m.
San Antonio at Poniard. 9 p.m.
071
97,
Houston at L.A. Laken. 9,30 p.m.

222 S. 12th • MC/VISA • 753-5865

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

FACING TRAFFIC
Support

(.1t111111E 111411111
PERS
IMN,
OF MURRAY AND GALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
Agency Manager, Ray T Proa h Agent Rub Corneoson

STIHL®

•City & County Coverage
'Farm Owner 'Home Owner •Auto
'Life 'Blue Cross • Retirement
'Business 'Long Term Care

Worth more because it does more.,
pAGs

wok forspecialsavingson many other Stilloutdoor-poweirtools.

MURRAY !RIF B AUTO
Chestnut St.

1
2
3
3
9Yr,

Low Overhead Lets Us Sell At Discount

Control leaves with
versatile Stihl blowes.
Handy for cleaning
sidewalks. porches.
gardens and other haid to - reachplaces. Both come
with a telescoping extension
tube and optional gutter and
vac attachments.

LN „Jur.SAWS"

Phoenix
Seattle
Golden State

your best deals on car & home stereos

Low,

It's the price of the year
on the rugged 09 Mini Boss
chain saw Petted for cutting
firewood.limbing and trimming,

AN.

753-8355

Shop The World of -Sound
for

With an anti-vibration feature, the lightweight
021 Wood Boss is easy to handle. And safe. too.
with its Quickstop'Inenia Chain Brake.
Now get a 2-year warranty when you
purchase a 6-pack of Stihl oiL

LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — Nebraska quarterback Tommie
Frazier, sidelined since September because of blood clot
problems in his right leg, may split time with Brook Berringer against Maimi in the Orange Bowl, coach Tom Osborne
said.
Frazier suited up for No. 1 Nebraska's ,game against ,Oklahoma on Friday but hasn't played since Sept. 24. Berringer
stepped in to lead the Cornhuskers to a 12-0 record and
their fourth straight Orange Bowl,

753-2571

753-4703_j
310 South 4th St. • Murray, Ky.

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!
AWNINGS PLUS
Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
104 S 13th St Murray. KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstry
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MSU WIND ENSEMBLE

Holiday concert to raise
funds for new scholarship
The Murray. State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
combine forces with the Paducah
(Community) Concert Band for a
special Christmas Holiday Concert
on Saturday, Dec. 3.'
Proceeds from the concert will go
towards establishing an endowment
for a new scholarship at Murray
State to benefit descrying students
majoring in music.
"The board of the Paducah Concert Band felt that they wanted to
establish some goals for the organization beyond presenting concerts,"
stated Doug VanFlect, conductor
and founder of the Paducah Concert
Band,"And We felt assisting deserving young instrumentalists was
something we'd like to get involved
with."
Frank Fletcher, Paducah businessman and concert band president stated,"The scholarship is not
territorial and. the fund will be
administered by the music department at Murray State. -Our sole
purpose in establishing this scholarship is to further the music education of a needy and deserving young
musician. Those of us continuing in
music as an avocation will take
great pride in knowing we are
helping someone who is pursuing it
as a vocation."
The concert, which will begin at
7:30 p.m. in Paducah'S Symphony

Hall, will begin with the MSU Wind
A speciai presentation follows in
Ensemble. Selections to be per- which the first installment for the
formed include: "Variations on
scholarship will be presented by
'America': by Charles Ives, "Sus- officials of Paducah and the concert
sex Mummer's Christmas Carol" by
band...a-fiends of Murray State UniPercy Grainger and "Russian .versity. The scholarship Rvill heChristmas Music" by Alfred Reed.
reafter be known as the "John
Conductors for the wind ensemble Paynter Scholarship" in honor of the
will be Dennis L. Johnson, director director of bands at Northwestern
of bands and orchestras at MSU and
University in Evanston, Ill. and the
Dr. Ricky Brooks, assistant director conductor of the famous Northshore
of bands.
Concert (Comthunity) Band.
While the Paducah Concert Band
"John embodies excellence in
sets up,the Murray State University
both the collegiate and community
Trombone Chcir will make their band area, noted VanFlect.
"The official naming ceremony
season debut. Under the student
will be on our April 23 wind
leadership of Jon Whitaker, the
trombones will perform several un- ' ensemble concert," noted Johnson.
ique and interesting Christmas carol "The Northshore Band is performarrangements. The ensemble num- ing in Orchestra Hall in Chicago on
Dec.3,so John could not be with us.
bers 14 and has rehearsed diligently
He will be here for the April 23
throughout the semester for this
performance,at which time, he will
performance.
Next on the program will be the also guest conduct the wind ensemPaducah Concert Band. The com- ble. He is deeply grateful that the
munity band was formed just Iasi Paducah Concert Band has honored
year and already involves approxi- him in this way."
The combined bands will conmately 80 musicians from throughout the area. Rehearsing just one clude the evening with two tradinight a week, the ensemble per- tional holiday favorites. Johnson
forms several times throughout the will conduct Leroy Andersonls,
year. Their program will include, "Sleigh Ride" and VanFleet will
"Holiday on Ice" by James Christ- conduct "A Christmas Festival,"
ensen,"It's Beginning to Look a Lot also by Anderson. The concert is
Like Christmas" by Meredith Wil- free, however, an offering will be
son and the holiday favorite "White solicited at the door and all proceeds
will go towards the scholarship.
Christmas" by Irving Berlin.

Wann presents sports studies

,IFE
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Dr. Daniel L. Wann, assistant
professor of psychology at Murray
State University, recently presented
the results of two studies at the
North American Society for the
Psychology of Sport and Physical
Activity.
His work,titled "Development of
the Sports Spectator Motivation
Scale," detailed the evolution of a
new scale Wann has created for use
in sport psychology research. His
second presentation, "Seasonal
Changes in Spectators' Levels of
Identification with College Basketball and Football Teams" is characteristic of his research which focuses on spectator identification.
Wann came to Murray State in
1991, after earning his doctorate
from the University of Kansas. He
has been a lifelong fan of sports and
his research in spectator identification with teams has brought him
national recognition. The National
Football League, for example,
asked Wann and Nyla Branscombe
of the University of Kansas to

comment on the impact of fans
during the lawsuit for free agency.
Currently, Wann is studying factors
involved in spectator aggression:
such as the attack on skater Nancy
Kerrigan or tennis player Monica
Selles.
Undergraduate courses in social
psychology, industrial and organizations psychology, sport, psychology and general psychology are
taught by Wann, along with a.
graduate-level course in social

bases of behavior. Wann has been
the author or co-author of more than
30 articles in journals such as the
"International,Journal of Sport Psychology," "Journal of Sport and
E,xercisc Psychology," and "Personality and Social Psychology." In
addition, he has written several
book chapters and is currently
working on his first book,an undergraduate sport psychology text
which is slated for publication in
1997.

hasn't decided exactly what he's
going to do," said his -trial
lawyer, Harold Bender.

Calloway County youngsters will
once again have a special mailbox to
speed delivery of their letters to
Santa Claus.
According to Murray Postmaster
Mark Kennedy, a special "North
Pole" box will be available in the
inner post office lobby from 8:45
a.m. to 6 p.m. from Dec. 5 through
Dec. 23.
"Any letter to Santa deposited in

Bakker, 54, was convicted in
1989 of defrauding thousands of
his, followers who sent him at
least $1,000 each in relturn for a
promise that they could stay- at
his Christian theme park near trial judge made inappropriate
Charlotte for four nights-a year remarks about the case.
.
for the rest of their lives. The
Another judge reduced Bak hotels could never accommodate .ker's sentence to I 8 years, then
all the donors.
lowered it again to eight years.
Prosecutors said the scheme. He ended up serving about five
years, and moved in with his son,
brought $158 million into Bakker's ministry, and that he spent Jamie Charles. after a month in
halfway • house. He still must
$3.7 million of it on expensive
complete five years of probation.
homes, jewelry, cars and
While in prison, Bakker was
vacations.
divorced by his wife of TO years,
"Whether or not justice was
Tammy Faye. She later. married
served is a good question," said
Roc Messner, the chief builder at
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerry
Heritage USA,

DUI records destroyed

We can provide information and coverage for your

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A computer record isn't proof,
People convicted of drunken --i-ortongh how—Copies-of-the defeu.
driving in Franklin County in the
dant's signed guilty plea, senpast five years have gotten a
tence and breath analysis test also
INSURANCE
break because of a fire that
are needed. Ask
about Shelter's
damaged the courthouse in
constitutional
"It's really a
HOME, CAR,.FARM,
September.
issue," said Franklin District
Franklin District Court Clerk
BUSINESS
Judge Reed Rhorer. "Every
Janice Marshall said DUI records
defendant has the right to raise
coverages too
in her office were destroyed.
questions and examine evidence
WriTTeri records of DUI convicHarold "Jack" Romaine
of previous convictions. If it's
Licensed In KY & TN
tions are required to make subsejust a computer record, you can't
759-1033 or 7534873
and their
quent convictions
do that."
401 S. 121h St • Murray
harsher penalties — stick.
Ted Allen Spiegal, 20, of
That means drivers facing a
Frankfort is accused of starting
fourth conviction — and "up to
the fire in the district clerk's
five' years in jail — would be
office to hide his owrr criminal
treated as if they had never been
records. He has pleaded innocent.
convicted of driving under the
Other records were charred or
influence. The maximum penalty
damaged by smoke in the fire,
for a first offense is 30 days in
and it will be summer before
We'll always be there tr:,,r you.
jail.
court workers can move back to
Amble. MC
Shelter Lte Insurance Co Horn. •t.
written
records
loss
of
the
The
their old office.
didn't seem to be a problem at
first because DUI convictions are
stored electronically as well as on
paper, and computer records were
not destroyed in the Sept. 10 fire,
Marshall said. But court workers
soon realized that a state
Supreme Court decision and a
1991 state law require written
records in DUI cases to ensure
.accuracy.
Attorneys are using the law to
their.clictits.'-4chranr.gP, Marshall
753-2571‘
Chestnut St.
said.
"It's just one more way that
this fire is haunting me," she
said.
"Murray's Friendly
As many as 15 cases in FrankHome Stereo Dealer"
lin County have been affected.
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to 6 --712Before 1991, a certified copy
and Saturday 8-1 til Christmas.
of a defendant's driving record,
obtained from the state DepartRCA Pioneer • Niti.chi • Carver • Unidel' • Toshiba
ment of Transportation, could be
used as evidence of a prior
ret
6
17,11;
conviction.
The 1986 Supreme Court rulAUD-10 /VIDEO
ing said a second-offense DUI
808 001c:water Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1835
should be treated the same way
as a persistent felony case.

Murray Home & Auto
is now open

Every Sunday
until Christmas
.771a27/agEP

Henry County
Medical Center
is pleased
to welcome
Dr.James M. Winasv.
to our medical staff.

this box by Dec. 23 will receive
handwritten card from Santa," nned,y said.
Kennedy further pointed out that
this is only for those lettters that
have a Murray,42071 ZIP Code and
he asks that parents please ensure
that 'their children include their
name and return address on all
letters.

James M. Winans, M.D., FACS

The Kentucky Association of Health Care Facilities
CONGRATULATES
West View Nursing Home
in Murray, Kentucky
on their fine service to nursing home patients,
and on the following award

HA

Dr. Winans
specializes in the
treatment ot:

Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist
Facial Plastic Surgeon
Board Certified
Fellow, American College ofSurgeons

-Sinusitis
-Endoscopic
Sinus Surgery
•

AMERICAN EAR, NOSE & THROAT

1005 East Wood Street, Paris, TN 38242
(in the Kentucky Lake Urology Building)

INC

Miller, who helped prosecute
Bakker. "I'm sure he feels the
sentence was harsh. But
we could have gotten son.• IC'
tution for the. victims."
Bakker's original 45-)ear sentence was thrown Out by a tederal
appeals court, which ruled the

Direct mail for Santa

1994
AWARD
WINNERS

-IC

CHARLOTTE, NC. (AP) —
After serving nearly five years in
prison- for bilking millions from
loyal followers, televangelist Jim
Bakker is a free man today.
Bakker"s lawyer, Jim Toms,
said in a fax that Bakker's' fourmonth house arrest ended at midnight Wednesday.
While Bakker has been quiet
about his ambitions, his daughter,
Tammy Sue Chapman, recently
hinted to supporters of her singing ministry that her father may
join her in the pulpit.
"1 just can't wait to minister
alongside my Dad in some of our
future crusades," she wrote in a
Nov. 9 mailing.
Bakker's lawyers say the former PTL leader will remain secluded at home in the mountains
of western North Carolina. "He

(901)642-8996
Office Hours: 8am - 5pm
Friday
Nlonday
:

-Deviated
Septums
-Facial
Plastic Surgery

-Ear Infections
-Tonsillitis/
Sore Throat
-Snoring &
Sleep Apnea

Community Involvement
Statewide Award and Western District Award
"Gentle Carefor Children and Adults"
Located In Louisville, KAHCF Is the trade association
, Which represents 264 nursing homes in Kentucky

HiC HENRYCOUNITY
M1C MEDICAL CENTER

TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242
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Shown: Alpha Gas Logs MS40

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Lows ploto

.1Ip1'a II rent-free gao
by Martin (;a.. l'tvdtteto arr great performer.. They
haw all the feature...you low about a wood fir?, without the work and e.yense.
oelea the temperature.you
necauoe they're therimptatically amtrollett. .111,11
..,m! tbeat to maintain. Alpha II gad logo feature (4tal burner. for beautiful.
n'ilmg flame... they're aloo A.(;./1. deoign certified a.. vent-free mi., beater., am)
they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! What.you want agreat perl'ormance.
by Martin:
you ...ant Alpha IIgad

The Wellness Committee at Briggs & Stratton is beginning the second
year of the wellness program, which started Nov. 1, 1993. The program
includes the use of both Murray Family YMCA facilities and is offered
to all employees and their immediate families. Committee members presented a check to the YMCA for the continuation of the program for the
next year. Shown are (front row, from left) Russ Wolff, YMCA director;
wellness committee member Mike Basiak; (second row, from left) committee members Rita McNabb, Belinda Jett, Jane Smith, Rhonda Darnell,
Carl Barrett, Stanley Anderson, Mike Cornett; and back row, Dnt Patterson. Not shown are Kevin Bailey and John Burkeen.

GRILL
On the campus of Murray State University

$35995

Martin

The Place For Steaks.

larammo,

15th & Olive Blvd.

T-Bone•Porterhouse•RIbeye•Filet Mignon•Prime Rib

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

-7711.417/
aeae•

School
Meals
We serve education every da

753-2571

GD We are proud to use Q1n
recycled newsprint.

The Kentucky School Food Service Association

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

HURRY ENDS SOON!

,

..1

Dear Editor:
The faculty and staff of Calloway County High School wish to express
their gratitude for the outpouring of appreciation received during National
Education Week,IdoV. 14-20. The outstanding efforts of Judy Williams,
Marlene Beach, FHA,FBLA,FFA and TSA resulted in a student catered
and served luncheon that was both delicious and beautifully presented.
Additionally, various student groups including Beta, Co-ed Y. Junior
Beta, Stars and Student Council presented each teacher with cookies,candy
and items donated by local businesses on a daily basis throughout the week.
The faculty and staff would like to take this opportunity to thank the
various student groups and their advisors involved in the well organized,
week-long effort that made each of us feel extraordinarily fortunate to be a
member of the CCHS team.
The Faculty and Staff of Calloway County High School
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RADCLIFF, Ky.(AP) — Fort
Knox and the surrounding community of Radcliff would be hurt
if the Army acts on .its proposal
to cut 3,000 troops at the post,
officials say.
Kentucky's congressional delegation is battling the losses. Congressional aides said an
announcement of the cuts had
been delayed, but they were not
sure why.
Fort Knox now has about
13,000 troops, including the
194th Separate Armored Brigade,

Hello
Stranger!

Get a Super Discount Price
plus...Pay Nothing til 1996
Absolutely No Hidden Charges

Save
up
to

Searching for answers to all
those whoAvhatA/rhere questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call.,.
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Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
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which the Army plans to deactivate, according to officials who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
"It's a devastating thing,"
Radcliff Mayor Jennings Smith
said. "It's going to have quite a
severe impact ... not only here,
but it will be felt Ihroughool the
region."
•
Smith said he had been advised
Wednesday by officials in
Waitington whim he declined to
identify that the proposal to deactivate the 194th had been
delayed.
John McGary, a spokesman for
U.S. Rep. Ron Lewis, whose 2nd
District includes the post, laid,.
"We have known for a while that
this was being considered ... but
there is disappointment, if not
surprise."
McGary said Lewis had written
numerous letters to the Army
opposing the move. He said talk
of deactivating the 194th was still
speculative.
The 194th is the post's only
combat-ready, stand-alone fighting unit, said John Rickey, a post
spokesman. He said the brigade
has been periodically activated
and deactivated since it was
formed in 1947. It earlier went
from a full brigade strength of
6,000 to 3,000.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

Not ell Alletcaandlse at ell Omagh-ma
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the country & they may change The
reference pica la not ma mineral el

HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — U.S.
but he spoke with .particular
officials said Laos has agreed for
praise about Vietnam's efforts.
the first time to let in former "I would characterize their coopNorth Vietnamese soldiers to
eration in working jointly with
help locate possible burial sitcs
the U.S. and Laos as excellent,"
of missmg American servicemen:- Wotstsaidi.
The agreement marks a
U.S. officials have said Laos
breakthrough in efforts to resolve
generally has lagged behind
the fates of some of the .505
Vietnam in helping to settle cases
Americans listedas missing in
of the 2,214 Americans unacLaos.
counted, for from the war.
"This is something 'the United
Communist Vietnamese fr(i:Ts
States has wanted to do for a long
occupied large sectiors 01 Laos
time, getting Vietnamese witnesduring the conflict.
ses into Laos," Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Investigators plan to take one
Thomas Adams said today.
Vietnamese witness this month to
Adams works at the Hawaii
help look for evidence of 11
headquarters of the unit responsiAmericans missing at Phou Pha
ble for MIA investigations.
Thi mountain in northern HouaFour Vietnamese who claim to
phan province, said Air Force
have witnessed the burials of sevMaj. Roger Overturf of the MIA
eral Americans in neighboring
investigation task force. ComLaos during the war will join
munist troops overran a secret
watches for their remains over
U.S. aircraft navigation base
the next few weeks, said James
there in 1968.
Wold, U.S. deputy assistant secAnother three Vietnamese vetretary of defense for POW-MIA
erans will travelAci central Sayanaffairs.
nakhat province- in January to
Wold led.an American delega---Itorrrhar-rnet -With Labilan, 5nd • -7settreh-fdr-sigirs•-af eight
shot down -white flying in an
Vietnamese. officials today in
AC-47 aircraft in 1966, Overturf
Hanoi. He said the three. sides
said..
agreed on allowing additional
Laos insisted on interviewing
visits by Vietnamese witnesses in
the witnesses first to gauge their
other investigations.
credibility before letting them
President Clinton has said
inside Laotian territor), Adams
Vietnam must show more coopersaid.
ation in such efforts with Laos
before the United States will
Of the remaining U.S. serviceestablish full diplomatic relations
men still unaccounted for from
with Hanoi.
the war, the Pentagon lists 1,624
Wold said Laotian and
in Vietnam, 505 in - Laos and
Vietnamese officials both eight in China. Most are known
expressed a willingness to help, • to be dead, U.S. officials say.

Deactivation would
hurt community, post
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State may close crossing
where five teenagers died
CRTITENDEN, Ky. (AP) —
Although some residents are
objecting, state Transportation
Secretary Don Kelly wants to
close the Grant County railroad
crossing where -five teen-agers
were killed in an auto-train crash
last week.
,Motorists would be required to
,usc a safer site about a half-mile
away tinder the plan announced
Monday by Kelly's press secretary, Laura White.
"He has gathered the informa- tion and decided that this-would
be the best procedure," White
said.
She didn't know how long it
would take to actually close the
crossing over the Norfolk Southern Railway tracks about 3 miles
south of Crittenden. The state
must follow a procedure that
includes a hearing if people
request one.
Some residents living in the
area said they would oppose the
barricade. They want the crossing
widened and marked with gates
and flashing lights.
iVF41yde:-Read
crossing that Kelly. proposed is
much busier and has warning
lights and crossing gates, which
were installed in 1992. The cross• ing where the deaths occurred is
markcd only by signs.
The crossing earmarked for
closing is popular with motorists
because it offers quick access to
-the Grant County Mobile -I-tome
Park entrance just off U.S. 25.
Three of the five victims of Wednesday's accident lived there.
Killed were Liana Toll, 16, the
driver; her sister, B.J. Toll, 14;
Steve Chandler, 16, and Jesse
Hager, 14. Lurie Rippcntrop, 14,
survived the collision, but died
Sunday night of injuries.
Liana Toll had a learner's permit but was operating the car
without a licensed driver in it.
She and her sister were apparently driving the boys home to the
trailer park when the accident
occurred.

The transportation secretary's
statement came after telephone
discussions with Grant County
Judge-Executive Shirley Howard
and Mark Guilfoyle, who is
staff adviser to Gov. Brereton.
'Jones and a northern Kentucky
native.
Howard said he would await
the results of a traffi‘: study
promised by Kelly on Monday
before he endorses closing the
crcissing near the trailer park.
"That may be a viable
'
'- tittrt that's a
07101r." he- said.
decision that cannot be made
until we have all of the facts."
White said that before last
week's collision, the state had no
record of accidents at the site
since November 1990, when it
became a public crossing.
Engineers have estimated about
50 cars use the crossing each day;
school buses do not use it, she
said.
In contrast, - White said, the
Hyde Road crossing averages 750
cars a day and is a regular
school-bus route. Those factors
prOmoted--the---atate=ter
install the . waning tights and
gates.
Meanwhile, Norfolk Southern
confirmed Monday that crew
members saw the teens' car try to
move off the tracks seconds
- --before Impact.
That came from written statements given by the crew,
reviewed Monday by spokesman
Bob Auman. He declined to
release the statements or provide
the names of the employees, citing privacy concerns.
"My understanding, based on
the reading of the two statements,
is that the car drove slowly up to
— and then on to — the crossing," he said. "Then we believe
it stopped briefly and proceeded
to go on across and was hit on
the driver's door."
Grant County Deputy Sheriff
Troy Hagedorn said the crew's
statements match interviews he
conducted immediately after the
• accident.

Manufacturers record
gains in employment
LOCISN,ILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's manufacturing sector
-recorded gains in employment,
shipments and new capital expenditures between 1987 and 1992,
the U. Department of Commerce rdrorted Wedhesday.
The report, based on a preliminary summary of a 1992 census of manufacturers, showed ,a
10.1 percent gain in employment,
which totaled 277,100.
The value of shipments went
up 43,5 percent to S60,028,500
while new capital expenditure.
Inveutments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report
Prices as ol 9 AM
Company

Price

rose.21.3 patent to S2,117,900.
The deparunent said more than
380,000 manufacturing organizations in 20 major groups were
included in the census. These
major groups include food,
apparel, lumber, chemicals, computers and ,transportation
eqUipment.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Market News Service December L 1991
Kentucky Purchaae Area Hon Markel Report Includes
Buyina Stations Receipts: AcL 124 FAL 250 Barrows
Gilts steady .50 higher Sows steady EN lower.
IS 1.2 230-250 lb...-------...__.._525e0-$2600
IS 1.1 110-230 lbs...___.-----------522.00-524.50
I5 2-3 230-260 lbs.-__.-------I

t 2 170.350
S I 3 300-400 lbs.
1.3 000.515 lbs.
I S 1 3 525 and up lb.
I', 2.3 300.500 lbs......
Roars 514.50.515.50

.....

t
-S13.00.515
_...___$13.00-$l5 00
____$16.00-$l500
----512.00-513.00

Wendel G. Watkins

Mrs. Elaine Mathis Skellion

Wendel G. Watkins, 62, Rt. I. Puryear, Tenn., died Monday, Nov.
28, 11)94, at' Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn..
A retired carpenter with Motion International of Paris, he was a
m mber of United Brotherhood of Carpenters and - of Olive United
Methodist Church in Marshall County, Ky.
Mr. Watkins was a.1950 graduate of Hardin High School and a graduate of Carpenters School at Paducah.
Born July 28, 1932, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late
Willard Watkins and Edna Harrison Watkins. Also preceding him in
death were two brothers, Errol Watkins in January 1974 and Harrison
Graves Watkins in childhood.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Robinson Watkins, to Whom
he was married on June 19, 1972: two daughters, Mrs. Jean Tushie
and husband, Dave, Eden Prarie, Minn., and Mrs. Crystal Farrar and
husband, Lee, Hazel; one sons, James Alan Carter and wife, Denise,
Puryear, Tenn.; seven grandchildren; one great-grandchild; his
parents-in-law, Rex and Betty Robinson; two aunts, Elizabeth Watkins
and Agens Watkins, and two uncles, Billy Watkins and Kenzie Watkins, Benton.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Eulas Greer will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gary Romsos, BrianMason, Mike Mason, Keith
Watkins, Dale Paschall and James McClanahan, active; Tony Myer,
Malcolm Burke, Billy McGarity, Billy Mason, Mike Reynolds,
employees from Mohon International, honorary. Burial will follow_ in
Murray Memorial Gardens, Murray.

Robert-Doyle.Chadwell

-

.

Robert Doyle Chadwell,'60, of 106 Vista Court, Bardstown, died
Tuesday, Nov. 29, 1994, at 12:15 p.m. at Suburban Medical Center,
Louisville.
He was a retired employee of the Lexington-Bluegrass Army Depot,
a four-year veteran of the_United.Slutes.e.lavy, and a Baptist. Born in
Lincoln County, he was the son of D.E. Chadwell and the late Mabel
Mullins Chadwell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Beth Green Chadwell; one daughter, Cheryl Ann Chadwelt, and-one son, William Lloyd Chadwell, Mt.
Sterling; his father, D.E. Chadwell, Stanford;.two sisters, Mrs. Charlotte Young, Malaysia and Mrs. Carolyn Offutte, Louisville; four
brothers, W.L. Chadwell, Sarasota, Fla., Paul Chadwell,,Atlanta, Ga.,
Lloyd Chadwell, Louisville, and Eugene Chadwell, Neurburg, Germany; several nieces, nephews, aunts and uncles.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the 'chapel of Scobee Funeral
Home, 219 West Lexington Ave., Winchester. The Rev. Stewart
Strickland will officiate.
Pallbearers will be nephews, active; George Sewell, Glenn Combs,
P.C. Combs, Ed Day, Cecil Thomas, Tom Guyton, Don Guyton, and
Robert H. Morguson, honorary. Burial will follow in Winchester
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Memorials may take the form of contributions to the American
Cancer Society.

Terry Lynn Hammonds

The funeral for Mrs. Elaine Mathis Skellion will be today at 3 p.m.
in the chapel of Fletcher Nowell Funeral Home, Cleveland, Miss. Burial will follow in North Cleveland Cemtery.
Mrs. Skellion, 88, Cleveland, Miss., died Monday, Nov. 28, 1994;
at her home.
Born in Calloway County. Ky.. she was the daughter.of the late
Lewis Mathis and Mary H. Castile Mathis. Preceding her -were her
husband, Roy Comador Skellion, two sisters, Mrs. Elmus Hopkins and
Mrs. Larue Bizzell, and one brother, Roosevelt Mathis.
Survivors include five daughters. Mrs. Dorothy Mae Ewing, Leesville, La., Mrs. Margareue Stephens and Mrs. Phyllis Milan, Cleveland, Miss.; Mrs. Margie Mendeth,lklerig-Old,
ifiif
Lee-O'Reily, Mississippi; three* sons, Joseph Skellion, Greenville,
Miss., and Thomas Skellion and Delbert Skellion, Cleveland, Miss.:
one sister, Mrs. Tennic Ople Colson, Murray; 25 grandchildren; 28
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild; several nieces and
nephews including many in Murray and Calloway County.

Thomas T. Rose
Services for Thomas'T. Rose will be today at 2 p.m, in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. David Riley will oftiLlate. Burial will follow in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Rose, 87, Whitnell Avenue, Murray, died Monday, Nov. ."))s,
1994, at 7:50 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his.wife, Mrs. Catherine Sacco Rose; one daught
a, Mrs. Toni.iturkrilll_and husband,_Donald. Patteraolif-; two
sons, Thomas M. Rose and wife. Kathy, Orlando, Fla., and Richard
M. LaBarbera and wife: Emity,•Ponder, Texas; one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Elizabeth Stitle and husband, John, Daytona Beach, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hart, Algpnac, Mich.; one brother, Ruben Rose, Murray; one stepsister, Ms. Martha Rose, Taylor, Mich.; one stepbrother,
Walter Rose, Germany; five grandchildren, Kristinia Nenon and husband, Ajay, Anthony LaBarbera and wife, Laura, Thomas M. Rose.
Catherine Sadlhu and Richard 'B.CBurkdall.
SDI .0104*44444*44
41101
4110i411104
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Call Now-753-21340
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*Legal Programming
-Lightning Protection
Arise or MastoerCard

IF Ultimata Communications
444444441101-44*44444*444-410
4
Tim Robertson
Owner

810 Sycamore Street Murray, KY

SerViCeMASTER,
Commercial Janitorial Services
"Serving Marshall & Calloway Countws"

Burial rites for Terry Lynn Hammonds were held at Lance Nichols
Cemetery, Princeton.
The infant son died Tuesday,, Nov. 15, -1994, 41_12:15 p.m. at
Deaconess Hospital, Evarrile, Ind., soon after birtV '
.Survivors include his parents, Kenneth Ray Hammonds 11 and Tracey Kay Prescott Hammonds, and one brother, Kenneth Thomas Hammonds, Evansville; his maternal grandparents, Donnie and Linda Prescott of Murray; his paternal grandfather, Kenneth Hammonds, Caldwell County; bis maternal great-grandmothers, Mrs. Audra Bell and
Mrs. Wilma Prescott, Murray; his paternal great-grandmother, Mrs.
Verna Nell Hammonds, Princeton.

Mrs. Mary Pauline Byers
Mrs. Mary Pauline Byers, 77, Hardin, died Wednesday, Nov. 30,
1994, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 29, 1917, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of
the late Claude Vick and Ruth Hurt Vick.
Survivors include her husband, Audrey Byers; one son, Rickey
Byers, Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Jewel Redden and Mrs. Jean Wood,
,Benton; one brother, R.W. Vick, Hardin; two grandsons. Justin tacitnig and Stephen Byers, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Jack Phillips will officiate. Burial will follow in Union
Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

• Resilient Floor Maintenance
• Carpet Maintenance Programs
• Upholstered Furniture ,
• Janitorial Services

• solLifrvaltna.,• Statk Proofing

jpikiath„rientrii

COO

1-800-524-7008

• Spot Removal

'• Sanitizing
• Walls

st

A Good Reason To Shop Downtown...
Christmas plates, napkins and guest towels: snowman and reindeer platters: hand
painted ornaments: collectible Santas.
Christmas house flags and doormats.
Special Gifts At Affordable Prices

Holland Cards & Gifts
109 S. 4th St.

• Hotbed Lyons Ise medial M,00011
stook
UNC - prim unehsnood

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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To fully enjoy the season,
be sure to get a winter
auto service checkup.
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Corne...Sew Our New Store
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD by Bruce TILE & VINYL,
Over • 25 Years Installation Experience

Country Hams

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK....
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
•••', '4" . ,

,' Y,

Cured on the farm and
naturally aged one year.

7
,•Y

Sales & Installation

•a,b,R0

Tont753-28 •••oni•
Taylor Roal Rght 150C yards -

f
Mani. KV

Whole Fully-Cooked
Country Ham

Whole Country Hams
Country Cured Ham Slices
Couptry Cured Bacon
"Sampler Pack"
To Order Call:
763-8964
or after 4 p.m.
753-2574
or purchase at
CDM Construction Co.
across from Dairy Queen
or Tooter. Antique Store in Hazel

MSU receives grant
for safety and health
Murray State University has been
awarded a grant from the U.S.
Deparunent of Health and Human
Services, Public Health Service and
Centers for Disease Control to
strengthen the preparation of undergraduate and graduate...level stu-

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

BIESTIMA
FURNITURE 8 MATTI=
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY

VISA

FINAL
DAYS!
SALE DEFINITELY ENDS SUNDAY
DEC.4• AT 5 P.M.
And...

1st Time
Ever
Bestway
Will Offer
You...

OPTION
(
)
)I)otwnpItty ment
N
m

1

NO NIonthly
Payment

For

1 Full Year
\trill mum Purchase S399

OPTION #2

Two Ways
To
Finance...

3YEARS FREE TOTALLY
FINANCING

NO 1)On imayment
NO Interest

For 3Full Years
*Minimum Purch.i.e

FREE!!!

We at Bestway Furniture want to thank all who have shoped with us these past 3 years. To our loyal customers who realize true value in our way of doing
business, which is offering quality furniture at true low... low.., discount prices. We have kept our overhead very low plug volume buying to create the
•
best place to shop for all your furniture needs.

• Buy All The Furniture You Want... Buy All The Furniture You Need! Then Take Your Choice Of These 2 Outstanding Financing Plans.

HURRY... This Offer Will Be LIMITED!!! •

All Merchandise Sold As Is And Where Is For Quick Removal.

SPECIAL HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9-6 • Saturday 9-5

OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
We Carry A Large Selection Of Quality...
• Living Room Suites • Bedroom Suites • Dining Room Suites• Dinettes• All Styles Of Coffee & End Tables• Wall Units
• Entertainment Units • Curio Cabinets • Mattress & Box Springs • Recliners • Glider Rockers • Lamps• Wood Rockers
• China Cabinets... PLUS A WHOLE LOT MORE!!!

This Is A Wall To Wall Sell Out Of All Merchandise Now In Stock At
Bestway Furniture - Main Location Plus Our 2 Huge Warehouses!
THIS IS AN ENTIRE STOCK SALE! EVERY ITEM IN STOCK IS TAGGED WITH A VERY SPECIAL SALE PRICE!

1
111Alt
IESIES111
FURNITURE a MATTRESS
302 North Main • Phone 027-2400• Benton. KY

dents in occupational safety and
health. •
Dr. David Kraemer, chairman of
the depanment of occupational
safety and health (OSH), is the
program director for the grant
which totals $57,700. He says the
program goals will be accomplished
by providing learning situations
designed to help the students become more effective entry-level and
advanced professionals.
The primary focus will include
involvement of the internship coordinator in visiting intern sites to
observe and improve employerintern-university relationships; development of seminar and OSH
training center programs designed
to address current occupational
safety and health issues; on-going
faculty professional development to
keep abreast of rapid changes in the
OSH industry; student support in
the form of stipends and travel; and
upgrading laboratory equipment
within the OSH- department.
Kraemer says that most students
in the OSH program are seeking a
baccalaureate degree, but there has
been a marked increase over the last
several years of those pursuing their
master's degree. A technical minor
in occupational safety and health is
also a popluar option for students
from other degree programs.
Located in the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology, department facilities
include specialized labs for study in
industrial hygiene and physical
agents, physical hazards and product safety, ergonomics and work
hardening,emergency medical traning, hazardous materials, and fire
safety. In addition, students have
the opportunity to work in various
environmental labs, as well as the
general computer and computeraided (CAD) labs.
Kraemer has served in the OSH
depannent as an assistant professor
since 1983 and is a past recipient of
the Board of Regents Award for
He was
Teaching Excellence.
elected as a fellow of the American
Academy of Safety Education in
1992 and is actively involved in
several programs which support
internships, cooperative education,
and career placement for students.

College students
prepare food drive
to help residents
With the Christmas season approaching, students at Murray State
University have organized a food
drive to help the needy of Calloway
County.
Project Harvest encourages the
university community and the
public to donate canned goods and
other non-perishable items to needy
families in Calloway County.
Through Project Harvest, Murray
State's American Humanics program is extending a hand to the 200
families who receive food each
month from Needline.
Roger Weis of the department of
American Humanics said the need
for food during this time of the year
is high, and the resources low. "I
encourage individuals to pick up
extra canned goods at the store,and
for departments to set up competitions to bring in goods," Weis said.
Needline will make up food baskets with some of the donated
goods, while organizing the weekly
grocery bag distribution with others
to underprivileged families, children and senior citizens.
Goods can be dropped off at the
American Humanics office in room
108 of the Carr Health Building.
Students are also available to collect
goods. To make special arrangements for food pick-up, or for more
information, call 762-3808.

Protect your
mobile home
Find out how
Shelter's
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.
Harold "Jack" Romaine
licensed In KY IN
759.1033 or 7534173
401 & 128 St - lilurray

We'fi alwaYs be there for you.
%demInwanceCca HonoClaca Colurnli040E6218
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Workshop on 'Messiah'
begins Dec. 12 at MSU

Guild plans
open house
The Murray Art Guild will hold
its annual Christmas Open House on
Dec. 4, from 1 to 3 p.m.
The Guild's turn-of-the-century
Queen Anne style Victorian House,
located at 103 N. Sixth St. is on the
National Register of -Historic
Places.
This open house is a way for the
Guild to show its appreciation to
friends who have helped make this

year's program so successful, according to John Goodell,the Guild's
gallery director. He said recent
work by Guild members will be
exhibited.
The drawing for the winner of
Mary Paterson's painting will also
be held.
The public is cordially ihvited.
The Guild is accessible to the
handicapped.

Members of the Murray Art Guild and friends mingle at last year's Christmas
Open House.

Portraits of radio
reporters on display
The 50-piece photographic ex- supported station. WKMS manager
hibition, "NPR Exposure," will be Kate Lochte credits regional buon display in .Wrather West Ken- " sinesses for making this exhibit
tucky Museum on campus at Mur- possible.
"When we learned that NPR
ray State University De,c. 2-21. To
mark the opening of this show of Exposure was available at a reduced
portraits by Washington, D.C. fee for the month of December, we
photographer Murray Bognovitz, looked for help funding its visit in
91.3 FM,WK MS and Wrather West our listening area and found that
Kentucky Museum -invite everyone help from Elf Atoc hem,Florence &
to a reception at the Museum Dec.4 Hutcheson, Hilliard Lyons and Holland Medical," Lochte said. "This
from 3 to 5 p.m:
"NPR Exposure" includes twenty show has also been made possible
11 x 14 and thirty 16 x 20 black and by generous assistance from Sally
white photographs of National Alexander of Wrather West KenPublic Radio personalities like Bob tucky Museum who is arranging for
Edwards, Cokie Roberts, Linda the show's reception and for its
installation along with volunteer
Wertheimer and Susan Stamberg.
The exhibit has been traveling artist Roy Davis."
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
nationwide this year, coming to
Murray from Omaha,Nebraska,and is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
going on to Las Cruces, New Mex- Monday through Friday and from
10 .a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturdays.
ico, after its stay here.
It is located on the campus drive
Crowds have been enthusiastic as
the show has made it possible for just north of Main Street, which
listeners to put faces with the voices ,connects 15th and 16th Streets. For
they enjoy on National Public-Radio, more assistance or information, call
--affiliates. like-41-.4
--W14MS-at-800-599-4737-(KY) OF
Murray State University's listener 502762-4359.

MURRAY I AM1LY YMCA
Bring Ad In For One Day Free Pass.
One Free Pass Per Person • Expires 12/31/94

209 N. 12th •759-9622•1510 Chestnut St.•753-4295

fstmcs
Starts Now At

Rolling Hills
This photogra0 of National Public Radio reporter Maria Hinojosa is among
the 50 exhibits on display.

AT THE PLAYHOUSE

Christmas production
begins this weekend
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"A Childrens Christmas Carol,"
the classic Dickens' tale of Ebeneezer Scrooge, comes to life Dec.
2-4 and 9-11 at Murray's Playhouse
in the Park.
Playhouse Executive Director,
Lana Bell, directs the cast of 54
children ages 6 to 16 in this Christ-
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Kentucky Sweatshirts
Red Wing Work Boots
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Now Open Until 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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o 100 S. 5th St.
753-9419
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For reservations or information
call 502-759-1752.

Auditions for Playhouse in the are roles for 11 men and six women
Park's production of "To Kill a including several roles for AfricanMockingbird" are slated for Dec. 5 American actors and actresses.
and 6 at 7 p.m. at the Playhouse in There are also roles for two young
Murray, Roderick Reed will be boys and a young girl.
directing.
"We encourage everyone, reThis drama by Christopher Serpi
of acting experience, to
gardless
is an adaptation from the novel by
down
and audition," Bell said.
come
Harper Lee. The gripping and
"We are always looking'for new
poignant story touches on the probfaces."
lems of growing up in the deep
If you are interested in auditionSouth when prejudice shaped the
lives of everyone in some way. ing and would like more informaAccording to Lana Bell, execu- tion, please call Playhouse in the
502-759-1752.
tive director of the playhouse, there Park it

0
.
,
1 Gift Giving Ideas!!

ers

mas favorite.
Tickets arc $6 for adults, $5 for
seniors and $4 for students. Group
rates for 10 or more people are
available.

Auditions for classic set

Brittany Yoak (kneeling), Melissa Goldhamer (standing) and Maggie Sasso
play three of the Cratchitt children In the Playhouse in the Park's production
of "A Children's Christmas Carol," which opens Friday. Call 759-1752 for
ticket information.
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Come by and see OW gift - items
, and decorationl available this
holiday season!
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For more than 250 years, George fonner—West.side—gaptist-G14usch-•-- Frederick Handel's "Messiah" has building on 15th Street, near
been an important part of the Christ: Hughes Avenue. The instructor,
mas season. After "Silent Night," Norman Wurgler, is an adjunct
this oratorio may well be the most family member in MSU's departfrequently. performed piece of nient of mitsic. He plans this
music during the holidays.
workshop to be both entertaining
Written in 1741 as a musical and informative as it compares
biography of the birth, life and
passages of the libretto with their
crucifixion of Christ, Handel's
paraphrased Bible texts. Portions
"Messiah" ranks as one of the
from a verricty of arrangements from
world's foremost compositions. Yet
full symphonic orchestra with choir
even among avid listeners, few are
to small choral group will be played
fully familiar with the entire orto discover the richness'of Handel's
atorio, its libretto or its history. So,
oratorio.
this- holiday season, the Murray
•
State University Office of Com--To-moister- for the workshop..on
munity Education -in the Center of Handel's "Messiah," contact MSU's
Continuing Education offers a two Office of Community Education at
hour workshop on Handel's "Mes- (502) 762-2160 or outside Callosiah."
way County at 1-800-669-7654.
The workshop will meetfrom 7 to Registrants may wish to bring their
9 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 12, in the Bibles and a blank audio tape.

5"-

Amaryllis & Paperwhites
Boxed For Gift Giving
11111

Cut Fraser Firs
Live White Pine
Norway Spruce • Colorado Spruce 4j,".;;::
twk.,
Now Open
114441,
„NVt.74
-Sundays
1-4 p.m.

407 N. 12th St. • 753-1725
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Thanks for Giving

HBO9
Hos

Bring us two or three cans of food for someone less
fortunate *Its holiday and we'll say "thanks" to you
with a special Cable Television offer.

FREE

Installation
To Any Pay Channel Including
HBO, Cinemax, Showtime, Disney
Encore, TV Marquee or TV Movie Marquee

Now On Sale!

Offer Good Through December 6, 1994

complete with

safety pilot
- On Sale Now Tim/ December 23

E. Main
AU 208753-3361

SUPPLY COMPANY

Inc.

OATSLE
VLSI N
753-5005 • Bel-Air Center
Please bring your gift to our office or we cart
collect it when we install your new service.
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$5.00 Column Inch
10% Oncouni 2nd Iturt.
60% Discount Ad Run.
(Ar3AdsMs Am vane 6 Day Penal)

$ 1 75 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido).

Reader Ads
25c per word, $500 minimum
lstday. 54 per word per day for
each ocictilEanal consecutive
day. 81 75 extra for Shopper
(luiee. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2 00 extra for
blind box ads

Yard Sale $7.50 PepOil
A $200 leo w to required to mak•
any chicapos to ad allot deadline
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ANNOUNCEMEN1S
.
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
_LOST .81. Found

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Llvestock & &applies
Poultry & Supplies
Proauae
Feed & Seed

010
020
025

030

753- 1916

CALL
SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
060

Help Wonted

070
090
Xl
110

Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Busness OPPortunllY
Instruction

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
533

TRANSPORTATION

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

280 Mobile Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Busness Rentals
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
.... Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

MERCHANDISE

470

433
485 —
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motc,rs

120
130
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200

210
220
240
260

410
540
560
570
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AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
A CODE OF STHICS FOR -ELECTED AND APPOINTED
COUNTY OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES OR CANDIDATES
FOR PUBLIC OFFICE IN CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY. Whereas, the Calloway County Fiscal Court has the authority
pursuant to KRS Chapter 65, to enact an ordinance establishing a
code of ethics to guide the conduct of elected and appointed officers
and employees of Calloway County,including members of the fiscal
court,the County AttorneySounty CIrk,Jailer, Coroner,Surveyor,
Constable, and the Sheriff; Be it Ordained by the Fiscal Court; and,
Whereas, public office and employment are a public trust and
government has a duty both to provide their citizens with standards
by which they may determine whether public duties are being
faithfully performed, and to apprise their officers and employees of
the behavior which is expected ofthem while conducting their public
duties; and,
Whereas,it is the purpose of this ordinance to provide a method of
assuring that standards of ethical conduct for local government
officers and employees shall be clear,consistent,and uniform in their
application, and to provide local officers and employees with advice
and information concerning possible conflicts ofinterest which might
arise in the conduct of their public duties.
I. DEFINITIONS:
Sets forth the definitions and phrases as used in the code of ethics.
II. STANDARDS OF CONDUCT:
Sets forth standards of conduct related to conflicts of interest;
standards of conduct related to receipt of gifts.
III. FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE:
Sets forth who must file a financial statement, when it must be filed;
the form, official custodian, contents, and procedure for filing
statements.
C. Each statement shall be signed and dated by tlieedividual fitIfig
the,statement of financial interest. Knowingly signing a

fed'statement shall

be

Class A misdeameanor.

&Aldus

D. All ppy and benefits shall be withheld until a ncin-complying officer
or employee is in compliance with the filing requirements.
Candidates and nominees who fail to comply with these filing
requirements shall be fined $50.00 for each day they are in noncompliance.
W. NEPOTISM
Set forth guide lines concerning the employment offamily members
of officials of the county.
V.MEMBERS COUNTY ETHICS COMMISSION
SECTIONS A-C:
Sets forth the creation of the County Ethics Commission; the powers
and duties of the commission; the complaint procedures and
preliminary investigations of commission.
B. Powers and Duties
C. Complaint procedure; preliminary investigations.
D. Action by Commission.
1. Ifthe Commission concludes in its report that in consideration
of the evidence produced at the hearing there is clear and
convincing proof of a violation of this ordinance, the Commission may;
(a.) Issue an order requiring the violator to cease and desist the
violation;
(b.) In writing,publicly reprimand the violator for the violations
and provide a copy of the reprimand to the executive
authority and governing body (if different than the executive authority)ofthe county or county agency with which the
violator serves.
(c.) In writing, recommend to the executive authority and the
governing body (if different than the executive authority)
that the violator be sanctioned as recommended by the
Commission, which may include a recommendation for
discipline or dismissal.
(d.) Issue an order requiring the violator to pay a civil penalty of
not more than $1,000.00.
(e.) Refer evidence of criminal violations of this ordinance or
state laws to the county attorney or commonwealth's
attorney of the jurisdiction for prosecution.
E. Appeals
Sets forth the appeal process of official or county employees.
Ifany part ofthis Code of Ethics Ordinance is found the illegal or
unconstitutional, the remainder is till in effect as adolited by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
„ . This Code of Ethics Ordinance may be viewed in its entirety at the
Calloway County Judge/Executive's Office, 101 South 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,

Monday through Friday.
J.D. Williams - County Judge/Executive
Dan Miller - Magistrate
Steve Lax - Magistrate

Bobby Stubblefield - Magistrate
Clyde Hale - Magistrate
Attest:
Teresa gushing
Calloway County Court Clerk
On motion by Esq. Stubblefield, seconded by Esq. Lax, approved at
the first reading by the Calloway County Fiscal Court on the 10th day
of October, 1994.
On motion by Esq. Miller, seconded by Esq. Lax, approved at the
second reading by the Calloway County Fiscal Court on the 10th day
of Novem6er, 1994.
J.D. Williams
County Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

Clinic for Hypotherapis
Stress, weight loss, stop
smoking, memory, cancer,
pain, arthritis: etc.
759-22A.
FAYE has a delivery & pickup service for her Avon
customers. Anyone wanting Avon service call
753-1915 or 753-0232.
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Toes. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649.3804
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call

OFFICE HOURS.,
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Harries For Sale

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

• Deadlines are 2 days
In advance,

IMMI
Expn
ing
ants
tuitio

yen
Hslp
'Wanted

Help
Wanted

DO
need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career" Wirhave 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21'thatare not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private -Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

OFFICE MANAGER lo
busy medical etfice Com
petetive salary & benefits
plus pleasant working atmosphere Send resume
to PO Box 1040 E, Murray.
KY 42071

Node*

LEGAL NOTICE
THE FOLLOWING
A final settlement of ESTATE FIDUCIARY
accounts has been filed APPOINTMENTS
ifrrhe Calloway Dis- HAVE BEEN MADEIN
trict Court by Lynnette THE CALLOWAY DISB. Coats, Executrix, of TRICT COURT. ALL
the estate of Rosetta J. CLAIMS AGAINST THdeceased. - ESE
Burkeen,
ESTATES
Exceptim s to this set- SHOULD BE FILED
tlement !lust be filed WITH THE FIDUCIin the Calloway Dis- ARY WITHIN SIX
trict Court on or before MONTHS OF DATE OF
9:00a.m.Dec.12; 1994, - -QUALIFICATION.
the date of hearing.
Moela Williams, deAnn P. Wilson,
ceased, 1503 Parklane,
Circuit Court Clerk Murray,
KY 42071;
Patricia Stinnett, exLEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of ecutrix, appointed 11accounts has been filed 2-94, 815 N. 20th St.,
in the Calloway Dis- Murray, KY 42071;
trict Court by'Ewing J. Stephen C. Sanders,
Stubblefield, Executor, attorney, Main at 7th
ofthe estate of Mary E. St., Murray,KY 42071.
Grace Evelyn Covey,
Neese, deceased. Exceptions to this settle- deceased, 2513 Colment must be -filed in dwater Rd., Murray
the Calloway District KY 42071; Jack Covey,
Court on or before 9:00 co-executor, appointed
a.m. Dec. 12, 1994, the 11-2-94, 251-3 Coldwadate of hearing.
ter Rd., Murray, KY
Ann P. Wilson, 42071; Gary Covey, coCourt
Clerk executor, appointed
Circuit
11-2-94, Rt. 7 Box 208,
LEGAL NOTICE
Murray, KY 42071.
A final settlement of
Lorene Wilson, deaccounts has been filed ceased, Rt. 1 Box
444,
in the Calloway Dis- Murray, KY
42071;Sid
trict Court by Vanessa Easley, executor,
apShinault, Administrat- pointed
11-4-94, 2040S.rix,ofthe estate ofDar- 6th St., Murray,
KY
ren Maurice Foster,de42071; Sid Easley,
ceased. Exceptions to
attorney.
this settlement -must
Roy Irvin, deceased,
be filed in the Calloway
Murray, KY 42071;
District Court on or beRobbie
Nell
Prefore 9:00 a.m. Dec. 12,
vath an, co-executor,
1994, the date of hearappointed
11-9-94,
ing.
1512 Chaucer Dr.,
Ann P. Wilson,
Murray, KY 42071;
Circuit Court Clerk Cullen
Elroy Irvin, coexecutor, appointed
LEGAL -NOTICE
A final settlement of 11-9-94, Rt. 4 Box 425,
accounts has been filed Murray, KY 42071;
in the Calloway Dis- Steven C. Sanders, attrict Court by Nancy torney, Main at 7th St.,
Thompson, Murray, KY 42071.
Carolyn
Ben Purdom, deExecutrix,ofthe esti-,te
of Willie Mae Bridges, ceased, Murray, KY;
deceased. Exceptions Margaret P. Blalock,
to this settlement must executrix, appointed
be filed in the Calloway 11-16-94, 1605 SycaDistrict Courton or be- more, Murray, KY
fore 9:00 a.m. Dec. 12, 42071.
1994, the date of hearJoseph C. Shekell,
ing.
deceased, Murray, KY;
Ann P. Wilson, Patsy Wright, execuCircuit Court Clerk . trix, appointed 11-22.94, 507 Poplar, MurLEGAL NOTICE
ray, KY;Warren HopkA final settlement of ins, attorney, 204 S.
accounts has been filed 5th St., Murray, KY
in the Calloway Dis- 42071.
trict Court by Brenda
L. Jones, Executrix, of
the estate of Laverne
Steele Anderson, deWA*
ceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
For December,
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. Dec. 12,
1994, the date of hearing.
, Ann P. Wilson,
Chuck, Annette,
Circuit Court Clerk

Loons

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sole

CALLOWAY COUNTY
CODE OF ETHICS

check the first Insertion of
their ads for ony error Murray
Lodger & Times will be re
spoosibirs tor only one incorrect inserhon. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
mod*.

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease

net

020

U4181
WOO

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Pen & Supplies

383

MasterCard
REAL ESIATE SALES

Computers
For Sale or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliancets
Home Furnishings
......... Annaues
Vocuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T V & Radio

140

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to

you
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PART or lull-time help
needed, prefer MSU student, to work ?(/ to 30 hours
per/wk General office
work Send resume to PO
Box 1040 D, Murray. KY

WAIcook
nigh'
Ann'
Murr

M&M Department Store

WM'
ress
plus
Cal
901-

Dover, TN

Gigantic Sales
Nov. 25th - Dec. 24th
Free Gift Wrapping With Purchase

• Keds Shoes Redwing • Eastlands Hang Ten'Ivy •
Buster Brown • Brian • Carhartts • Lees • Levi's • LA

Gear Kathy Lee • Haggai • Luca • Playtex *P-galli •
DRIVE FOR THE BEST!
Koret • Connie Shoes' That's Me
Top $$ and time to spend it!
615-232-5432
Na Northeast Freight!
$1,000 sign on, Great
8 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat; 1 p.m.-5 p.m. Sun.
health & dental min. 23,1yr
OTR, CDL & HazMat req.
LOST: female Dalmation,
wearing blue collar, near 1-800-848-0405 Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.
Coles Campground
watershed. 753-9237, DRIVER EOE LOOK
WHAT WE DO FOR OUR
753-2238.
DRIVERS 'Home Most
LOST: Gold nugget Weekends
206 E. Poplar
'25 CPM
bracelet. Birthday gift from Loaded/Empty
'Fuel bonus
husband. If found please up to 4 cpm
paid quarterly
call 753-1916, ask for Ka'Safety bonus 1 cpm paid
ren Reward'
annually 'FREE Driver Insurance 'Family plan available 'Orientation pay $400
Wkly. maverick Transportaleading to the return
tion inc. a flatbed carrier
One Block East of 4th & Poplar
company is. continuing to
of 1993 Yamaha
expand. Come'grow with
Blaster stolen Noy.
us. We're looking for quali8th, 1994 near 94W.
fied drivers 24 years of age
with 1 year OTR.
Blaster is white with
1-800-289-1100.
purple seat and gas
DRIVER INEXPERtank, white hand
IENCED: Free training at
guards and DG exour own schools and
GUARANTEED EMPLOYhaust system.
MENT EXPERIENCED:
753-2129
Over 1,000 premium conventionals
now arriving.
435-4003
More home time and lots of
435-4511
dedicated OWNER OPERATORS: Exparpding divisions. Call and compare.
BUILDERS TRANSPORT, Dixieland Center —)
763-ells
INC. 1-800-762-1819, Ekt
ATTENTION DRIVER D-6.
TEAMS $15,000 IN BO DRIVERS: $30,000 plus.
The gift for that overworked ... Includes'
NUS Paid monthly, quer Regional tlatbed. Home
• Shampoo
stressed out...
terly & yearly PLUS TOP weekends and thru the
• Deep
well deserving person ...
MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan week. Guaranteed! Family
Conditioning
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS.. Madical/Dental. Late model THE PAMPER PACKAGE • Sc°IP
Other paid benefits- conventionals. 1 year OTR
Massage
A Great Bargain
• Hair Styling
Vacation-Health and Life- required. Wabash Valley
Pedicure &
Dead Head-Motel/Layover. 1-800-933-7470.
Manicure
Loading & Unloading COIncludes
VENANT TRANSPORT DRIVERS: LEARN TO
Solos and Teams call: DRIVE WITH THE BEST. If
i"
Pa
ffEAA
Zd
fflinp
ra29£
1-800-441-4394. Students you're looking for a career
and
& Driving School Grads as a professional truck
ell•••5..4f.dG
• Therapeutic
driver, but have no experi004,/,.19...1.32.E.5.1.
call: 1-800-338-6428.
Body
ence, training is available.
mossa,,.
759-1874
J.13.
Hunt
drivers can averAVON wants individuals interested in earning age over $2,000 monthly
$8-$14/hr. No door to door. their first year plus receive
excellent benefits. Call:
1-800-827-4640. Ind/Rep.
1-800-2JB-HUNT EOE.
BUSY medical practice Subject 10.-drug screen.
needs part-time help in the
in Paris, TN is looking for a technician in its
business area. Send re- 'DRIVERS/OWNER OPERService Department. Would prefer General
sume to: PO Box 1040 G, ATORS Poole Truck Line
immediate
openings
has
Motors training and/or service excellence
Murray, KY 42071.
for drivers and 2/0. Drivers
certification. Pay will be based on qualificaCALL today- START to- starting pay u64o 28c/mi
tions. We will consider any and all applicamorrow ECK Miller Ex- with great benefits.
tions. We offer employer paid life and health
panding! Need flatbed driv- TEAMS-A&E runs availinaurance. Paid holidays, vacations and a
ers. All miles paid (new able Company-sponsored
.401K retirement plan.
scale)- Life/Health, Rider/ training for those vith no
program. experience. C/O exc packBonus
Apply in person to:
800-395-3510 Owner/ age van or fl,:t Must be 23.
LEGAL NOTICE
Frank Shiney
Operators also welcomed! For more info., call
A final settlement of
Service Manager
accounts has been filed
C.E.0./Entrepreneur 1-800-553-9443, -Dept
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
,
in the Calloway Diswanted by KY. company BF-54.
Equal Opportunity Employer
with national growth DRIVERS- OTR HOME
trict Court by Wilda
- Sherry
agenda. Major eq6ity avail- WEEKENDS Great pay
Kay Hodges, Administratri x,ofthe estate of FOR sale: Homemade able. $150,000. Oaoital re- and benefits, satellite comquired. Submit resi2se in munications, 2 years exLoren Joseph Horton, crafts May see at Com- confidence.
C.P.A. 960 S perience. Class A HOWdeceased. Exceptions plete Printing. Chestnut S
Third Street, Louisville, KY ELL'S MOTOR FREIGHT
to this settlement must
40203.
Call 1-600-444-0585 for
be filed in the Callbway
Residential
HOUSEKEEPER Must information
District Court on or
Remnants
have own transportation PART-time maintenance.
Commercial
fore 9:009:00 a.m. Dec. 12,
Excellent pay. Send re- 753-8556 between
36 h or less
Available Thru Age 84.
Remnants
Tweed
1994, the date of hearsume to: PO Box 656. Mur- 8am- 1 1 am, Mon-Fri, for apOur most comprehen
ing.
., .,,
36 ft and under
Values to
ray, KY 42071
pointment EOE
sine policy pays for
Ann P. Wilson,
Higher
None
Skilled Intermediate or
Circuit Court Clerk
With
Custodial Care
1120
Medicare's new guide
Than
Commercial
lines for confinement
Plush Remnants
Notice
Nursing Home InsurThey start at $299 p,sy
36 ft and under
ance is more important
CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.
than ever
Antiques & (As
Puryear Store Only' Ends 12/31/94
For free
MEET nice singles Down
New & Unique Chnstmas Gifts Arrive Daily!
Information
call:
Home Introductions
See Our Pewter, Primitives
615 235 5000
& Christmas Afghans
90 1
One Pile
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
4988'61
South 01
Reader & Advisor. A true
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Wed.-Sat.
Hazel, KY
born psychic, gifted from
Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
God 554-7904 call for
'Area Rugs"
'Area Rugs:
"hoe local claim service'
appointment
\
FOUND: Black female dog
with white markings Approx. 6mos old. Found near
Northwood Subdivision,
753-9741.

"Reindeer In The Park!!
Nature Crafts

*Bird Feeders & Houses
*Butterfly Boxes
*Bat Boxes
*Squirrel Feeders

$500 Reward

•

/ ALPINE

NxWord6:6qakk
•

Tapes
CDt
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Clarion

•

$65

j

Peppers Chevrolet
Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo, Inc.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
to
David, Judith,
Richard &
Ronna

i

PRE INVENTORY SALEII

$1.49.,cl

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

$16.00

$2.49 - -

$6.99 .. „

By Way of the
Grapevine

d

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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DRIVERS Start 24c 28e
Raises to 33c Home often'
Assigned conventionals
Free medical dental
$1000 tarp bonus $500
saftey bonus Paid +ace
tion Retirement $300 wkly
during flatbed training HorTruck
Line
nady
1 -800
DRIVER THE ROAD TO
RESPECT STARTS
HERE' OTR/Shorthaul.
home weekly (shorthaul),
assigned trucks. great benefits, $1,000 experienced
sign-on bonus BURLINGTON MOROR CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN-BMC EOE

LICENSED LIFE & WILL babysd in my home
HfItLTH 'AGENT Mon Fri Salary based ReNEEDED Quality products ferences available
high commissions with ad- 759-2521
vance before issue lead WILL live-in with elderly or
system & benefits (Must
housekeeper for people
qualify for advances & benwho need help with children
Call
efits)
f, domestic work Call
1 800 252 2581
753-4590 ask for Ruby No
on answering
SWING Town Lounge look- answer leave
ing for waitresses & bikini service
dancers $600. per week
Apply within, Paris Landing
or call 901 642 5548

TENDERS pet-sitting and
house-sitting service looking for mature part-time and
substituterseasonal help
Must be :local resident &
GREAT home based busi- have own transportation to
ness opportunity Unlimited travel to client's home No
earnings potential Work pets tended in employee
your own hours, part or home Honesty depend&
full-time No inventory or brlity & caring nature with
book work involved No pets and people a must
quotas to meet For details Prefer person with experience handling animals Apcall 759-1565
plications may be picked up
IMMEDIATE Hire Victory Wed, Thar & Fri to mail with
Express (Dayton. OH), Hir- resume including why you
ing inexperienced applic- want position- as well as
ants for OTR Drivers Our qualifications to
tuition- free training will TENDERS- 507 S 6th Sthave you earning in one Murray
month Experienced drivrun
ers & driving school grads
needed
also
Domestic
1-800-543-5033 for
-Childcare
information
CLEANING houses is my
Reliable and exWAITRESSES & waiters, business
perienced, references Call
cooks, dishwashers- day &
Linda 759-9553
night shift Apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen of EXPERIENCED mothers
Murray
would like to babysa in our
midnights.
WANTED barmaids, wait- homes, days &
resses & dancers, $500 References supplied.
message-.
plus weekly Doll House 753-2813 leave
Cafe, Paris, TN
HOUSEWORK done Call
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am
Rose 474-2131, leave
phone number & name

e

753-3801

ng
• Swedish Mossoge • Energy Bobclo
• Deep Muscle Therapy • Reflexology

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
INCALLS OR OUTCRUS

YOU
MASSbR.GE
tove TSIIT
/Aft.
RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•PRIM RELIEF

Attention

Classified Advertisers!
Dial-it-Service is a handy clipeach Monout section
ifieds. You get a
Till
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

r

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 W Me.)
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

)1 13

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600i

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mire
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE

m11111,

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

C.

its
eral
rice
Icacaafth
d a

age 50
age 55

MALE
$11 61
14 18

FEMALE
$9 20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17 50
13 09
age 60
21 78
15 54
age .65
19 33
27 31
age 70
26 18
38 77
age 75
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199
ugs1

psy

P4

13161

;

Mobile
Homes For Selo

Mobile
Homes For Sale

FIBERGLASS tor under
pinning & roofing. $2/sheet
& up Paschall Salvage. 7.
mile S of Hazel, Hwy 641
498 8964

14X70 SWINGER northern
built trailer Front kitchen
Call 251 2891 after 6pm
Daytime call 489 2527

NOT A LOT OF CASH?9,
Check out , bUr HUGE
SELECTIONICif Repos and
Pre-Owned Homes As low
as $500 down, with pay•
ments to fit your budget"!
Volunteer Homes, inc.
Hwy 79 E, Paris. ITN
901642 4466

FOR a "Fresh cut Christmas tree, come to Charlie's
Antiques at Hazel
492-8175

16 X70 2br, 2 bath
90 1 2 4 7 5 8 5 6
901-247-5457
1977 12X65 with built on
18X12 addition with sliding
glass doors & deck 2br. I
bath
$3,500 firm
759-1831 leave message

TRAILERS for sale for storMUST sell Oak, four post
age Can be seen at Shady
waterbed with motionless
Oaks Hwy 121 North
mattress, heater & six
120
drawers Best offer Call
CHAMPION
1983
14X60
and leave message,
mobile home 2br 1 bath
Compaers
753 4152
appliances, washer, dryer,
486 DX/2 66 753-1072
NEW metal siding & roof- curtains blinds & ceiling
DX-33 IDENTITY ing Cover 36" cut to length fans Must be moved Pr486
in 10 colors, galvanized iced to sell 753-5420.
Desktop Computer with
14" Super VGA color moni- and galvalume Secondary INVENTORY Reduction
if available Portable cartor, 420 megabyte hard
port kits 489-2722 or SALE111 Our largest selecdrive, 4 menabyte RAM
tion ever priced to 50111
489-2724
floppy
megabyte
1.44
Buy now and save $$$
drive, mouse, keyboard, PLASTIC letters for port- Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
Mobile
MS-DOS 6.22 and WIN. able changable letter sign Hwy 79 E , Paris, TN
Homes For Rent
DOWS 3,11,4 hours FREE $55 box Second box free 1-800 642-4891
ON SITE training and se- 1 800 533-3453 anytime
MOBILE HOME LOANS 2BR, 1
tup $1,299 Call HAWK.
miles East o
RESEARCH SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN- Attn Sellers/Buyers/ Almo Stove, refrigerator
INS
New
NING
BEDS
Owners
1964/newer12'
Christmas
until
8am lOpm
water furnished 437-4386
Commercial Home Units larger Green Tree Finanat 753-7001
From $199 Lamps
cial Refinancing Equity 2BR, 2 bath very nice,
49 DOLLARS for NEW
Lotions-Accessories loans Land/Home Realtor newer model, garden tub.
CD-ROM drive. FREE INMonthly payments low as calls
welcome water furnished $325/mo.
STALLATION. Call $18 Call Today FREE 1-800 221 8204 after 5pm Coleman RE, 753-9898
HAWKINS RESEARCH
NEW Color Catalog
s•-••
1-800-895-1900
2BR mobile home. C h/a.
now. 753-7001.
1-800-462-9197
MOBILE HOME REPOS water furnished $215/mo.
ABCS of COMDUTING. WHOLESALE pre cut, pre- FOR SALE Singlegi Coleman RE, 753-9898
Call HAWKINS RE- engineered post frame doubles Financing availSEARCH today about building packages We sell able Clean late model 28R. no pets 753-9866
FREE TRAINING for your
posts, beams, roof trusses, homes Green Tree Finan- NICE small 2br. small quiet
new computer. 753-7001. floor trusses, metal, trim, cial Corporation/Kentucky, court $175/mo 759-1691,
and
house packages 6 0 6 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0 , 753-8216
ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
SYSTEMS 1-800 221 820*
HARD DANDI
OF MEMORYNON-SMOKERS only
DRIVE FULL- If this de- 800-282-7799
NEWLY redecorated 2br Brand new 2br mobile
scribes your computer
with ,Vacre On Olive- home in Hazel, $335/mo
call HAWKINS REHarriett Rd 354-6006
492-6151
SEARCH now 753-7001.
Appliances
WANT to take Advantage SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
CHRISTMAS
of Low interest rates,but electric or gas Walking disELECTRIC range with
COMPUTERS- CALL TOdon't have a lot of money tance to college 753-5209
DAY FOR BEST PRICE, hood. works great. $75. for a big
downpayment?
QUALITY AND SELEC- 436-5508
See Volunteer Homes, Inc
TION. HAWKINS REfor 5% downpayment or
Mobile
SEARCH 753-7001.
Land and -0- down Low
Home Lots For Rent
Home
monthly
payments
Starting
IBM computer (386) with
Furnishings
MOBILE Home Village, waat $150 per month Volunmath co-professor proger furnished, $80/mo Colrams, games. $650. Phone 5PC king-size bedroom teer Homes. Inc ,Hwy 79 E,
eman RE, 753-9898
759-1235
set, new mattress & box Pans, TN 901-042-4466
Glass cocktail tables &
more 901.247 3999,
901-247-3730
For Sale
Or Trade
NEW couch, will trade for

We Move
Mobile Homes

4374608

CHRISTMAS TREES Rerailers. now is the time to
buy & sell Christmas trees.
Scotch & white pine. Local,
fresh cut. Also, choose &
cut. 502-376-2540.
1.10
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night.

other item. 753-3672.
WATERBED PRODUCTS
DISCOUNTED] Heaters
$19 99, waveless rnattressess $44 95, Queen Soltside beds from $299 UPS/
FEDEX delivery Enormous selection at wholesale
prices FREE COLOR CATALOG 1-800-992-0873

WE at Carraway Furniture,
105 N 3rd, want to thank the
people of Murray & surrounding areas for making
1994 a greet year! New
shipments of sectionals. livused
CASH paid for good,
ing room, dining room &
rifles, shotguns, and pis- bedroom groups, recliners,
tols Benson Sporting bedding & much more, all
Goods, 519 S. 12th, drastically reduced. Lay-aMurray,
way now for Christmas
EXERCISE bike, good con- 753-1502.
dition. 436-6076
2110
150
Sports
Articles
Equipment
For Salo
GUNS: buy, sell or trade
20 GALLON aquarium
436-5650.
Best offer 753-0199

The Book Rack
New Discount Books

Trade & Sell Used Paperbacks
Special Orders
Cards & Gifts
Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-4821

CASH 'for mobile home
tires '& axles 436-2578.
901-644-0679

24 BULB Suntanna suntan
bed, $1,200 753-7934

Firewood
4X8
PEGBOARD,
$6/sheet. 12" lap siding ,
$7.50/sheet Paschall Salvage, 7. mile S of Hazel,
Hwy 641 498-8964,
ALFRED D'Angelo wedding dress, size 4, veil &
slip, $450. Bridesmaids
dresses, floral print, sizes 4
& 6,$200 & bridal accessories. Call 436-5291

Al A firewood service.
$25/rick picked up, $30/rick
delivered 492-8254.
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD- U-pickup
759-4704 after 6pm
SEASONED firewood Call
THE WOODMASTER
759-9988

BABY wood rockers for
Christmas $11 95/ea while SEASONED wood for sale,
supplies last Paschall Sal- $25/rick you haul, $35/rick
vage,
mile S of Hazel, delivered 436-5730.
Hwy 641 498-8964
BEAUTIFUL long-sleeved
wedding dress with bustled
trane and veil Call
759 9319
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel. fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
8-4pm. 753-2446.
CAMOUFLAGE clothing
for men & boys, work boots,
hunting boots, insulated
underwear. Jerry's Sporting Goods, 6th & Walnut,
Mayfield, KY.
CHRISTMAS Shirts Santa
Claus ornaments, Xmas
bows, baskets & more. Debbie's This-N-That Shop.
Hwy 94 East, Murray
Tues-Sat, 10am-4pm

PLANT
MAINTENANCE

Local area plant has opening for maintenance
employee. Should have knowledge of applied
electricity/electronics, hydraulics/pneumatics,
power transfer units, etc.
Send resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

//aye art okl fiashioned
Christmas
High Quality
You or I Cut

CHRISTMAS
TREES
$15'T-

Ea
Muskal
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
240
Miscellaneous
GO cart 5hp Briggs & Stra
ton motor Roadmaster
treadmill 759-1758
SMOKY MTN MEMORIES Beautiful chapel in
Gatlinburg -Weddings simple to elegant Photographs, Flowers, Videos. Lodging- Ordained
Minister-No blood tests, No
waiting 1-800/242-7115.
270

12X58 2BR, 1 bath from
porch, to be moved
354-6325
14X60 2BR, 2 bath Deck,
underpinning, central h/a,
$12,000 759-4690
14X60 2br, 1 bath, garden
tub Central h/a, gas heat.
new carpet Set up in trailer
park, underpinned Doesn't
have to be moved
753-9866
14X70 1985 3br, 17, baths,
all electric, porch. underpinning, blocks $9.500
obo 489-2233
14X70 FLEETWOOD 2br,
2 bath, central hie, mostly
white interior Set up &
ready to move in Must sell'
$1,500 759 3065

Mobile
Home Lola For Rent

Apartments
Fox Rent

NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water $85rmo
492-8488

CHESTNUT Street town
houses. Very ruce 2tar. 1 A
baths All appliances in•
eluding washer & dryer.
deck, tool shed, ceiling
fans, etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty, 753-9898

Heating
And Cooliag
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas in
staller Phone 435-4699
BEAT high electric bills
Insulate now Install high
efficiency heating & cool
mg Residential & commer
col Murray Calloway Heat
ing & Cooling 759-4459

Business
Rentals
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo includ
ing all utilmes 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
120
Apartments
For Rent
1,2,3BD opts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm

2BR, 1 bath, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, dishwasher.
$450/mo plus deposit
753-3190 after 5pm
.
2BR appliances, including
microwave & dishwasher.
W/D hook-up„ Fenced
backyard Water & sewer
paid by landlord. Clean &
ready to rent Dec. 10th.
$420/mo 492-8393.
2BR duplex. gas heat, new
bathroom, carport,
$295'mo 753-8767
2BR duplex, quiet area
near Robertson School.
Appliances. 1yr lease.
$275/mc 753-8096,

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, dishwasher, w/d
hook-up, C h/a. $375/mo.
Coleman RE, 753-9898

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs, Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al
Everyday Low Prices

Il

-

Tooter's Daily Specials
Tooter Burger, Fries. Coke
Veg. Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Drink
Chili Dog, Machos, Drink
Pork Tenderloin, White Beans,
Cornbread Cakes. Drink
1/2 Lb. Tooter Burger, Fries, Milkshake
Hot Dog, Fries, Shake
Tooter Dog, Nachos & Cheese, Drink.

$4.50
$3.60
$4.00
$4.50
$5.25
$3.50
44.00

Tooter's Antique & Snack Shop
Hazel, Ky. • Phone 492-6111
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tote-Em
Hours. Mon.-Sat 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sun 1 p m -4 30 p m

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance.).

Call 753-1916 for details.
)1)
America's Second Car

UglyDuckling
CIAG=U
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DUPLEX fill rent Nice at
tached garage with auto
door opener, garbage drs
posal, dishwasher & ice
maker 2br, 1 bath
$450/mo plus deposit & lyr
lease 753 7688 days,
759-4703 nights

2BR duplex on 1304 B Valleywood Or, $325/mo
759 4406

2BR Embassy Apartment,
central gas heat, available
now $300/mo Coleman
RE, 753-9898
28R, very nice, central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898

Apartments
For Rent
1BR vacant apartment ,
Available December ,141
Hazel Apartments
492 8721

Houses
For Rent
2BR. 2 bath brick ranch
country. c,entral ha A. t
able 'reeled,atr
5 4'.'
'
+ deposit
753-5303

2BR brick with
Available now
EXECUTIVE duplex 2br, 2
bath Middle garage, low RE 753-9898
utilities 753-0525
-2BR house
'ho-ok uf
S
KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Westly Village, the 753 9E3,
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 55 & older. handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity.502-354-8888
LARGE new 2br central
gas heat, super low utilities,
utility room, appliances No'
pets Quiet & safe
$395/mo, lease 753-8828.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Hou..ing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartcation
mentssnow
f raccle2
pbt gaappaprIti

ments Apply in person
1.30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1BR duplex on Hwy 280:
1409 Durgiud Dr
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo +deposit
NEW 2br triplex apart753-8848 before 9pm
ments. gas heat, w/d hookup, appliances furnished,
1BR furnished apartment,
no pets, available Oct 15th,
$200/mo Deposit No pets
$425/mo, deposit required
121 N next to fairgrounds
Call 753-4873 after
753-3139
6 30pm, Allen Properties
1 OR 2br apts near downNEW 4br, 2'/, bath executown Murray 753-4109
tive duplex in Falbrook All
1 ROOM efficiency. very appliances furnished, innear MSU, partial utilities cluding wrd & microwave.
furnished. Available now. Garage, yard maintance included. 1 year lease No
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
pets. 753-4937 days,
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614 436-2741 nights
Olive Utilities furnished
Snare kitchen. living room NICE 2br apartment
& bathroom facilities Walk Stove, refrigerator, gas
to MSU. Coleman RE heat No pets $250/mo
plus deposit. 753-1953
753-9898.
days, 7510870 nights
2BR, 1v, bath brick townhouse in nice neighbor- NICE 2br duplex, central
hood near MSU Central h/a, appliances furnished,
hia, stove, refrigerator. dis- wid hook-up Northwood.
hwasher, w/d, Freshly No pets $375 plus deposit.
753-1953 days, 753-0870
painted & available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898
nights

From Murtay take }ilk,'
12 I toward New Coneoed
6 miles, Then, right on
Yarbrough Rd. at Tn-e
Sign. 436-5365, Openl
10 a.m till dark.

210

Mobile
Homes For Sale

-

370

27e
AnIcles
For Sale

Domestic
Childcare

9B

1994

NICE 2br duplex, all appliances. quiet neighborhood near shopping center,
central h/a, available
November No pets Depict-,
sit $360/mo Call 753-2852
after 5pm

2BR house
Murray 753 4
2BR house •
$390 mo
RE. 753-4444
2BR. living room
room, kitchen, n,:
furnished $300
deposit 753-5711.1.'
2BR near univers
$300,mo Stove & n. • ator furnished w
up Well kept Lease depo
sit & references required
No pets 753-1059
3BR brick with darport
$425/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR brick w/carport 905
Fairlane Available 1/1/95
Coleman RE, 753 9898
38R house, 17, baths, new
gas heat & central air sys
tem, reasonable utilities,
garage storage No pets 5
minutes from town South
west School District Nice &
well kept $500rmo +deposit 753 7920 or 753 1664
3BR house, central h a
available Dec 1 Atof
lately no pets 753 • '•
after 4pm
4BR, 2 bath, completely
furnished house on KY
Lake. Available for oft s.
son only Whirlpool tit -.
grill, all app.-.. .•
'shed Centra,
great deck
lake. Colony,
753-9898
NEWLY reread.house near hospital
gas heat. w/d, hook-up.
stove, refrigerator furnished $400/mo plus depo
sit 759 9967 after 5pm

For Rent.
Or Lease

NICE 2br, w/d hook-uØ No
pets 753-0859 days.
753-5214 after 5pm

CREEKVIEW
warehouses
Drive behmd
$20 $40'r-'o

NOW available lbr apartment, furnished and with
paid utilities, near hospital
N.o pets Lease & deposit
required 436-2755

NORTHWOOD
presently has t.
able Ca.' -753,753€

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing, Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8arn-12noon. No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SPACIOUS 2br. 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished.
central gas h/a, garage, w/d
hook-up. $475/mo. 1mo
deposit, 1yr lease. No pets
753-2905 or 753-7536

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Rottweiler pu,,p
'1st shots & wormed
489-2365
CHRISTMAS Special
Cockabels. $10 off r,
price. Ava's Aviary. .
7th, Murray, KY 759 41..
Afternoon

DOG Day
759-1768

South 641
Security Storage
Mini Storage Rentals

3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage, $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm

(10 tt. x 12 ft.) and (6 tt. x 9 ft )

38R, 2 bath executive duplex, fireplace, DR Coleman RE, 753-9898

- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call
1/2 Mile North of Hazel on Hwy. 641
Billy Forres
Lee Starks
(502) 492-8508
(502) 492-8238

3BR near university, low
utilities 753-4301

Monthly Rentals

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat.

Dec. 3rd 1994 at 10 a.m. at the Dan
Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky.

Miler

From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From
Mayfield take 121 South through Coldwater, Ky. Turn
south onto Hwy. 1836 and follow to auction.
Watch for auction signs.
5 shotguns and rifles-50 cal. black powder rifle with nice Weaver scope20 ga. pump shotgun 3'chamber-3030 Savage model 29-Savanr,
,
rifle model 304-A-Marlin 22 rifle model 80-gun cleaning kit-i:Ji"
hole gun case with fancy glass door-pocket knives-Craftsman route,other hand and power tools-Shopvac-like new Craftsman gas leaf
blower-nice push mower with leaf and grass catcher-super nice apiece
queen bedroom suit-super nice queen waterbed cherry,4 post-cloub'e
dresser with 4 drawer chest with doors-antique rocker-set of twin bedsnice odd full size bed-metal lull bed-other 3 piece bedroom suit-nice
couch and chairs-recliner-nice hidabed couches-coffee and end tableslamps-Duncan phyla drum table-color T.V.s(one with remote)-knee hole
desk-bookcase-straight chairs-electric sewing machine-maple table and
chairs-breakfast set-microwave-small kitchen appliances-decorative
items-organ-hall tree-plantation desk-patio furniture-pots and par'Q-oi
glass and china-3 frost free refrigerators-30 cookstove-auto washer"nice cherry drop leaf table-office desk-8 or 9 nice inside doors arid
frames-2 Ashley wood heaters-4 drawer file cabinet-odd vanity ant'
stand-odd chest-garden tiller-old riding mower-several bicycles '
and fans-two tobacco boxes-spoke wheels for Ford truck 16;
barrels-some old coins-many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine Not responsible tOr accidents Lunch avaiiabie
For more rnformanon and your auction needs. phone 435-4144.

eh,

Dan Miller, Darrell Beane, Terry Paschall, Auctioneers,
"My service doesn't cost--it pays."
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Pets
Supplies
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, 7wk old male WANT a great buy? fake
puppy Pick of me a look at this beautiful abr. 3
cents AKC regis bath home in great location
tam 753-6783. Large master suite downstairs, huge great room with
obedient sate wet bar, oversized garage
with large storage area are
StrW or home
,es or 'ovate lessons Only a few of the nice features
of this home dust
- Murray for over
reduced to $134,900
136-2858
Ready to move into before
-,1URE Schnauzer Christmas. Call Kopperud
AKC registered. RE, 753-1222 ask for
4& females Ready
,
Frankie MLSI 3000107.
of December Pick
+ out now! 759-4476
urn
Dog Grooming
Motorcycles
1995 Honda 4 track
4-wheeler, 4X4 753-7275
Real
YAMAHA Scooter Only
Estate
1,3XX miles. Excellent conGRAND OPENING •dition. $490. Phone
LOT SPECIALS! 1.8 759-1235.
i 5,900 backlot. 2+AC
Lk Access 1.ACLakefront. Save
490
:Lid time! PrestiUsed
development
ion
;!uw
Cars
I Barkley, KY Wooded/
•iw parcels Common 1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
public boat launch, sunroof, arm/fm stereo, al
• climate, low taxes. On leather, fuel injection.
paved rd wrwater, power & $1,950 or best offer.
phone Perfect for vacation/ 753-8096.
retirement. Low financing. 1984 MAZDA 626, well
Call now 800-858-1323. maintained car. Runs gottd.
ext • 2653. Woodland High miles. Asking $1,500_
753-3383 leave message.

1 1 1 1 1.1 HOUSEHOLD
1976 CHEVROLET
moving odd hauling jobs
753-5396 from 84 30pm
Clean out sheds attics
ask for Sandy
basements etc Free esti
1977 FORD F250, % ton, mates 436 5744 Tim Lamb
460 engine, new radial
tires. $2.350 Call 1 1 1 1 1 TREE tnmming
hauling carpentiy & odd
753-1940 after 6pm
lobs Paul- 436-2102
1982 FORD F100, rebuilt
302 V-8, auto trans. good At leaf raking Free listi
mates Luke Lamb
tires, $2,000 obo
436-5950
489-2677
1984 FORD Ranger, 4cyl. ALL home repairs, sheet4sp, a/c, new tires & new rock finishing & ceilings
sliding back glass. $2,600 sprayed Over 30yrs experience Small jobs welcome
Call 753-1940 after 6pm
Licensed & insured
1986 S-10, 4cyl, no air, 474 8377
auto, matching Leer topper,
75,XXX miles, 1 owner, ANTIQUE refinishing fur
good condition, $4.500. niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
753-2023.
1987 FORD Ranger; 5sp, APPLIANCE REPAIRS
rebuilt 4cyl, good condliton, Factory trained by 3 major
nice fiberglass topper, manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
$3.200. 901-247-5776.
for Andy at The Appliance
1988 CHEVROLET 1500 Works, 753-2455
truck, black, new tires. V-6,
5-speed, p/s, p/b. Looks & APPLIANCE SERVICE
runs new. $4,975. Phone Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years ex502-875-4050.
perience. BOBBY
1988 CHEVY S-10, red HOPPER, 436-5848.
with white stripes, 5sp, am/
BACKHOE SERVICE
in stereo. 759-9869.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
1989 FORD XLT Lariat installation, repair, replacetruck, 5sp, p/s, p/b,- ment 759-1515
_753-5474:after 3pm
NICE 1988 Silverado truck,
loaded, 350, 5sp, $9,000
obo 437-4722 after 6pm

EX 2bt, 1 bath, Cam- 1986 GREY Cutlass Su- je Estates. Gene preme, loaded, all power,
air, tilt, new tires, near perhatty 753-6156.
;10
fect -interior. 759-9762.
:1 'your Real Estate
.t. including Auction, 1988 MAZDA RX7, Limited
Campers
,..f.lson Realty on 121 Edition. White with black
leather. Excellent condi- 14FT Fleehving camper
. or call 753-5086.
tion, local 1 owner. self contained. Off season
e'Aperattai Service, $11,000. 753-8272 or price. Call 753-4323. ,
Bob
Haley 753-0261 after 5pm.
1978 24FT Shamrock cam:119-2266.
1988 SUNDANCE 2dr, per,$2,500 obo. 753-9908
•'ERUD Realty has auto, good mach $1,950 753-2175.
• ,. waiting to purchase obo. 753-1522 days,
1984 SOUTHWIND 27ft
' - all price ranges. If 759-4806 nights.
753-0199 ,
thinking of selling, t one of our courte- 1989 HONDA Civic,
and professional 62AXX miles, automatic,
Boats
at 753-1222 or stop excellent. $5,500,
n at 711 Main St. 502-753-1957.
& Motors
1990 CADILLAC DeVille,
104,XXX miles, excellent HOUSEBOAT 14X54f1
Lido
condition. 753-0789.
Stardust aluminum, twin
Property
1990 GEO Prism, excellent volvos, 7.5 generator, fly
JL. rustic lake condition, $4,650. Must bridge, queen master suite,
3 bath, sauna, sell! 753-2615.
sleeps 10 with cutty. Micro.Lort with storwave, full-size refrigerator.
•,nd pool, land- 1990 GRAND Am SE, VHF radio, TV & VCR. Like
-ant and back, 52,XXX miles, all power. new, less than 200hrs.
ft living area with Must see! $6,500. Call 901-867-8925.
• view of lake 753-6063 after 5pm.
,evels, wrap ar- 1992 BONNEVILLE SE,
s30
.1 deck with ac- loaded,
Services
nice. 436-2788
LA and two BR's. leave message.
Offered
large stone
a gas logs- up- 1994 CORSICA loaded, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
.irge wood burn- white with silver interior, trimming, tree removal, gut
ace- lower level. 21',XXX miles. 753-6808 ter cleaeing & repair, odd
before 5era-763-22+2 after _intis.....Frost_estanstas- Iiia
Lamb. 436-5744.
,on KY Lake. 5pm.
•
"0 firm.. -Qualified
1 1 1 1 11 CHRISTMAS!
,u,res only. For MAZDA 323 759-9219
Will put up your' outdoor
; •-all 436-2561.
lights & Christmas decorations. Free estimates. Tim
Waterfront lake
Lamb, 436-5744,
_ter $100,000 up
200 Also wanted:
,rtront lots on Kentucky
t;all Century 2f,'---,e
Lx.retta Jobs Realtors.
;h.3-1492
55 Cross Rd. - Benton, Ky,
Off Hwy. 68 Near FaIrdealIng

CLASSIFIED

A-Plus Realty
354-9599

or sale, all utilities
• 753-9741.

120050 ft. Lr, dr, 3br, 2
baths. New, finished in
March. Great area.
753-3959.
tc- X TREMELY well maintained 4br, 2 bath home in
xce.11ent neighborhood.
..!ath fireplace & attraclady backyard with
fence. Price just
to $99,500. ConKopperud RE.
'222 MLSO 3000112.
home, Anderson
2br, 1 bath,
family room, nice
34,000 price negoti554-5680, 442-3864

.
•

Completion
rock two story on
4br, 27, baths,
t4rnily rooms, forstudy + more
Penner Homes,
71, 435 40 13,
rn 2 bath,!MP tub,
:nets. 1280sq ft livvage Priced upper
1405 N 16th Call
'2

Rose Lee Davis-Broker Martha Waldrop
354-6247
436-2542
Five Points Welding
Hwy. 121 North of Murray
Very well established business, highly visible
location, 3.7 acre lot (room' for expansion).
Clientele is both local and cross country,
performs small welding 'jobs in addition to
fabrication and installation in large plants, plus
building specially designed over-cab car
hauler racks. POTENTIAL UNLIMITED!
•30x30 American brand steel structure building • attached shed - 24' slide door
-High efficiency air filtering system
'Natural gas heat
"Two vehicles
-All equipment
"Tools
Crosswinds Estates On Ky. Lake
'Beautifully Wooded Area
.4 Water Front Lots Available
-Waterview Lots
-Large Lots With Deed Restrictions
-On Site Sewage Treatment
-Jonathan Creek Water
Off Hwy.68(Between Jonathan Creek Bridge
Fairdealing) On Cross Rd.
Beautiful 2 level home fully equipped up and
down on WATERFRONT LOT in Panaroma
Shores. Too many features to mention. You
must see it to appreciate it.

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
_
Licensed Gas Merchant

2 bath, central
it Southwood
• 753 5561
home. 90-95%
; or owner ffinancyou qualify.
""-r, 2 bath brick,
• win, on beautiful
tiew roof 1993.
, ha, new 1992 Pr$88,000, some
'
,lancing may be
MISS 3000093.
tlot Kopperud RE,
753 1222
-THREE CAR GARAGE!!!
l- rt5 new house has it all
'Computer work area '225
baths '10' ceilings in living
fay room, dining room ax entry
foyer 'extra large kitchen
'three bedrooms with walk• in closets 'fantastic outdoor
• entertainment area Call
751 19(23 after 5m

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•

All Types Of:

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MURRAY (13•01nd Bunny Brown
753 5940
.44

Funeral home offers
assistance for grieving

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
tions such as how to memorialize a
Porches
(MASS amulabla
colors, tree estimates
Byrn Funeral Home is opening its
vornotar root
Wulff's Recovery. Murray, doors this holiday season to offer a
loved one and what to do Aqui
Sow root coating
KY 436-5560.
special program to the community. party invitations.
W5m. root coviung
Dr. Sandra Graves, educational
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng
On Sunday, Dec. 4, from 2 to 4
E venCvai vinyl unclorpinnvIg
• *aims warrapty.
Carpets, upholstery. Free p.m., the firm will sponsor a Holiconsultant for Accord, explains, •
01 Rol, unOarcynning.
estimates 753-5827
day Help program to assist individu- "After conducting hundreds of these
Door.. rundoss met,;1
programs throughout the country,
LICENSED for electric and als who have experienced the death
stdtng, flour twat
gas 753-7203
M9ar furnace
we know how helpful the informaof a family member or friend in the
air COnflitioning
tion is. At first, people are doubtful
PAINTING interior & eater last year or two.The seminar will be
Phone (502) 4924448
whether they should attend the
ior All types of home repair held at the Purchase Area Develop* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *
Free estimates Call ment District Office located at the
program because they fear it may
436-5032 anytime
entrance to the Pinclake Medical cause them to re-live their grief.
BUSHHOGGING and gar- PLUMBING repairman with Center on Highway 121 North in
Afterwards, participants feel the
dens tilled 437 4030
same day service Call Mayfield.
Holiday Help program gives a sense
436-5255
of hope for the upcoming holidays."
The holidays can be especially
CARPORTS for cars and
The program is free, and refreshtrucks Special sizes for SEAMLESS gutters in difficult for people who have recenmotor home, boats, RVs stalled, residential or com- tly lost someone close to them. ments will be served. For more
and etc Excellent protec- mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
"The hurried pace of the season, information, please call Bym Funtion, high quality, excellent 753-6433
value Roy Hill 759-4664 SEWING machine repair with activities, shopping.Christmas eral Home at 247-3592 or stop by
card lists and parties, adds to the
anytime. There is no obligation or
CHIM Chlm Chimney Kenneth Barnhill, stress and confusion which often
cost associated with this program.
Sweeps has 10% senior 753-2674. Stella, KY.
triggers renewed feelings of grief,"
citizen discounts We sell
Byrn Funeral Home and Lourdes
Tree & Stump said Kirk P. Byrn II, owner of Byrn
chimney caps and screens. SUREWAY
Hospice are co-sponsoring this Howith
full
Removal.
Insured
435-4191
liday Help program as a community
line of equipment. Free es- Funeral Home."We realized that for
would
be
the
first
many
people,
this
night,
timates.
Day
or
COE & Coe General ReWe look forward to seeing
holiday season without a dose
pair. Carpentry, electrical & 753-5484.
you there.
drywall. 502-492-840.3.
present.
This
progfamily
member
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
COUNTERTOPS, custom. aluminum gutters. variety ram is cipr special way of reaching
colors. Licensed, in- out to not only those families we
of
offices,
Homes, trailers,
Wulfl's Recovery, Murray. + stired. Estimate available. have served, but to the entire com-759-4690.
436-5560.- •
munity: --everyone- is wetcome-to
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating' TIRED of high cost on leaf attend."
and Cooling Service. Com- removal, tree work & haulThe two hour program was deveplete installation and ser- ing? Then call 436-2867. loped by Accord Aftercare Service. Call Gary at VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR vices, a national grief counseling
759-4754
Service Center, cleaning- and informational organization.
'--GlISTAM-4t114deeing-ancl--serviorng-$16:-ssest -repairs "Holiday Help" hag been presented
backhoe work, septic sys- $35. Free estimates.Route
tems, 354-8161 after 4prn, _ 1, Almo. Open 9-42, 1-5, in communities throughout the United States. An expert speaker from
Mon.-Fri.. 753-0530.
Horace Sholar.
753-5726
Accord will be present to explain
- WANT a new look before
DAVID'S Cleaning
19,0 It, I tad trutmurta.
vices. We specialize in vinyl the holidays! We do all how the grief process works and to
siding, concrete driveways, types of painting (sponge, share ways others have coped. Also
1-800-677-1116
BACKHOE Service- ROY blacktop driveways, boats, bag, feather), wallpapering featured will be practical suggesHILL. Septic system, drive- mobile homes. Fully in- & remodeline. No job too
ways, hauling, foundations, sured & completely mobile. small. Call 759-9359.
etc. 759-4664
759-4734.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
WILL install, sand & finish
BACKHOE Service, com- D&D Lawn Care Will do hardwood
floors. 30yrs explete foundations, septic leaves 489-2296
perience, can furnish refersystems. R H.Nesbitt, Conences. Call (502)522-6358
struction Phone 492-8516, DRYWALL, finishing, re- or (502)522-5050
after
pairs,. additions and blowpager 762-7221.
6pm
ing ceilings 753-4761.
cards wel'IL We wouldn't know how to
• South dealer.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Neither side vulnerable.
classify his bidding from just this
Service. All work guaran- EXPERIENCED drywall
Your
Miss
teed. 753-1134 or finishing. References availNORTH
one hand -about all he did was to
436-5832.
able. Call 436-2060.
Paper?
10 8 4 open a notrump with 15 points inif A K 6 2
stead of the customary 16- but it
BUILDER. New homes, GERALD', WALTERS.
* K 75
may be that he always threw in a
garages, additions,founda- Roofing, vinyl siding, paintPaper wit be &Marred
tions, poured basements. ing. Free estimates. 18
4. 1072
point for good measure because of
that owning!
Call Tripp Williams, years experience. Local reWEST
EAST
his skill in the play. North, using
753-0563.
ferences. 753-2592
.3
Stayman,responded two clubs, and
K QJ 652
J5
IP 109-3
found the 4-4 heart fit as a result.
* Q 64 32
South took the king of spades
•J 9
4. A 986
lead with the ace, played a heart to
4,1 53
SOUTH
the king and a low club back. East•A 9 7
followed low and South won with the
q 8 74
king. After cashing the Q-A ofhearts,
Dial-A-Secacey is a 'handy clip-out seetion
atiah
er cl Ub rrem
running each Monday in the classifieds. You geta
•K Q-4
- dummy. East put up the-ace and
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for
The bidding:
returned a club to South's queen.'
Declarer still had three tricks to
South West
North East
1 NT
Pass
2+
Pass
lose-two spades and a diamondPass
4V
butby this time he was certain that
2 glo
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
he would be able to avoid the loss of
Opening lead - king of spades.
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
You run into good,bad and indif- one of them and thus make the conferent bridge players wherever you
He knew that East had no more
go. Some bid well and play their
cards badly; others bid badly and spades; otherwise East would have
HOROSCOPES
play their cards well; some bid and returned a spade rather than a club.
play well; others bid and Play badly. West's hand therefore became an
FWD 51'; DE('FAIBER 2,1994
This last category seems'to be open hook. He had started with six
(For 'our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own the most numerous of all, if you spades and had 'already shown up
date of birth. call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill. you 99 accept as gospel the testimony of with two hearts and three clubs.
cents a minute.)
their partners. Maybe Lincoln had Hence, he could not have been dealt
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE when making long-range decisions. bridge players in mind when he said more than two diamonds.
FAT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A sudden upswing in your social life that God must love the common
So South cashed the A-K of dia,
iitricts continue to play an will make the rest of this month people, since ,he made so many Of msinds and led a spade. West took
important role in your career suc- highly enjoyable. '
his two spade tricks,hut then had to
them.
cess. You make new friends and
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
The South in this deal was obvi- yield a ruff and discard, handing
:Mies whereser ou go_ Spring Morning is the best time to push a ously from the class that plays their South the contract.
brings mars elous finzinci al news! pet project. Be careful not to step on
Tomorrow Ridding quiz.
An intriguing empliw mein or educa- any conversational land mines. A
tional opportunit leserves prompt chance encounter at midday could
investigation. A career change you promise more than it delivers.
make next summer could benefit
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Petty
on for years to come. A family domestic annoyances may cause
enterprise enjos surprising success. frustration. As the day unfolds, be
Concentrate on one major project at careful not to go overboard with a
21 fink%
personal enthusiasm. People you
Call Us For A Quote On Car &
CELEBRITIES BORN ON meet socially will take to you the
Home Owners Insurance or
THIS lEkTE: tennis star Monica way a fish takes to water.
Come By Our Office Today
Seles. ii list (ieorges Seurat, football
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
pla el Willie Brown, actress Julie Be extra tactful on the business front
Ilarris.
David R. King
today: do not ruffle the feathers of
ARIES I \larch 2I -April 19): A higher-ups if you can possibly avoid
Sycamore
St.
• Murray • (502) 753-8355
901
difficult situation is strictly tempo- it. Co-workers may not feel like
tat
Be patient and keep your cooperating. Rent a video and stay
thoughts postal\ e. The pieces of a home tonight.
puzzle beirrn to fall into place. CareSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ful k we in In oour male ••• options 21): A personality conflict or unreabefore finalizing sour plans. Avoid sonable demand could create extra
issunie illninattans
-pressure today. Show your unselfish
s,
\lay 201: Be side and encourage others to do the
tIi ,rinipnsnise it your busi- same.
ness ideas meet w ith stony silence
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
OF minimal response. A moderately
19): Be careful not to get too big for
es entlul da.) lies ahead..Careful your britches. An unusual experiAdjust
.tudy \\
produce considerable ence could bum a hole in your bank
Electrically
Ii nancial progress.
account. Keep credit cards under
GENIINI I May 21-June 201: A wraps while you cultivate your artisto hundreds
chance encounter could lead to new tic talents.
of restful
romance or an opportunity to benelif
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IN):
positions.
I1nanciall from a confidential tip. Taking short trips to visit relatives
Protect your sources of information. or friends will produce mixed
Decide ahead of time v.ho 1.". ill pay results. Important decisions are best
In a soxiiil
postponed until next week when
C
CFR (lone 21 -July 221: vital data will become available.
Your plans for getting ahead in the Romance on the rebound rarely
15 YEAR
w odd arc going to go over better works out. Use caution.
!hail
illancial suggestions.,
PISCES (Feb. :March,20):
WARRANTY
(
mlintie lox' touch-and- Your sunny nature attracts new
go. Focus on comintinit activities admiration. Showcase your creative
You owe it to yourself to come
this weekend. \lake new allies.
talents to best advantage. It is time
in or call for prices today
LEO I Jiil 21- Aug. -22i: You are to mend an old quarrel. Get in touch
better off keepinr: things to yourself with someone you miss. A new and
Hoaest Savings Delivery + Service Sold Only
toda). Mold act 1112 ta crconlident deeper rapport is possible.
*

Four Star
is
Mobile Home
Parts & Servlce

.111.
*

--•

LEAF
REMOVAL

ELDER
CARE

.4011N.

LOCATOR

Structural Visualization

Call 7534916

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

-

Tr

Only.$5 A Week!

THE INSURANCE
CENTER OF MURRAY

Reward Yourself
Relax in Comfort

10X-,A-13()D

By Local Exclusive Dealers-

Custom Woodworking

4C0 SUNBURY

Servkre
Offered

CHILDREN are curious, determined and inventive. Full of.
energy and high spirits. these youngsters often resent the confinement of the
classroom. F‘pecl theat 10. respond best to easy-going. relaxed teachers.
The% w ill make their best grades in history. geography and eariltscience. As
adults. these quick-moving Sagittarians will seek jobs that allow them some
reedom of minx:mein. The idea of being stuck at a desk fills them with horror!--Carresc-in sates. geology -or puha mirk -wiltfvdd much more appeal.
,
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Forty years ago
and Mrs. Marcus Hayes, Nov. 19.
Ten years ago
J.W. Outland, Dr. A.D. Butter
Thirty
ago
years
Murray
-Council
to
City
agreed
Robertson,
_The Associated -Press
GentributiOns to Murray- wont). _an4., Luther
invoke-the provisimis -tif-Resotu
Today is Thursday, Dec. I. the 335th day of 1994. There are 30
retiring members --Or Murray
104-84
at
tion
approved
conlast
Fund
United
Calloway
County
days left in the year.
of Education were honored
sistory in regard to projects on
now total $15,600 toward the Board
Today's Highlight in History:
at an appreciation dinner by.
lrvan
North
and
Seventh
Streets.
to
523,300,
of
according
goal
took
On Dec. 1, 1955, a milestone of the civil rights movement
'Faculty Club of Murray High
Dr. Kala Stroup, president of
Thomas B. Hogancamp and Wilplace aboard a city bus in Montgomery. Ala., as Rosa Parks, a black
School. .A special tribute was
has
__University.
Siate
liam
fund
_
Miller,.
drive.._co.B.
seamstress;refined-to give up her seat‘o*whita man. Mn. Parks was., M11PRY
'given the Jay A.B. Austin who
the
been
to
of
named
Board
•
chairmen.
arrested, sparking a year-long boycott of the buses by blacks. (The
died recently while Serving as 3 .
Directors .of Murray-Calloway
Annette Schmidt directed a
law that required blacks to sit toivard the rear of buses was eventually_
ITICIbes of the
of
County
•
Chamber
Commerce.
workshop on "Enameling Tins
struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court.)
Recent births. reported in‘ lade
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cunningwith Stencil Designs" at a meetOn this date:
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
ham arc married 50 years Dec. I.
ing of Creative Arts Depanment a
In 1913, the first drive-in automobile service station opened, in
Nov. 24; a girl to Mr. and
Todd,
Births reported include a boy
of Murray Woman's Club.
Pittsburgh.
C. Wilson, Nos 26;
Charles
Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Anderson,
In 1919, Lady Astor was sworn in as the first female member of the
Recent births reported a: Mur- a boy to' Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Oct. 21; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
British Parliament.
ray Hospital include a_gill.to Mr Edwin Costello, d girl to Mr. and
Kenneth L. Perry, Nov. 13; a girl
In 1965, an airlift of refugees from Cuba to the United States began
and Mrs. Franklin Wells and a Mrs. Charter Preston C'ulatand
and
ME
to
Mrs.
Breen
Michael'
in which thousands of Cubans were allowed to leave their homeland.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell and a girl to Mr. and Mrs .Chat.
Clark, Nov. 16; a boy to Mr. and
In 1969, the U.S. government held its first draft lottery since World
les Thomas _Reed, Nov. - 27.
Morgan.
Mrs.
Donald
Nov.
a
Fisher,
19;
War 11.
Mrs. Glenn Kelso presented :1
John Bennett, a member of
to
boy
and
Mr.
David
Mrs.
BurIn 1973, David Ben-Gurion, Israel's first prime minister, died in Tel
Murray High School Football lesson on "Fashions" at a inceting
keen,
23.
Nov.
Aviv at age 87.
of East Hazel Homemakers dub
Team, has been named as tackle
Murray State University Racers
In 1990, British and French workers digging the Channel Tunnel
neam
held at the home of Mrs Rt bent
the All-Conference Football
West
Tech
beat
Virginia
78
62
to
between their countries finally met after knocking out a passage in a
Craig.
Team.
in
basketball
a
game.
service tunnel large enough to walk through and shake hands.
Ten years ago: A remote-controlled Boeing 720 jetliner was delibDEAR ABBY
erately crashed into California's Mojave Desert to test an anti-flame
makes me feel young again!"
DEAR ABBY: I wrote as soon as
fuel additive that proved disappointing. Boston College quarterback
DEAR ABBY: I want to share a of your kids are adopted! Which
I read your column about what
really neat retort to an out-of-line ones are they?"
Doug Flutie was awarded the Heisman Trophy.
*5*
Janet looked her straight in the nurses should call elderly people in
Five years ago: In an extraordinary encounter, Soviet President question I witnessed years ago:
I married eye and calmly replied, "I haven't a nursing home: As a sign of
and
"Janet"
friend
My
Disthe
at
Pope
II
Gorbachev
met with
Vatican.
John Paul
Mikhail S.
DEAR ABBY: I just iin.sloal
respect, they are trained to call the
in the Navy. She and her the faintest idea."
sident elements in the Philippine military launched an unsuccessful shipmates
reading a letter signed -Careful in
STILL LAUGHING men "Mister" and the women "Miss"
hubby adopted two babies; then
Georgia," regarding parent, who
or "Mrs. So-and-So."
-4 --coup againsttoraaon Aquiaa's government-East_Germany.'s Parka: .... they had two of their own. purtrerr dialdton on leashes. -..
mcnt abolished the Communist Party's constitutional guarantee of
I am in training now toliecome a
They were-deferinined-to keep- - DEAR STILL LAUGHING:
When I was 3 years old, we lived
retort!
loving
sensitive,
nursing assistant and I was told to
supremacy.
the adoptions from their children to What a
on .a farm, and my father used to
avoid sibling rivalry. The adoptions This apparently occurred dur- call the residente whatever they
One year ago: Eighteen people were killed when a Northwest Airtake me into town with him. While
were entered into the husband's ing World War II, when adopted want to be called.
link commuter plane crashed in Minnesota.
he was visiting with his friends at
IN TRAINING IN MINNESOTA
record, which is supposed to be kept children were seldom told that
Today's Birthdays: Former CIA,, director Stansfield Turner is 71.
the feed stere. I wandered off and
they were adopted.
DEAR IN TRAINING: I agree
Actor-comedian-director Woody Allen is 59. Singer Lou Rawls is 58. confidential. gave us a huge "welwas- missing for about an hour. 1
Today, fortunately, most par- with your instructors. Recently
The Navy
had talked to strangers, and got '
1 ryor is 54. come home" party. and we were ents are more open, and very I received a letter from a 94Golfer 1..ec Trevino is 55. Comedian-actor Richard )
intD.a.car with a strange man.
Actress-singer Bette Midler is 49. Actress Charlene THEO i5_ 3f)- - seated with a large group when a early on, they tell their adopted year-old resident in a nursing
Fortunately, he had heard that
Thought for Today: "The only people who attain power are those
woman came rushing to our table children that they were "cho- home who resented being called
my parents were loiikingTOr me.
sen" — giving them the assur- "Mrs." She said, "I asked the
who crave it." — Erich Kastncr, German author and poet
and blurted out:
he took me home to my motile!
staff to please call me 'Edna'; it
"Say. Janet, I iust heard that two ance that they are special.
(1899-1974).
(This was 35 years ago, bebire all
the
publicity, about kidnapping wa,
DAILY COMICS
big news, but I get the chills- now
when I think of what could have
happened to me.) After that, nis
BLONDIE
parents put me on a leash whelt
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
they took me to town with them.
YEAH YOU RE
ThATS
WED I-545 A N,1-14 1.08E1'E2
NOT OuR ThE CATERER,
Interestingly, 1, don't recall any
COCKTAIL
PRIME 1218
YOU FIGURE
PROBLEM
AND BAKED
DINNER
bad feelings about wearing S leash
IT our
ALASKA
FOR 50
All I Can remember was the mixtur,PeoPLE
of anguish and joy on my mother's
face when that man brought no
home.
To those who leash their chil
dren: Don't worry about what
strangers might think. Worry about
what strangers might it,
GLAD Ti
Twenty years ago
Plans for renovations and
insproveinautseMurray Middle -.School and Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools were r
reviewed by members of Murray
Board of Education.
Pictured are members of Murray Art Giild at the annual
Christmas Open House today.
Shown are Roberta Tarry, Sallie
Guy, Cynthia Peterson and Barbara Harrell.
Calloway County High School
Band won second place trophy at
Hopkinsville Christmas Parade.
Nine bands participated. _Kath_y_
Calhoun. and Kathy Jackson are
field commanders.
Births reported include a. boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard S.
Canupp, Nov. 10; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Cathey, Nov.
11; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Paul Stalls, Nov. 15; a boy to Mr.

Today In History

DR. GOTT
CALVIN and HOBBES
NE GEE, .4C)ta2 MOM 4E41 TNATS
-.1
Vai , LooK t 1Cid
-,--- suRE 55 NICE - TA REkV*
MADE '100I2 BED ..
..
N1D-lesiT EVEN
WSkEti lerpluE.LP I USuku1
/-!
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s... .WER.01;ptl. .
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DEAR DR.(Val ;
t,
cause hardening of
does the condition conic Ingo the na id.
- we eaf?
DEAR RFADFR• No On • kr 1k
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1IMPRESSES>
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"I might have missed, Lou, but I take some satisfaction
in knowing I busted up their little party.

•I

CATHY
WHAT DO
YOU THINK
YOUR MOM
MEANT
WHEN SHE
SAID...

CATHY, WE'VE
HAD THIS SAME
DINNER
comErtsAnora
EVERY NIGHT
SINCE
THANKSGWING.

OS, NO, ALEX . THIS ISN'T TliE
SAteE ONE. TONIGHT I TOOK
PART Of THE. INSECURITY
ABOUT YOUR 'AMER, MIXED
IT WITH Son* AGGRAVATION
FROM MY MOTHER...

THINK:\ r'HE THANKS I GET
...SPICED IT UP WITH A FEW
FOR TP•IINS TO BE
I'LL EAT
UNSPOKEN FRUSTRATIONS,
CREATIVE WITH
sornsAND LET IT SIMMER IN SOME
THE THANKSGIVIN&
WHERE
GENERAL INDIGNANCE TO PRELEFTOVERS
ELSE.
PARE A SuRPRISE PgrcH0DRAMA CASSEROLE! )

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Bread roll
6 Nichelson
and Loid
11 Become
electrically

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
' MRS.PETRocc I ,TNISLAM/
IS VoLONTEERING-To HELP
US OUT -IRIS AFTERNODN.

I'M
PAITEMON -I
SHOP FERE.ALL1HETIME.
AND I Do TF1E CHILDREN'S
BOoN.CowoiN FOR THE
PAPER?

IF k/CU'RE SHORT-STAFFED
I'D BE 61.AIOTotieLrekw
Fort Trie DA/-uusr Fon
THE FUN OF IT! usu.t DENT
KNovJ uniFrr
To SAy:

HOW Aseur.yes,
SURE,OK" Of(
AU- OFTHE,
Awe?I

355

GARRELD
THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM
CONTAINS SCENES NOT
SUI TABLE FOR CATS

LARF!_i

VF1AT $ THIS
V_..,
WORLD
COMING TO?

c

CLICK:

charged
12 Lament
14 Uggams ID
15 Juice used for
gimlet
17 Pour out
18 Actress Balmn
20 — — lunch
23 College deg.
24 W. Coast coil
26 Moroccan
seaport
28 Symbol for
tellurium
29 Holy city of
Islam
31 Once famous
-person .
(hyph. wd.)
33 Weaponry .
35 Disturbance

36 IContainiog
ire
Answer to Previous Puzzle
39 Ignores
42 French article UMMM OMO MOM
43 More certain MOM UMW MUM
45 Paradise
MUMMA OWMWMM
46 Designer
MUMMA
MMWWW
DrivClaiborne
00120 !O1li
48 —
OMM DUBOW MOO
50 — Philips
110
MOU
MU
51 Keyed up
;with interest
OMM MUM CUM
53 South African
UMW MOM
Dutch

55 Cry of pain .
56 Term in office
59 Buy in
advance

61 Pertaining to
a kidney
62 Quantity of
yarn

OMMOU
OWUOU
MUMMOU MEMO
IMMO UMM OMMM
MUM OMM 00MM
2-1C 1994 United Feature Syndicate

(abbr.)
9 Ship bottom
10 Slender
11 Hipbone
DOWN
13 German
seaport
1 Leap
16 Greenland
Suddenly
settlement
2 Article
19 Highway to
3 — Hodges
the far nolh
21 Construction
10
9
7
6
beam
NINE
(hyph. wd.)
22 Fertile spot in
II
111
desert
15
14
25 "Green —"
III
Cut of beef
27
22
21
20
II
lia
(hyph. wd.)
•30 Love affair ,
2'
26
IIII
28• 32 Musical
study
ill
32
34 Certain
— — ease
36
itil
iii
35
33
37 — counter
38 Clan
41
40
39
40 Lament
41 White
li
iliall
45
00
44 Harvests
42
47 "Twilight —”
III
49 Merry
46
adventure
52 Weapon
51
Jamie —
54
111
II
1111
Curtis
111
57 Sun god
il
EMI
58 Spanish
article
dlUU
ill
60 Greek leNer
4 Singer Pinza
5 Nocturnal
mamrhal
6 TV's Ralph
Kramden
(Inds )
7 Precedes ess
8 Court
summons

111 3'

rm

VAV•ty It/

PEANUTS
ASK YOUR 006 IF
I4E WANTS TO COME
OUT AND PLAY..,
ly

, AAY
440v,:
/
N1
SOCIAL SELAIT." hiilliAFER

•II

il

5
ill '

arteries l'arterioscieroski.:, ;5;
related phenomenon that ma% In•
related to a high tat diet and is
tainly worsened by smoking This
dition will lead to e‘entua1 ona.•
attacks and strokes
•
Es-en though nobody hi.,
resolved this chicken Ia. eL412.1,..,;11,.,
i•eii
be
not
prudent consumer need
dlel is
cerned about which tacoir
smoking - - is the prune culprit A
fat diet and avoidancc 1)1 11•11:tc,
products is the solution
Remember. too. that a high intakc
of dietary fats is associated with ots
sity, hypertension and other medo
ailments; smoking caUses cancer it
the mouth,. throat and lung.
Therefore. to avoid accelerated art riosclerosis. people should disdam
cigarettes and follow healt Mut diet,
DEAR DR i;DTT wh,,,,t•I• I L•.•
VX('Ited.

1,111", iii 1•11thal-

my'neck. chest, and
I,',;
become buil red and
i&e,
like fire. Having a drink
,
him?
(lint
also
exercising can
skin turning red !Sly physician doesti t
want to prescribe
he feels then, is no physiial
ing place.. I yi.ent to a tlt•rnia!,.!r.,:
s II. le •
1,t•ho diagnosed me me lb
scribed many antihistamine- :old I,,1,1
blockers. hut the IT(111t•SS C1)11111111111
and I have the embarrassing red
to deal with Is ther,help tor Inc'
DEAR READER Yuuii are csper'i
encing blushing, the ddatiOn and
engorgement of capillary blood se,
sels in the skin if your neck chiand face. This cap result from ui:
vousness. tension and other enoitionol
states: it is often worsened by alcohol.
which causes further dilation of the
circulatory system, No one knows w hy
some people readily blush. others onlywhen severely provoked and yet till,
ers not at all
As your doctor pointed out. blushing
is not a health hazard Still many peo
pie are bothered by it. especially it the

rassed:

skin change's progress to
thivesi. •

trIo wz•lt,

Beta -blocking drugs such as
Inderal. may prment blushing it taken
early enough However. there is
tried-and-true nutthod that con,i.,
tently stops capillary dilation
Some patients have been helped by
stress counseling. the theory luting
that blushing will he diminished it
patients can learn to cope with stress
more effectively That is it you're less
bothered by nervous tension and high
emotional states., yotrtthe less Irkely
to break out. Ask your doctor to refer you to a
psychologist or mental health pride's
sional who will work with you to alley'
ate the stress that causes your blush
ing.
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Quncing
The First Ever
Sale On Dodge
Intrepid.
Get Up To $1,147 In Total Savings And
Discounts From Package Values During The
Dodge Intrepid Equipment Sale.
For thefirst time ever, the
car that changed everything
is having a sale on its most
popular options. Features.
like 16" wheels,4-wheel
disc anti-lock brakes, 3.5

liter V-6, remote/illuminated entry, Infinity® CD
player, leather trim and
more. Which means adding the things you want
can save you a lot of

change during,the Dodge
Intrepid Equipment Sale.
Up To $75000 Savings
sn
Up To $39700 PackageDiscounts From
Up To

Total Savings & Pkg.
,
$1 14700 Value Discounts*

The New Dodge
See Your Friendly Dodge Dealer Today
•S I 06-$750 option sal/ings plus $138 S197 discouni,limn pkg. value. based on value of pkg. item,‘s. pkg. MSRP.

.,

